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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

Design, Characterization and Applications of Symmetric Protein Scaffolds 

by 

David James Leibly 

Doctor of Philosophy in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2016 

Professor Todd O. Yeates, Chair 

 Proteins are essential macromolecules for all living organisms. They provide cellular 

structure and perform most of the metabolic functions essential for all life. The importance of 

proteins makes them the most studied and exploited macromolecules. We can exploit the 

structure of a protein to design a specific therapeutic to treat a disease or we can use proteins as 

biocatalysts for the efficient creation of molecules. In many instances, these applications of 

proteins are difficult to achieve. The work in this dissertation focuses on the development and 

evaluations of novel techniques to aid in the study and use of proteins.  

The first part of this dissertation focus on the creation of a series of symmetric oligomers 

to be used as crystallization scaffolds. Such scaffolds are intended to induce their symmetry onto 

asymmetric protein crystallization target proteins. The ability to determine the crystal structure 

can be essential for the creation of new targeted drugs or the better understanding of a biological 

process.  Unfortunately many proteins fail to crystallize for reasons that are not well understood. 

It is thought that such induction of symmetry and variety of geometrically distinct scaffolds will 

aid in the crystallization of difficult-to-crystallize proteins. Preliminary results of these novel 

scaffolds and existing scaffolds are described.  

In the second part, applications of symmetric scaffolds for the creation of enzymatic 
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materials are presented. These purely proteinaceous assemblies are designed to replicate previous 

described enzyme encapsulating materials. These materials typically improve enzyme reaction 

rates and product extraction. The final part of the dissertation focuses on the shell protein PduA 

from the 1,2-propanediol-utilization bacterial microcompartment (MCPs). These MCPs 

encapsulate metabolic pathways and contain volatile or toxic pathway intermediates. Research 

into turning these MCPs into bioreactors containing non-native enzymes is ongoing in many 

labs. Full realization of this technology relies on the encapsulation of new metabolic enzymes 

and transport of novel substrate and products through the shells. These processes are poorly 

understood, here structural studies of shell protein permutations. These permutations alter the 

topology of the shell protein allowing the scaffolding of proteins to the exterior surface of the 

MCPs. Finally, the efforts to elicited the interaction of specific targeting sequences to shell 

protein by x-ray crystallography are discussed. 
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4°C for one week and was significantly degraded by a contaminating 

protease…………………………………………………………………………..73 
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Complexes. IEX of the GFP-H3L complexes resulted in a minor peak for the 
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Figure 3.22.  Crystals of GFP D117C – H3L Dimers. After approximately seven months 

crystals of GFP-H3L dimers from a D117C mutation were obtained in a single 
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Figure 3.23.  Crystals of GFP D21H/K26C -  StarD9 With Cu2+. Crystals grew in 

approximately three months. Cu2+ ions were added immediately prior to 
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Figure 3.24.  Size Exclusion Chromatography Fractions of sfCherry I206K – GFP 1-9 

K26C Complex. Fractions that corresponded the complex peak indicated bands 

for intact sfCherry/10/11 I206K (black box), GFP 1-9 K26C (green box) and light 

induced cleavage products from sfCherry (red box). Presence of the cleavage 

products made it difficult to obtain intact complexes. For each mutant the 
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fractions containing the least contamination were pooled for crystallization 

experiments………………………………………………………………………80 

CHAPTER 4 – Computationally Designed Trimeric GFPs 

Figure 4.1.  Docking of GFP Monomers to a Three-Fold Symmetry Axis. Initial design 

strategy focused on docking the GFP barrels perpendicular to the symmetry axis 

(triangle). The GFP barrels start away from the axis and are allowed to dock 

together towards the axis. If the barrels dock in an energetically favorable manner, 

interfaces are designed. The starting GFP barrels are then rotated 5° and docked 
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10 runs. The design numbered by occurrence (Design 1 most common, Design 4 
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for experimental characterization………………………………………………..93 

Figure 4.3.  Expression Tests and Purification of Designs.  (A) SDS-PAGE gels of the 

soluble from expression of the four designs. The 25 kDa bands correspond to the 
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consistent with monomers. (C) Native-PAGE gel of the four SEC purified 
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caused the proteins to run at different rates, but all are putatively monomeric. 

Design c3_14 (1-4) was partially aggregated, as the protein did not enter the gel 
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Figure 4.4.  Crystals of c3 Designs. The crystals observed from the c3_31 (3-1) and c3_33 (3-

3) designs, the only two that crystallized. These represent all the crystal 
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Figure 4.5.  The c3_33 JCSG D12 Dimer Compared to Design. The dimeric structures 
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Figure 4.6.  Observed Dimer is a New GFP Crystallographic Artifact Dimer. The 

observed dimer is different from the traditionally observed “native” GFP 

crystallographic dimer.  The previously observed dimer is a c2 symmetric dimer 
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Figure 4.7.  General Design Orientation of Parallel Trimers.  With the failure of the 
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trimer peak. Only fractions of the trimer peak were used for crystallization. (B) 

The looped crystal used for data collection had cubic morphology. The crystal is 

colorless due to the lighting when the picture was taken. The crystal was faintly 

green in the crystallization drop due the acid conditions (pH 5.5)……………..101 

Figure 4.9.  Comparison of the c3_51 Design and Structure. The Rosetta designed structure 

features all the barrels parallel to each other and the symmetry axis. In the crystal 
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CHAPTER 5 – Coiled-Coil Fusions to T4-Lysozyme Oligomers 

Figure 5.1.  Model of the Coiled-Coil Pair Fused to T4L. The x-ray crystal structure of a 

highly stable version of T4L (PDB ID 3FA0, cyan) was aligned with the c-Fos 

(magenta)/c-Jun (purple) structure. The model that indicated no steric hindrance is 

presented. Here, the c-Jun sequence is to be fused to the N-terminus of T4L, the 

crystallization target would be fused to the N-terminal end of the c-Fos coil (red 

box). This coiled-coil model is from the native c-Fos/c-Jun sequence; the 

engineered heterodimeric pair for expression constructs replaces these sequences 

for expression constructs. Mutations are highlighted for disulfide dimers (yellow) 

and metal chelating sites (orange)………………………………………………118 

Figure 5.2.  Homology Model and Secondary Sequence Prediction of IDP01024. The 

homology model of IDP01024, Salmonella enterica anti-sigma28 factor FlgM 
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used for construct construction is presented; the predicted C-terminal helix where 

the coiled-coil is fused is highlighted in red………………………….………...121 

Figure 5.3.  Homology Model and Secondary Sequence Prediction of IDP01204. The 

homology model of IDP01204, Bacillus anthracis str. Ames glycosyl transferase, 

group 2 family protein used for construct construction is presented; the predicted 

C-terminal helix where the coiled-coil is fused is highlighted in red. This protein 

was previously found to crystallize through CSGID efforts but failed to 

diffract…………………………………………………………………………..122 

Figure 5.4.  Homology Model and Secondary Sequence Prediction of IDP90101. The 

homology model of IDP90101, Salmonella enterica sseL deubiquitinase used for 

construct construction is presented; the predicted C-terminal helix where the 

coiled-coil is fused is highlighted in red……………………………………..…123 

Figure 5.5.  Size Exclusion Elution of IDP01204 Co-purified with T4L 40H/44H. SEC was 

performed on the co-purified proteins after TEV cleavage to remove the HexaHis 

affinity tag. The two prominent peaks correspond to the T4L-IDP01204 complex 

and un-complexed T4L monomers. Fractions from the complex peak with 

equimolar amounts of the two proteins were pooled and used fro crystallization 

experiments……………………………………………………………………..127 

Figure 5.6.  Size Exclusion Elution of IDP01204 Co-purified with T4L 125C/128C. SEC 

was performed on the co-purified proteins after TEV cleavage to remove the 

HexaHis affinity tag. The three prominent peaks correspond to aggregated 
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were pooled and used fro crystallization experiments. Due to the significant 

aggregation of this construct, care was taken to choose fractions of the complex 

furthest from the void…………………………………………….…..…………128 

CHAPTER 6 – Computationally Designed Cages as Scaffolds 

Figure 6.1.  Structure of T3-10 and Fusion Construct Designs. (A) The crystal structure of 

the tetrahedral cage T3-10 (PDB 4EGG). T3-10 originally crystallized in space 

group C2 with the tetrahedral 2-fold symmetry axis replicated with the 2-fold 

crystallographic symmetry axis. (B) General design scheme for T3-10 fusions, 

linker sequences could be varied between the T3-10 and target genes. A C-

terminal hexa-histidine tag would be used for purification………………...…..139 

Figure 6.2.  Experimental Characterization of T3G Fusion in Solution. (A) SDS-PAGE 

gel of IMAC purified T3G resulted in highly pure protein (red circle) subsequent 

SEC purification further purified the protein and gave initial indications the 
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the size of the cage in solution. The cage was predicted to have a mass of 577 
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fully formed cage in solution. A proposed model of the T3G cage is also 

presented. (C) DLS was used to determine the changes in particle size in a 
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Figure 6.3.  Optimization of the T3G Crystallization Construct, T3G-CTD. (A) The 

crystallographic dimer of sfGFP (PDB 2B3P). This dimer is mediated by a 
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intended to prevent this dimer from forming in new T3G constructs. (B) The 

structure of T3-10 (PDB 4EGG) found no electron density for the C-terminal 

residues highlighted in red. Lack of density indicates disorder, resulting in a 

highly flexible linkage between the two proteins. These disordered residues were 

eliminated from new constructs resulting in T3-10 C-terminal deletion (CTD). (C) 

Native PAGE gel of both T3G Full Length (FL) and T3G CTD. T3G CTD ran as 

a single band while T3G FL had multiple bands present……………………….142 

Figure 6.4.  Crystals of T3G CTD. Crystals of T3G CTD rapidly grew as small rods in one 

condition from the screen JCSG+ (0.1M Na Cacodylate pH 6.5, 40% MPD, 5% 
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Figure 6.5.  Expression Tests of T3-10 CTD StarD9. (A) T3-10 CTD was genetically fused 

to StarD9 with a GSGTGSG linker and a C-terminal histidine affinity tag from 

IMAC purification. (B) IPTG induction for 4 hours at 37°C resulted in a poorly 
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Auto-induction for 72 hours at 20°C produced protein that could be purified by 

SEC with some fractions contaminated by a smaller molecular weight protein. 
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Figure 6.6.  Figure 6.6. Successive SEC Purifications of T3-10 CTD StarD9. (A) SEC 

immediately after IMAC resulted in significant protein contamination of the T3-
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cage fusion resulted in a single SEC peak of pure protein (red trace). (B) Native-

PAGE of the fraction pooled from the second SEC purification. The protein ran as 

one distinct band in the resolving layer of the gel. The upper band is protein that 

remained in the stacking layer of the gel; this had also been observed with the 
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Figure 6.7.  Crystal of T3-10 CTD Full-Length StarD9 Fusions. (A) Thin plate crystals 
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from the Pact screen in condition E9 (0.15M K/Na tartrate, 18-22% Peg 3350, 
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Figure 6.8.  T3-10 CTD StarD9 Cage Fusion Purified with AMP-PNP. (A) In an attempt 
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Figure 6.9.  Oil Overlay Optimized Crystals of T3-10 CTD StarD9. The rod crystal form 

from Pact E9 conditions was only grew to larger sizes when vapor diffusion was 

slowed. To slow diffusion, an overly of 1:1 silicone:paraffin oil was applied to the 
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Figure 6.10.  The Three Distinct Crystal Forms of T3-10 CTD StarD9. Three unique crystal 

forms were found, all grew in conditions based on Pact E9 with only variations to 

K/Na tartrate, Peg 3350 or pH changes. None of the crystals resulted in data sets 
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Figure 6.11.  XtalPred Results for the Kinesin Domain of StarD9.  The kinesin domain of 

StarD9 features a large disordered loop (red box). This loop is absent from other 
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removed and replaced with a ‘GSG’ linker. This construct crystallized in the same 

space group as the full-length protein but diffracted to a higher 
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Figure 6.12.  Diffraction Image from T3-10 CTD StarD9 Loop Deletion Construct. 

Diffraction from the optimized construct with optimized crystal growth conditions 

diffracted with strong, well-defined reflections to 6.6Å. Full data sets were 
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Figure 6.13.  Designed Cages Have Internal Cavities Amenable to Internal Fusions.  The 

structure of the two-component cage T33-28 features an internal cavity with a 
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CHAPTER 7 – Oligomeric Enzyme Based Materials  

Figure 7.1.  Amorphous Proteins Gels Formed Through Oligomer Linkages.  (A) 

Connections of an oligomeric enzyme (grey) through a flexible protein linker 

(green) would create an amorphous gel-like material. In this example the linkage 

would be through GFP disulfide dimers. Flexibility comes from both a flexible 

sequence connecting the two proteins and the rotation of the disulfide bond 

allowing multiple conformations. (B) The crystal structure of the trimeric 

bromperoxidase 2A  (PDB 1BRO). This protein lacks native cysteines and 

contains a permissive loop for insertion of GFP strands 10 & 11, making this an 

ideal candidate for material formation via split GFP dimers…………………...164 

Figure 7.2.  Formation of Large Bromperoxidase – GFP Oligomers. (A) Non-reducing 

SDS-PAGE gels of purified bromperoxidase-GFP complexes that have been 

reduced and oxidized. When oxidized the ~25 kDa monomeric GFP band is 

converted to the higher molecular weight (~45 – 50 kDa) band indicating dimer 

formation. The major band in each lane at 30 kDa corresponds to the 

bromperoxidase. For each complex there was incomplete complementation as 

seen by the drastic difference in band intensity between the two proteins. (B) 

Native-PAGE gel of the bromperoxidase-GFP complexes that have been reduced 

and oxidized. The three bands in the reduced (+DTT) lanes correspond to 

bromperoxidase trimers with differing numbers of complexed GFP. When the 

disulfide bonds are oxidized, large complexes are formed that fail to enter the 

resolving layer of the pre-cast gel………………………………………………165  
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Figure 7.3.  Monochlorodimedone Bromperoxidase Assay and pH Optimization.  (A) 

Bromperoxidase activity can be assayed by monitoring the conversion of 

monochlorodimedone to the brominated form with a corresponding loss of 

absorbance at 290nm. (B) Screening of pH variations indicated that the 

bromperoxidase-GFP fusions were most active at pH 4.75 or 5.75. At pH 4.75 

protein precipitation was observed leading to pH 5.75 to be used for all future 

assays…………………………………………………………………………...166 

Figure 7.4.  Bromperoxidase-GFP Activity Assays. Assays for each complex was performed 

at pH 5.75 in triplicate and compared to a control with no enzyme present as 

monochlorodimedone can be brominated when bromine ion are present. Each 

assay was performed with protein from SEC purified protein was reduced during 

the purification. Additional DTT was added to fully reduce any disulfides that 

may have inadvertently formed; Cu2+ was added to oxidize the disulfides. For 

each complex the oxidized versions had reduced activity after four hours. After a 

full 24 hours every protein sample fully brominated the monochlorodimedone. 

Error bars represent the standard deviation of the three experiments…………..167 

Figure 7.5.   Crystal Structures of the Four Bph Enzymes. (A) Structure of BphA from 

Burkholderia (PDB 2XSH) a hexamer with C3 symmetry. (B) Structure of BphB 

from Pseudomonas (PDB IBDB) a tetramer with D2 symmetry. (C) Structure of 

BphC from Burkholderia (PDB 1LGT) an octamers with D4 symmetry. (D) 

Structure of BphD from Burkholderia (PDB 2OG1) a tetramer with D2 

symmetry………………………………………………………………………..169 
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Figure 7.6.  Model of the BphA-BphB Coiled-Coil Pair. Model of the coiled-coil linkage 

between monomers of BphA (green) and BphB (purple). The N-terminal coiled-

coil helix is indicated in red and the corresponding C-terminal helix is modeled in 

blue…………………………………………………………………………...…170 

Figure 7.7.  Model of the BphC-BphD Coiled-Coil Pair. Model of the coiled-coil linkage 

between monomers of BphC (orange) and BphD (green). The N-terminal coiled-

coil helix is indicated in red and the corresponding C-terminal helix is modeled in 

blue……………………………………………………………………………...171 

Figure 7.8.  SDS-PAGE Gel from Bph Coiled-Coil Fusion Expression Testing. Coiled-coil 

fusions of BphA, BphB and BphC were overexpressed in high levels (red box) in 

the total cell lysate (T lanes) but totally absent from the soluble fraction (S lanes). 

Lack of an overexpression band for BphD suggests that the construct failed to 

express…………………………………………………………………………..172 

Figure 7.9.  Structure of Bromoperoxidase Active Site and Substrate Channel. The crystal 

structure of one subunit from the bromperoxidase trimer used in the protein gel 

experiments (PDB 1BRO). The active site is highlighted in red; the substrate 

channel is indicated with the black arrow. The loop where the 10/11 GFP strands 

were inserted to mediate the linkage to split GFP is highlighted in blue. This loop 

is connected to a helix (green arrow) perturbation of this helix could partially 

occlude the substrate channel, reducing the apparent activity of the enzyme. 

Insertion of the GFP strands into the bromperoxidase sequence may have moved 

the helix but the effect was most apparent when the GFP cysteines were oxidized 
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to form dimers, changing the oligomeric state of the complex in solution and 

potentially perturbing the helix…………………………………………………174	

	

CHAPTER 8 – Circular Permutations of PduA 

Figure 8.1.  Slight Deviation of The PduA Terminal Helix Drastically Alters Geometry. 

(A) PduAp4 forms a pentamer instead of the intended hexamer. (B) A slight 

deviation in the designed loop to allow the circular permutation resulted in a shift 

(blue) of the PduA wild type terminal helix (green). This shift results in a more 

compact monomer that can pack as a pentamer.……………………………......189 

Figure 8.2.  Size Exclusion Chromatography Elution Profile of PduAp4. The SEC elution 

profile of IMAC purified PduAp4 resulted in to peaks. The first peak 

corresponded to the void volume of the s200 superdex column. It was first 

thought this peak contained only protein aggregates. After the cage structure was 

solved it was determined that this peak contains the icosahedral cage. The main 

peak corresponded to the pentamer subunits of the cage. Dilution of the protein 

during SEC run caused disruption of the cage………………………………….190 

Figure 8.3.  Dynamic Light Scattering Data of PduAp4 Buffer Screening. DLS was 

utilized to rapidly screen for conditions that readily formed the cage. In this 

experiment, it was determined that the cage was most abundant at pH 9.0 and 

250mM NaCl (particles with a radius of ~10nm). The cage was also present as a 

minor species in a buffer of pH 8.0 and 50mM NaCl. It was later determined that 

the presence of aggregates in samples obscured the true distribution of particles in 

solution. Subsequent experiments concluded the cage was the predominant 
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species at pH 8.0 and 50mM NaCl (chapter 8.1). All other buffer conditions 

resulted in dissociation of the cage into smaller subunits (pentamers or 

monomers)……………………………………………………………………...191 

Figure 8.4.  Energy Scores From Asp43/Lys76 PduAp4 Mutants. The global (blue) and 

interface (red) energy scores of each mutant were compared to the scores from the 

PduAp4 cage (dashed lines). Mutants that had lower energies then the PduAp4 

sequence were thought to form a more stable assembly………………………..193 

Figure 8.5.  Ion Exchange Chromatography Purification of Two PduAp4 Mutants. IEX 

was employed for the purification of the PduAp constructs with no affinity tag. 

Cells were lysed in a buffer at pH 9.0 with only 50mM NaCl. After the cells were 

lysed and clarified the soluble fraction was diluted 2x in a buffer lacking NaCl. 

This was then applied to a Q Sepharose cation exchange to remove contaminating 

E. coli proteins (Q Elute). Flow through from this column was then immediately 

applied to S Sepharose anion column and washed to remove unbound protein. 

PduAp mutants were eluted off with NaCl (S Elute 1, 0.5M NaCl; S Elute 2 1.0M 

NaCl)……………………………………………………………………………194 

Figure 8.6.  PduAp4 Mutants Are Purified as Monomers. IEX purified PduAp4 mutants 

were further purified on a Superos6 SEC column intended for the purification of 

large complexes. All PduAp4 mutants (red trace) eluted as a significantly smaller 

protein then the known cage T3G (blue trace). Subsequent analysis of the mutants 

on an s200 SEC column indicated the protein was monomeric, eluting at the 

volume expected of a 10 kDa protein…………………………………………..195 
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Figure 8.7.  Crystal Structure of PduAp7. (A) The experimental crystal structure of PduAp7 

(blue) formed the designed structure (green), with a backbone RMSD of only 

0.9Å. (B) The PduAp7 structure is nearly identical to wild type PduA (magenta) 

when two structures are aligned. This suggests PduAp7 can be used to replace 

PduA in the Pdu shell. Once this is achieved the pore may be fully occluded to 

study the role of the other pores in the shell or allow external fusion of proteins to 

the external surface of the shell via the external N-terminus of 

PduAp7…………………………………………………………………………197 

Figure 8.8.  Soluble Expression Testing of PduAp7 – PduU Barrel Fusions. Soluble 

fractions from the first 18 of 19 PduAp7 – PduU Barrel Fusions, construct 19 was 

screened at a later date and was insoluble. Only one design, P7U-7 (red arrow) 

was soluble. The 14.5 kDa band present in all lanes is chicken egg white 

lysozyme added during cell lysis……………………………………………….198 

Figure 8.9.  Purification of P7U-7. (A) S200 SEC elution of IMAC purified and TEV cleaved 

P7U-7. The major peak of the purification corresponded to a predicted molecular 

weight of 65 kDa. The leading fractions of the peak were pooled for 

crystallization experiments. (B) SDS-PAGE gel of the P7U-7 purification. A 

double band was apparent in the IMAC purified protein, the lower band increased 

and the upper band decreased upon TEV cleavage. The IMAC column used for 

this purification was previously used for another attempted purification and it is 

likely the TEV protease from that purification was not fully eluted from the resin 

prior to this experiment. Incomplete TEV cleave and removal of the affinity tag 

suggests a buried tag or TEV site for a fraction of the hexamer subunits……...199 
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Figure 8.10.  Crystals of P7U-7. Crystals were obtained after one round of streak seeding 

(original drop: seeds crushed and diluted 4x with reservoir solution).  Reservoir 

solution contains 0.15M Ca(OAc)2, 18% PEG-1000 and 0.1M Immidazole, pH 

8.0.  Drops set up with 10mg/mL PduA-P7, 2.25µL total volume drops, 2:1 

(sample:crystallant).  Well conditions were the same as those from the original 

well/drop used to seed this 24-well plate.  These crystals will be screened for 
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CHAPTER  9 – Structural Studies of the PduA – PduD Helix Interaction 	

Figure 9.1.  Rosetta Opimized Fusion Model of a PduA-PduD N-terminal Fusion. (A) 

The monomer of the PduAD model has the PduD tail located above the PduA C-

terminal tail (green box). The structure of the PduA BMC domain is not altered. 

(B) When the PduA hexamer forms the PduD tail is predicted to sit on the 

interface of two monomers (red arrow)…………………..…………………….218 

Figure 9.2.  Hexametric Model of the PduAD Rosetta Design. (A) In the computational 

model sixe PduAD fusions could pack as a hexamer with the PduD tails pack 

tightly against the PduA C-terminal helices (green box). (B) Viewed down the 

six-fold axis the PduAD fusions do not disrupt the hexamer or central pore of 

PduA………………………………………………………………………........219 

Figure 9.3.  PduAD Construct Designs. (A) PduAD featured the first 90 residues, a variable 

linker and PduD residues 2-16. (B) A turn (green box) is required to set the 

correct geometry to allow the tail fold on to the PduA putative binding site. (C) 

Four versions of the loop were attempted, PduAD1 is the Rosetta optimized 
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sequence, PduAD2 is a long flexible linker, PduAD3 and PduAD4 are sequences 

with a high propensity to form beta turns.……………………………………...220 

Figure 9.4.  Crystal Structure of the PduAD3 P1 Crystal Form. (A) Crystals in the P1 

crystal form grew as well-defined hexagons. (B) The crystal structure was found 

to have layers of the PduA hexamers with a large space between the layers. 

Although the PpduAD model would full this space, no density was observed 

besides that of the PduA BMC core…………………………………………….222 

Figure 9.5.  Crystal Structure of the PduAD3 P4322 Crystal Form. (A) Crystals in the 

P4322 were found to be large rods. (B) A single hexamer was in the asymmetric unit 

(central hexamer) with six hexamers forming crystal contacts, one on each edge of the 

central hexamer. (C) PduAD model is placed into the density of the structure. No 

electron density is present for the PduD tail helix……………………………………223 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Synthetic Symmetrization as a Crystallization Tool 

 X-ray crystallography has established itself as the leading method for determining the 

three-dimensional structure of macromolecules. With the elucidation of a protein’s structure, one 

gains insight into the catalytic mechanism of an enzyme, cellular structures and new drug targets. 

X-ray crystallography has undergone dramatic advancements in the technologies used to 

determine macromolecular crystal structures since the earliest experiments, which were 

performed over 100 years ago. Today, a scientist with a protein crystal and minimal training can 

solve a structure in an afternoon, a feat once unimaginable.  As structure solution technologies 

have advanced to where a novice can successfully solve novel crystal structures, technologies to 

improve the outcome of the crystallization experiment lag behind. Still it is unknown why certain 

proteins crystallize while others do not. Protein crystallization remains the bottleneck of x-ray 

crystallography1,2. Once the trivial issues are addressed (protein purity, excision of poorly folded 

sequences and broad condition screening) many seemingly well-folded, stable proteins fail to 

crystallize.  

Varied approaches to increase crystallization success rates have been attempted in 

previous efforts. Reductive methylation3, surface entropy reduction mutations4 or carrier protein 

fusion5 have been used with some success to create proteins that are more favorable for 

crystallization. Here modifications are performed to the protein of interest (POI) creating new 

versions of the protein, which may more readily form a stable crystal lattice. In each of these 

instances, the goal is to modify the surface of the protein to increase the probability of forming 

crystal contacts and  a stable crystal lattice. Although this approach has proven to be successful 
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for numerous proteins, it does not take advantage of symmetry, an inherent property of protein 

crystals. It has previously be proposed that induction of synthetic symmetry may serve as an 

alternate means of increasing the probability of forming stable protein crystals6-7. This approach 

is graphically summarized in figure 1.1. In short, asymmetric proteins may be made into dimers 

through surface point mutations to cysteines6 or metal chelating mutations8–10. A series of 

mutations were made with both methods. It was found that different mutations lead to different 

space groups for the proteins with unique crystal contacts. This approach leads to numerous 

versions of the POI, each with a unique opportunity to sample different crystal contacts. It also 

induces internal symmetry that may be translated to crystallographic symmetry. These factors 

both will increase the likelihood of a protein successfully crystallizing. Subsequent to these early 

experiments, this approach was successfully applied to a protein that had previously failed to 

crystallize, Thermotoga maritima CelA11. This supported the use of synthetic symmetrization as 

a crystallization tool for difficult-to-crystallize proteins. It also revealed the difficulty to adapt 

this to a tool that can widely implemented.  

1.1.1 Obstacles for Individual Proteins 

 Although the synthetic symmetrization of CelA led to its crystal structure, the 

difficulty in obtaining disulfide dimers via surface point mutations was highlighted.  Synthetic 

symmetrization is most powerful when it is applied to novel proteins that have never crystallized. 

Key to the success of this approach is the ability to accurately select surface exposed residues to 

mutate. For novel proteins this is usually based on homology models that can vary dramatically 

in accuracy. For CelA, eight predicted surface residues where mutated to cysteines in order to 

form the disulfide dimers; only one worked. Only the structure of CelA revealed that the other 

mutants failed because the other cysteine residues were not as exposed as predicted. 
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Figure 1.1 Concept of synthetic symmetrization. Adapted with permission from Banatao 

et al, 2006 (DOI 10.1073/pnas.0607674103). An asymmetric molecule such as a ‘5’ can be 

made symmetric by introduction of a point of attachment (yellow circle). This can be 

translated to an asymmetric protein or protein complex and the introduction of a point 

mutation such as a cysteine or metal binding site. As the position of this mutation is 

changed on the surface of the molecule different oligomers are formed, each with unique 

opportunities to form a crystal lattice. Although the overall geometry of oligomer changes 

the tertiary structure of the asymmetric subunit remains unchanged. 	
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From this it is clear that for this approach to be successful multiple mutants would have to be 

made, screened for oligomer formation, and subjected to crystal trials. This leads to a significant 

increase in the number of experiments performed for each protein that is being symmetrized. 

While this additional work is justifiable for a few high value proteins, it is not practical for high 

throughput crystallization rescue efforts. One must ensure the starting POI lacks native cysteines 

or remove existing cysteines through mutagenesis and obtain a reasonably accurate homology 

model all before introducing mutations that may disrupt protein folding. These restrictions limit 

practicality of this approach. Work presented in this first part of this dissertation is focused on 

attempts to overcome these difficulties with the use of symmetric scaffolds, assemblies that will 

induce their symmetry onto POIs with limited modifications needed. 

1.1.2 Pre-formed Symmetric Scaffolds  

Difficulties with novel proteins symmetrization may be eliminated if the oligomeric 

mutations are performed on a scaffold of known structure. Here, all the mutations are applied to 

the protein that readily purified and crystallized. A suite of numerous mutations can be formed, 

each with a unique geometry and potential to crystallize. The POI can then be attached to the 

symmetric scaffold through terminal fusions or complementation methods. This will induce the 

scaffold symmetry on to the POI. Now the POI will have multiple opportunities to crystallize 

with each different scaffold. It should be noted that the scaffold-POI complexes do not need to, 

and are not expected to, crystallize in the identical manner of the scaffold alone. Instead each 

complex will have its own unique opportunities to crystallize. Ideally this complex formation 

would occur in vitro, through some means of complementation of protein fragments. Scaffold 

oligomers would be pre-formed, and one version of the POI that can complement the scaffold 

made in advance. These pre-formed oligomers would be stored until needed. Once the POI is 
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purified it would be mixed with the oligomers immediately prior to crystal trials. Hence, one 

version of your POI can be made into numerous unique versions from mutants in the scaffold 

suite. Through the induction of symmetry and the use of unique versions of the POI, the potential 

for crystallization increases. 

 In recent years our collaborators have created a version of green fluorescent protein 

(GFP) to serve as a biosensor. Known as split GFP; the 11-beta strand GFP was first split after 

strand 10 and subsequently strand 9 (GFP1-9), the remaining strands such as GFP10/11 (GFP 

hairpin) could then be attached to a target POI. Once this target POI containing the hairpin is 

mixed with the GFP1-9 core, complementation occurs forming the GFP chromophore.12 This 

provides a means of verifying in vitro complex formation (figure 1.2). The ability of  “native” 

GFP1-9 (containing no oligomeric mutations) to form diffraction quality crystals in complex 

with another protein has been confirmed13.  With these promising results, efforts were undertaken 

to form a suite of GFP oligomers to serve as symmetric scaffolds (Chapter 2).  

1.2 Higher Order Scaffolds 

 Simple point mutations are limited in their ability to form complex oligomers with high 

symmetry. It becomes difficult with the increasing number of unintended oligomers that can 

form. If more than one cysteine is present then multiple oligomers will form (figure 1.3). When 

metal chelation motifs are present, surrounding residues may contribute to ion binding, throwing 

off the intended oligomer as well (figure 1.4). The ability to successfully develop high-order 

scaffolds is desired. They involve a wider variety of crystal contacts and symmetries or new 

geometries for bioengineering applications. Existing oligomers may serve this purpose, yet this is 

limiting, as pre-existing proteins might not exist in the desired symmetries or having termini in 

the correct orientation for fusions. 
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Oligomer mutations  

on 1/9 core 

10/11 Hairpin on 

 protein of interest 

Figure 1.2 Scaffold Induced Synthetic Symmetrization. Instead of introducing 

symmetrizing mutations onto a protein of interest, the mutations can be made on a 

core protein, in this case GFP 1-9. The protein of interest can then be fused to the 

GFP 10/11 hairpin segment. Multiple GFP 1-9 cores with unique oligomer 

mutations can be made, once complemented the symmetry of the core will be 

induced onto the protein of interest.  
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Previous experiments with metal-mediated oligomerization of T4-lysozyme resulted in 

symmetric trimers.8 However, these trimers are unpredictable. The metal-chelation efficiency is 

highly dependent on the conditions of the crystallization solution. Changes to pH or presence of 

chelating agents from crystallization screens impact how the metal ions are chelated. Thus, it is 

exceptionally difficult to design robust metal-mediated oligomers without the addition on non-

natural chelation moieties attached to the protein molecules14,15. 

 Computational programs including Rosetta16 and Rosetta MatDes17, have potential to 

overcome these challenges through designing specific self-assembling oligomers. As these 

computational methods improve it is conceivable that any desired symmetric protein assembly 

can be made. With Rosetta protein building blocks, typically native oligomers are docked in the 

desired symmetry. The resulting interfaces are then designed to make the assembly stable in 

solution. This technology has recently been used to design symmetric protein cages of tetrahedral 

and octahedral symmetry with one or two protein components17,18.  

 Utilization of computational protein design efforts have been undertaken to design novel 

symmetric protein scaffolds for crystallization. Including trimeric GFP scaffolds (chapter 4) and 

protein cages designed by the David Baker lab at the University of Washington17,18 (chapter 6). 

Rosetta Design is still in its infancy and currently suffers from high failure rates. These are a 

result of the hydrophobic interfaces currently designed. As our understanding of this technology 

evolves and with future implementation of designed hydrogen bonding patterns and electrostatic 

interactions, the applications of these higher order oligomers can fully be evaluated in future 

experiments. 
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Figure 1.3 Presence of Multiple Cysteines Results in Unpredictable 

Oligomerization. Although it was thought that cysteine 70 was buried in the core 

of split GFP based upon the sfGFP structure, it was reactive and formed 

mulitmers. These are likely hetero-oligomers between the C70 and the introduced 

mutation. The unexpected reactivity of C70 indicates that it is essential that only 

one cysteine is present during the cysteine oxidation step. This would require the 

GFP dimer cores to be oxidized to dimers prior to complementation with a protein 

containing native cysteines. 
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Figure 1.4 Metal Chelation is Buffer Specific. Examples of unintended metal chelation events 

due to the crystallization conditions. In each case the histidine or cysteine side chains where point 

mutations to bind the metal ion. It was found that acidic side chains or lysine side chains 

contributed to one half of the metal contact depending on the buffer conditions. Small molecule 

chelators like citrate can also alter the metal –chelation when present in crystallization screens. 
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1.3 Alternate Applications of Symmetric Scaffolds 

 Suites of symmetric oligomers are applicable to synthetic biology and enzymatic 

materials as well. Instead of utilizing the symmetry to induce crystallographic symmetry and 

crystal contact variations, they can bring POIs into close proximity for enzymatic reactions. The 

split GFP scaffold discussed throughout this work has previously been shown to bring two 

proteins into close proximity.19 One can envision a suite of GFP dimers can serve this purpose as 

well, bring up to four proteins into close proximity with two proteins fused to GFP hairpins. The 

mutant suite can allow alternate geometric arrangements of these molecules and facile 

combinations tested. When the oligomeric scaffolds are combined with oligomeric POIs, 

amorphous gels would be formed. If the POI is an enzyme, a purely proteinaceous enzymatic 

material will result. It has been shown that enzyme can have increased stability and reaction rates 

when encapsulated into gels20–23. Again, a suite of preformed oligomer and in vitro 

complementation of the components will allow rapid screening of oligomers for efficient gel 

formation.  

1.4 Pdu Microcompartment Protein PduA 

  Although prokaryotes are defined, in part, as organisms with no membrane organelles, 

emerging research suggests purely proteinaceous assemblies serving similar functions are 

widespread24,25. These proteinaceous assemblies are referred to as a bacterial microcompartmen 

(MCP). MCPs are composed of an outer shell encapsulating a metabolic pathway26 and resemble 

viral capsids in morphology. It is hypothesized that MCPs have evolved to contain volatile or 

toxic intermediates. Carboxysomes were the first and simplest MCP to be discovered; these 

primarily encapsulate RuBisCO and carbonic anhydrase and increase the local concentration of 

CO2
27. Later MCPs discovered to have evolved in diverse bacterial species to contain novel 

pathways.  
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One such MCP is for 1,2-propanediol-utilization (Pdu), where the shell is thought to 

isolate the cytotoxic propionaldehyde intermediate of the pathway (figure 1.5). As more MCPs 

have been discovered, there has been an increasing interest to convert them into bio-reactors28,29. 

The principal would be to exploit the shells of the MCP to encapsulate heterologous enzyme 

pathways in E. coli. Through this, pathways that are either inefficient, contain cytotoxic 

intermediates or contain enzymes sensitive to the cytosolic environment could potentially be 

active in E. coli. Ideas for these non-native applications have included carbon fixation or 

improved biofuel production, and are currently being explored.30 Key to the success of this is the 

ability to engineer these MCPs to carry out new functions. This involves two distinct obstacles 

that need to be overcome. First, the MCPs shells need to be permeable to the substrate of the 

heterologous pathway. Second, the new enzymes need to be encapsulated efficiently. Shells of 

MCPs are composed of numerous proteins of differing function31–33. The Pdu MCP contains 

seven such proteins, six of which are hexagonal and referred as the BMC domains and one 

vertex pentamer known as the BMV domain (figure 1.6). The atomic structures of many of these 

shell proteins have been elucidated and PduA34,35 has been extensively studied for its role in 

substrate transport into the MCP lumen35,36.  

Key to the transport of pathway substrates and products through the MCP shell is the 

presence of pores found in the center of certain shell proteins including PduA. It has been found 

that a residue, serine 40, is key to the selectivity of this pore. Mutations of Ser40 have different 

1,2-propanediol permeability36. To achieve MCP based bioreactors, this transport needs to be 

further investigated. It is very likely that simple point mutations will not be sufficient to allow 

non-native substrate permeability. Efforts to change the topology of PduA to allow more 

dramatic changes to the pore have been undertaken (chapter 8). 
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1.5 Targeting Enzymes to the Microcompartment 

 The mechanism of luminal protein encapsulation in MCPs is another area of active 

investigation. Heterologous proteins encapsulated by MCPs are essential to engineered 

bioreactors. Evidence is emerging that in many cases the luminal cargo proteins of the MCPs are 

pre-assembled and the shell forms around them. This idea is emerging for the case for the 

carboxysome where RuBisCO assembles into a large aggregate and accessory proteins recruit the 

shell to the cargo37. A similar mechanism has been proposed in the case of the Pdu MCP38 where 

smaller assemblies of cargo proteins associates prior to shell assembly. However, there is no 

consensus for Pdu MCP assembly mechanism.  

 It has been established that encapsulated Pdu enzymes have N-terminal sequences that 

target these enzymes to the MCP. These short sequences from PduD39 and PduP40 target both the 

native proteins to the MCP, and fusion of these sequences to non-native proteins can target them 

to the lumen of the Pdu MCP as well. Further, the interaction between the PduP N-terminus and 

PduA was established from this work.40  

Additional luminal Pdu proteins are though to contain targeting sequences with the only 

common characteristic being the presence of a predicted amphipathic helix that associates with 

the shell41. These helices are thought to either associate directly with the shell proteins41 or self-

associate depending on the enzyme38. Currently, the only interaction that has been 

experimentally established has been that of PduP and PduA. Efforts to determine the x-ray 

crystal structure of these interactions have been attempted (Chapter 9) although this interaction 

has yet to be structurally determined. 
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Figure 1.5. The Pdu MCP. Adapted with permission from Jorda et al 2006 (DOI 

10.1002/pro.2196). The 1,2-propandiol utilization microcompartment encapsulates the 

enzymes for 1,2-proapandiol catabolism to propionate. Part of this pathway involves the 

intermediate propionaldehyde (red box). This DNA modifying cytotoxic intermediate is 

sequestered within the shell and away from the bacterial cytoplasm. 
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Figure 1.6. The Pdu MCP operon and shell proteins. The BMC proteins assemble into 

hexagonal tiles that are the building blocks of the facets of the microcompartment while the 

pentameric BMV are supposed to close the vertices. BMC are typically hexameric and 

perforated by a rather narrow pore that is believed to facilitate the transport of 1,2-propanediol 

across the shell. There are multiple paralogs of the Pdu BMC shell proteins including PduA 

and its highly homologous twin PduJ. These are canonical BMC shell proteins which 

assemble into hexamer and central pore.  
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1.6 Summary of the Dissertation 

 Research in this dissertation focuses on two areas of research. First, chapters 2-7 address 

the general topic of synthetic symmetrization and the applications of these symmetric scaffolds. 

Chapters 8 & 9 discuss research into structural changes to the Pdu MCP shell protein PduA. 

 Chapter 2 is a manuscript that was published in Structure in 2015. This manuscript 

reports on thirty-three novel GFP oligomer structures intended to serve as crystallizations 

scaffolds initially, inducing symmetry onto POIs. The suite of mutations that resulted in these 

diverse structures is presented followed by analysis of the structures. The background of the 

concept of synthetic symmetrization in general and potential applications for these mutants is 

discussed. 

 Chapter 3 delves into the efforts to validate the scaffolds described in chapter 2 as 

crystallization scaffolds. The difficulties in adapting the split GFP into a working scaffold are 

discussed. The proof-of-concept experiments that were conducted in an attempt to determine the 

viability of these GFP oligomers to serve as scaffolds are presented within this chapter. Although 

these experiments did not lead to diffraction quality crystals, the split GFP – POI complexes 

were optimized and purified, and micro-crystals that could be optimized in future efforts were 

produced. 

 Chapter 4 reports on efforts to computationally design GFP trimers with C3 symmetry 

through Rosetta protein design. It was intended that these designs would supplement the 

oligomers from chapter 2, and serve as a starting point to design GFP oligomers with higher 

symmetry. These efforts proved difficult as many of the designs failed to yield soluble protein. 

The resulting crystal structures from these efforts are reported. 

 Chapter 5 expands on the idea of scaffold-based synthetic symmetrization using T4-

lyzozyme mutants fused to a coiled coil sequence to allow for in vitro complex formation, 
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applications to crystallizing target proteins are discussed. Within this chapter the design of the 

lysozyme coiled coil constructs is described, along with the process for selecting test proteins. 

The difficulties of this approach are presented and future efforts for improved proof of concept 

experiments are proposed. 

 Chapter 6 is the final chapter on synthetic symmetry as a crystallization tool. Here, a 

computationally designed cage was fused to GFP and a novel kinesin. Optimization of both 

constructs and resulting crystals are discussed. The resulting crystals did not diffract to high 

enough resolution to determine the structures in either case. Improvements to this approach by 

alterations to the construct design are proposed.  

 Chapter 7 focuses on an alternative application of the oligomeric scaffolds previously 

described. Experiments involving the GFP oligomers from chapter 2 and a trimeric 

bromperoxidase in an attempt to create an amorphous gel are reported. The results of the initial 

work and resulting activity assays are reported as well as proposed modifications to improve this 

system. In the second part of this chapter the initial experiments to created multi-enzymes 

materials involving a biphenyl degradation pathway are discussed. Two failed approaches 

involving GFP-mediated linkages and coiled-coil fusions are explored. 

 Chapter 8 is focused on a different research area, the circular permutation of PduA to 

change the protein’s topology. A manuscript describing a serendipitous cage from the initial 

experiments is presented. The latter part of this chapter describes in detail the efforts to rescue 

the initial permuted design and the resulting structure and additional modifications are presented. 

Additionally, efforts to strengthen the serendipitous cage are explored. 

 Chapter 9 describes the efforts to obtain a crystal structure of PduA in complex with the 

PduD targeting tail. The difficulties in obtaining this elusive structure and hypotheses why are 

discussed.  New evidence that our original hypothesis of a direct PduA-PduD interaction may be 
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incorrect is addressed and experiments to structurally validate the interaction between the shell 

proteins and luminal enzymes of the Pdu MCP are proposed. 
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A Suite of Engineered GFP Molecules for Oligomeric Scaffolding 
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SUMMARY

Applications ranging from synthetic biology to pro-
tein crystallization could be advanced by facile sys-
tems for connecting multiple proteins together in
predefined spatial relationships. One approach to
this goal is to engineer many distinct assembly forms
of a single carrier protein or scaffold, to which other
proteins of interest can then be readily attached. In
this workwe choseGFP as a scaffold and engineered
many alternative oligomeric forms, driven by either
specific disulfide bond formation or metal ion addi-
tion. We generated a wide range of spatial arrange-
ments of GFP subunits from 11 different oligomeric
variants, and determined their X-ray structures in a
total of 33 distinct crystal forms. Some of the oligo-
meric GFP variants show geometric polymorphism
depending on conditions, while others show consid-
erable geometric rigidity. Potential future applica-
tions of this system are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The general idea of connecting and spatially organizing multiple
proteins is an emerging theme in synthetic biology. Notable
applications include the spatial organization of multiple enzymes
for metabolic pathway optimization (Conrado et al., 2008;
Dueber et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2012), the organization of signaling
molecules (Good et al., 2011; Zeke et al., 2009), and the creation
of large self-assembling protein architectures (Lai et al., 2012).
Another area under exploration is the synthetic organization of
protein molecules into various symmetric forms to expand the
chances of being able to induce them to form well-ordered crys-
tals (Laganowsky et al., 2011). Facile systems for enabling the
specific spatial organization of arbitrary proteins of interest could
therefore advance research along various lines.

Ongoing efforts toward engineering proteins for improved
crystallization stem from the generally low success rate and
unpredictability of macromolecular crystallization (Sundstrom
et al., 2006; Stacy et al., 2011). Regardless of the varied explana-
tion for why many proteins are difficult to crystallize, the chances
for a successful outcome might be improved by promoting the

formation of intermolecular contacts that are compatible with
crystal symmetry. Various methods for engineering proteins to
improve their likelihood of forming good crystal contacts through
surface residuemutations or fusion to a carrier protein have been
described and reviewed (Banatao et al., 2006; Derewenda and
Vekilov, 2006; Salgado et al., 2008; Forse et al., 2011; Corsini
et al., 2008; Moon et al., 2010; Zou et al., 2012) including fusion
to engineered GFPs (Suzuki et al., 2010).
Synthetic symmetrization, the engineering of artificially sym-

metric forms of a given protein molecule, has been promoted
as one method for explicitly increasing the likelihood that a pro-
tein will be able to form a crystal lattice (Banatao et al., 2006).
Two potential advantages have been articulated. First, geomet-
ric arguments and analysis of observed crystallization patterns
suggests that a modest advantage can be gained by building
symmetry into an otherwise asymmetric protein molecule by
forcing it to oligomerize. Second and perhaps more important,
the ability to produce multiple distinct symmetric forms of a
target protein is a major advantage for crystallization. If the pro-
tein under study is the subject of crystallization trials, then each
of the oligomeric constructs (e.g. specific dimers) is in effect a
distinct molecular species with new opportunities to form lattice
contacts in the context of a crystal. Distinct dimeric forms of a
protein, for example, can be constructed by introducing single
cysteine residues at various surface-exposed residues in a
protein (Banatao et al., 2006; Forse et al., 2011). In another
approach, metal-binding half-sites can be designed by intro-
ducing two potential metal-ligating residues (e.g. histidines) at
proximal positions on the protein surface (Laganowsky et al.,
2011). These experiments have shown that proteins engineered
in such ways form oligomers that are rigid enough for facile crys-
tallization, and that many new opportunities are opened up for
the crystallization of a single given protein. In many cases, the
new interactions introduced into the target protein contribute
to the symmetry of the crystal (Banatao et al., 2006; Chruszcz
et al., 2008).
Despite the potential for synthetic symmetrization to expand

the opportunities for growing protein crystals, the method as
it has been applied so far is experimentally burdensome. Its
advantages are offset by the need to engineer multiple variants
of the target protein, whose structure may be unknown, leading
to potential challenges in conferring favorable properties without
disrupting its fold. In this study, we explore a route for circum-
venting this obstacle. The essential idea is to apply the protein
engineering work (i.e. to introduce varied forms of synthetic
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symmetrization) to a model protein that can subsequently serve
as a general carrier or scaffold for attaching otherwise arbitrary
proteins. In this way a target protein can be driven into varied
oligomeric forms with distinct opportunities to crystallize,
without having to substantially compromise its native sequence.
As long as the target protein is notmuch smaller than the scaffold
to which it is attached, both components can be expected to
participate in ordered contacts in a crystal.
Multiple strategies are possible for attaching a target protein

to a scaffold protein, including by direct genetic fusion. Other
possibilities are presented by a scaffold that can be produced
and then reconstituted from two separate fragments. Here, we
investigate the use of GFP as a scaffold for oligomerization, since
GFP, particularly when accompanied by stabilizing mutations,
can be expressed in split form and then functionally reconsti-
tuted from a large fragment and a small fragment (Cabantous
et al., 2005, 2013; Huang and Bystroff, 2009; Nguyen et al.,

2014). The key elements of the approach are illustrated in
Figure 1. The use of monomeric split-GFP to complement and
then crystallize another protein that is fused to the small GFP
fragment has been already demonstrated in recent work
(Nguyen et al., 2014). Here, the oligomerization element of
the overall strategy is demonstrated by the construction and
crystallographic investigation of several engineered variants of
GFP. This large suite of engineered GFP proteins provides
a foundation for various future developments, including those
in the broad area of synthetic biology as well as in protein
crystallization.

RESULTS

Rationale for GFP-Mediated Symmetrization
Engineered ‘‘split’’ forms of GFP have gained widespread use
in the laboratory setting as biosensors (March et al., 2003) or
fusion partners to probe for protein solubility (Cabantous
et al., 2005, 2013). These mutants of GFP can be expressed
without one or more terminal b strands of the 11 strands
composing the GFP b barrel. Using circular permutants of a
full-length GFP containing mutations developed for the split
form of GFP (Cabantous et al., 2005), Huang and Bystroff
(2009) created additional split-GFP pairs (with other tagging
or ‘‘left-out’’ strands such as b strand 7). The partial core can
then be complemented by addition of another protein that
has been engineered to carry the missing GFP b strand(s), as
either a terminal fusion or a loop insertion. Once complementa-
tion occurs the full b barrel is restored, and formation of the
native chromophore provides a convenient readout of complex
formation.
These previous developments make GFP well suited as a

general carrier protein for implementing a new approach to the
idea of synthetic symmetrization. The particular form of GFP
used in our study can be split after strand 9, resulting in the
GFP (strands 1–9) core and GFP (strands 10–11) hairpin (Caban-
tous et al., 2005; Nguyen et al., 2014). With this system, the
hairpin formed by strands 10 and 11 can be engineered into a
target protein, which will then complement GFP(1–9). In the
simplest scenario, the (10–11) hairpin can be fused as an exten-
sion at either the N or C terminus of the target protein. However,
the two-stranded hairpin allows for another particularly advanta-
geous kind of construction. If the hairpin can be inserted at an
internal sequence position on an exposed loop in the target pro-
tein, then the protein complex formed upon complementation
will possess a two-chain crossing between the reconstituted
GFP domain and the target protein structure (Figure 1). This
is expected to enforce a much more rigid spatial arrangement
between the two components, which could be an advantage,
particularly where crystallization is the ultimate goal. In fact this
has been demonstrated in one recent study, where a crystal
structure revealed two copies of the molecular complex in the
asymmetric unit in very nearly the same configuration, suggest-
ing a limited range of motion when using the (10–11) hairpin
insertion approach (Nguyen et al., 2014). Anticipating the ulti-
mate advantage of the GFP(1–9) plus (10–11) hairpin approach,
we focused our efforts on engineering oligomerizing variants
of GFP in the strand 1–9 core region at positions remote from
the (10–11) hairpin.

Target
protein

Scaffold
(GFP)

Modes of attachment

Varied points of engineered oligomerization

simple fusion    split-complementation

Figure 1. Concept of Scaffold-Mediated Synthetic Symmetrization
Here, GFP serves as a scaffold to induce synthetic symmetry. (Top) Multiple

modes for attaching a target protein to GFP are indicated, including simple

fusion and split-form complementation where the target protein is fused to a

fragment of GFP, either strand 11 or strands 10–11. (Bottom) GFP (or another

scaffold) is engineered in multiple ways to create varied oligomeric forms.

When a target protein is connected (by fusion or complementation) to the

engineered GFP molecules, varied oligomeric forms of the target protein are

created.
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Design and Structure of Cysteine-Based GFP Dimers
In our first approach to engineering oligomerizing variants of
GFP, individual cysteine residues were introduced at surface po-
sitions. Each such engineered protein was expected to produce
a distinctly different dimeric structure upon oxidative disulfide
formation. The utility of the disulfide-based approach to syn-
thetic symmetrization has been demonstrated previously (Bana-
tao et al., 2006; Forse et al., 2011). For application of the idea to
GFP, we created five cysteine point mutations—K26C, D102C,
D117C, Q157C, and D190C—as well as two sets of mutations
to serve as either disulfide or metal-mediated oligomers (dis-
cussed subsequently): E115C/T118H and E124H/K126C. These
amino acids were selected for mutation based on their polarity,
surface location, and distance from strands 10–11 in order to
limit interference with complementation when ultimately ex-
pressed in the split form (Figure 2). As the starting or wild-type
sequence for design of the point mutations, we chose the
sequence of split-GFP in its full-length form (Cabantous et al.,
2013) using the superfolder GFP structure as a reference for
point mutations in solvent-exposed locations (Pédelacq et al.,
2006). Two native cysteines at positions C48 and C70 were first
mutated to alanine to prevent subsequent interference with
disulfide-based dimerization; one exception was an initial exper-
iment and crystal structure of the K26Cmutant of the superfolder
form (PDB: 4W6B) in which only the cysteine at position 48 had
been removed. The ultimate goal of our study is to use engi-
neered versions of the truncated GFP(1–9) to synthetically
symmetrize target proteins bearing the (10–11) hairpin, but we
judged it prudent to first conduct the GFP engineering experi-
ments against the background of the complete GFP(1–11)
construct. Full-length GFP constructs bearing the single engi-
neered cysteine residue were therefore expressed, purified,
and oxidized to form homogeneous dimers (Figure 2). For all
five of the cysteine sites chosen, pure dimers could be obtained

in good yieldwith!20–50mgof protein obtained from 2 l of auto-
induction media.
With the exception of Q175C, crystals grew readily in 1–

7 days. Depending on the mutant, diffraction-quality crystals
grew in as few as one condition for K126C or in more than 20
for D102C and D190C. Due to the large numbers of crystals
that grew in the initial experiments, it was not feasible to screen
X-ray diffraction in all crystals or to optimize all the crystal hits
that were observed. We took the approach of screening crystals
that appeared morphologically unique and large enough to
mount for X-ray diffraction experiments. In some cases where
initial crystals did not diffract despite having good morphology,
minor optimization was performed, but otherwise crystals were
taken directly from initial screens. Across the many crystal forms
examined for the various mutants, the diffraction resolution
ranged from 1.7 Å to poorer than 3.5 Å (Table 1). Rather than
striving to maximize the resolution for the many crystal forms
obtained, we focused on investigating the variety of crystal
packing arrangements that these dimers could explore, and
the degree to which they appeared to have well-ordered modes
of dimerization.
In addition to the cases where we intentionally designed a

disulfide bond to make GFP dimers, there were cases whereby
we had anticipated the formation of a metal-binding site be-
tween GFP monomers involving a combination of an inserted
histidine and cysteine pair, but obtained instead GFP dimers
connected by a simple disulfide bond when the metal ion
was added. These were mutant pairs D21H/K26C, E115C/
T118H, and E124H/K126C. In these cases a disulfide bond
was seen in the electron density map, but without evidence
for metal binding at the dimer interface. These fortuitous dimers
were not explored in depth to try to produce additional crystal
forms, so their abilities to form alternative crystal lattices were
not established.

A B

C D

Figure 2. Locations of Point Mutations Intro-
duced on Full-Length Split-GFP to Induce
Oligomerization
(A) Locations of the individual point mutations to

cysteines (yellow) on the GFP(1–9) core (green) on

the opposite face of the b barrel from theGFP(10–11)

hairpin (red).

(B) Each cysteine point mutant was purified in

non-reducing conditions, and dimer formation was

visualized on a non-reducing SDS-PAGE gel. After

an initial IMAC step, GFP variants were dimerized

with Cu2+. The dimeric form, D, was then separated

from the monomer, M, via anion exchange chro-

matography and used for crystallization experi-

ments.

(C) Locations of the metal-half-site mutations on

GFP (yellow, orange or blue); each site involves a

pair of spatially proximal mutations (indicated). Color

coding as in (A).

(D) Native PAGE screening of each metal-chelating

mutation in the presence of Cu2+, Ni2+, and Zn2+.

This screen showed apparent oligomer formation for

the D21H/K26C, E115C/T118H, E124H/K126H, and

E124H/K126C variants, as determined by a mobility

shift from the monomeric (M) band to the assumed

oligomeric (O) band.
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In all, we were able to characterize 20 distinctly different crys-
tal forms of the GFP disulfide dimers and solve their structures
(Table 1), with an additional six dimers containing both a disulfide
bond and metal contacts. In all these structures, we modeled di-
sulfide bonds into the electron density maps where possible,
tabulating standard geometric terms and bond energies for the
observed disulfide bonds (Tables 2 and S1) (Katz andKossiakoff,
1986). In some cases where the resolution was limited this was
not possible, and in at least two cases it appeared that the disul-
fide bond had been broken during the course of the X-ray diffrac-
tion experiment due to synchrotron radiation damage, as has
been observed before (Carugo and Carugo, 2005; Weik et al.,
2000).
The occurrence of multiple crystal forms for individual mu-

tants, and the presence in several cases of multiple crystallo-

graphically independent GFP dimers in the unit cell, made it
possible to analyze the range of conformations and degree of
flexibility in these engineered dimers (Figure 3). An analysis of
the symmetry and variations due to disulfide bond flexibility
was performed for each cysteine mutation by comparing all
dimers that were observed for a given point mutation (Figure 4;
Table 2). In each case, we calculated the angle of rotation be-
tween the two subunits connected by the engineered disulfide
bond to judge whether the synthetically generated dimers were
nearly symmetric (i.e. related by a 180! rotation) (Table 2). Then,
to evaluate how rigidly connected the two subunits were, we
examined the degree of geometric variability between multiple
instances of the same dimer as observed across different crystal
forms or different asymmetric units of the same crystal form.
A complete analysis is provided in Tables S2 and S3, and

Table 1. Summary of New GFP Crystal Forms

PDB Mutation Type Space Group Resolution (Å) ASUa

4W69 Q157C disulfide P 43 21 2 3.98 2

4W6A Q157C disulfide P 32 2 1 2.99 2

4W6B K26Cb disulfide P 21 21 21 1.90 2

4W6C D21H/K26Cc disulfide P 21 21 21 2.49 2

4W6D K26C disulfide P 32 2 1 3.45 2

4W6F D21H/K26C disulfide P 32 2 1 2.70 2

4W6G D190C disulfide P 61 3.02 2

4W6H D190C disulfide P 65 1.95 2

4W6I D190C disulfide P 21 21 21 2.63 2

4W6J D117C disulfide P 31 2 1 1.70 2

4W6K D117C disulfide P 41 21 2 2.88 2

4W6L D117C disulfide I 41 2 2 2.45 1

4W6M D117C disulfide P 63 2.79 4

4W6N D117C disulfide C 1 2 1 3.38 6

4W6O D117C disulfide P 64 2 2 2.60 1

4W6P D102C disulfide P 21 21 21 3.09 8

4W6R D102Cc disulfide P 1 3.47 16

4W6S D124H/K126C disulfide P 43 21 2 3.10 2

4W6T E115H/T118H Cu-mediated contacts P 43 21 2 1.60 1

4W6U E115H/T118H Ni-mediated contacts P 21 21 21 2.28 4

4W72 E115C/T118H disulfide + metal contacts P 21 21 21 1.99 2

4W73 E115C/T118H disulfide P 21 21 21 2.79 2

4W74 E115C/T118H Zn crystal contacts P 1 21 1 2.10 8

4W7X E115C/T118H disulfide P 1 21 1 2.80 4

4W75 D21H/K26Cc disulfide + metal contacts P 21 21 21 3.47 2

4W76 D21H/K26Cc disulfide + metal contacts P 21 21 21 2.35 2

4W77 D21H/K26Cc disulfide + metal contacts P 21 21 21 3.10 2

4W7A D21H/K26Cc disulfide + metal contacts P 21 21 21 3.60 4

4W7C D21H/K26Cc disulfide + metal contacts C 1 2 1 2.50 4

4W7D D21H/K26H Cu crystal contacts P 21 21 21 1.80 2

4W7E D21H/K26H Cu crystal contacts P 41 21 2 2.59 1

4W7F D124H/K126H Cu crystal contacts C 2 2 21 2.90 1

4W7R D124H/K126H Cu dimers P 1 21 1 1.80 4
aNumber of GFP chains in the asymmetric unit.
bSuperfolder GFP C48A backbone mutation.
cSplit-GFP C48A backbone mutation. All other sequences have the double mutations of C48A and C70A.
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summarized in Figure 4 and Table 2. A description of the individ-
ual disulfide-bonded GFP structures is as follows.
K26C
Four crystal forms of K26C dimers were observed (PDB: 4W6B,
4W6C, 4W6D, and 4W6F), two in each of the space groups
P212121 and P3221. Of these, PDB: 4W6C was the most sym-
metric (175.6!) while PDB: 4W6F was the least symmetric
(144.3!). PDB: 4W6C, 4W6D, and 4W6F were most similar to
each other with a maximum variation of 33.3!, while PDB:
4W6B varied by a rotation of up to 140.4! when overlaid on the
others (Table 2; Figure 4B). Two of the structures (PDB: 4W6F
and 4W6C) in which GFP dimers were obtained through a disul-
fide bond at position 26 arose from a D21H/K26C double mutant
initially designed for metal chelation. Unexpectedly, addition of
Ni2+ resulted in formation of a disulfide bond between residues

A B C

E G H

I LJ K

F

D Figure 3. Observed Examples of the GFP
Dimer
The internal rotation axis relating the subunits of

each dimer is shown (red dot for disulfide dimers,

blue for the mixed dimer (L), and orange for the

metal-mediate dimer (C)). For each dimer the rota-

tion axis corresponds to the location of the en-

gineered disulfide bond, or metal-mediated crystal

contact.

(A–L) The 12 dimers shown are from structures

PDB: (A) 4W6B, (B) 4W6C, (C) 4W7C, (D) 4W6R, (E)

4W7X, (F) 4W6M, (G) 4W6G, (H) 4W6I, (I) 4W6S, (J)

4W69, (K) 4W6K, and (L) 4W7R. These dimers are

representative of the complete set of 43 total

dimers visualized in this work.

Figure 4. Chain Angle Ranges for Dimers
Depicted is the rangeof variation between thechain

orientations for eachdisulfide-bondeddimer.Chain

A of each dimer was first aligned to visualize the

difference in the orientation of the distinct versions

of chain B. Only the chain B backbone traces

are depicted. Each panel illustrates the multiple

conformations observed for one specific cysteine

mutant. Theblueand red traces represent the range

of orientations the chains adopted. When a single

outlier is found it is shown in cyan. When two

disparate groups of conformations are present

they are shown in red and blue, and cyan and

magenta.Whenmore thanonedimerwasobserved

in the asymmetric unit, instances representing

the extremes in conformation were chosen. The

rotation axis that relates the two molecules, and

which coincides roughly with the position of the

point mutation(s), is indicated by a yellow circle.

(A–G) The PDB codes for structures and dimer chains displayed are (A) K26C: red, PDB: 4W6C; blue, PDB: 4W6F; cyan, PDB: 4W6B. (B) D21H/K26C: red, PDB:

4W7A AB dimer; blue, PDB: 4W7A CD dimer; cyan, PDB: 4W75. (C) D102C: red, PDB: 4W6P CD dimer; blue, PDB: 4W6P FG dimer; cyan, PDB: 4W6R AN dimer;

magenta, PDB: 4W6R KL dimer. (D) E115C: red, PDB: 4W72; blue, PDB: 4W73. (E) D117C: red, PDB: 4W6O; blue, 4W6K; cyan, PDB: 4W6N BF dimer; magenta,

PDB: 4W6J. (F) Q157C: red, PDB: 4W69; blue, PDB: 4W6A A dimers; cyan, PDB: 4W6A B dimer. (G) D190C: red, 4W6H; blue, 4W6I; cyan, 4W6G.

26C from two protein molecules during
the crystallization experiments on these
variants.
D102C
Two crystal forms were observed for this
mutant, one in space group P1 (PDB:

4W6R) and one in P212121 (PDB: 4W6P). Crystals appearing in
the P1 morphology (thin plates) were obtained in numerous con-
ditions containingPEGpolymers as the precipitant.Wewere able
to solve the structure of PDB: 4W6R to 3.47 Å; this was the high-
est resolution we were able to obtain from all the crystals
screened of the D102C mutant. This P1 crystal form had a total
of eight disulfide-bonded dimers in the crystal asymmetric unit
with an average angle between the chains of 167!. The eight di-
mers were remarkably similar, with a maximum angular variation
of only 8! (Figure 4C; Table 2). Due to this small range of variation,
the CCP4 program Zanuda (Winn et al., 2011) was used to inves-
tigate and rule out the possibility that some higher crystallo-
graphic symmetry had been missed in the initial structure deter-
mination. The PDB: 4W6P structure also contained four dimers in
the asymmetric unit of P212121. These dimers are less symmetric
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Table 2. GFP Disulfide Dimer Characterizations

Mutant PDB Dimer

Disulfide Ca

Distance (Å)

Dimer

Angle (!) Grouped PDB Chain ‘‘B’’ Variation Range (!)

K26C 4W6B AB 6.4 151.66 group:

4W6C, 4W6D, 4W6F

group

4W6C–4W6F = 33.3

maximum range:
4W6C AB 6.2 175.55

4W6D AB 6.2 158.12

4W6F AB 5.6 144.29 outlier: 4W6B 4W6B–4W6D = 140.4

D21H/K26C 4W7A AB 5.8 169.72 group:

4W7A, 4W7C, 4W76

4W77

outlier: 4W75

group:

4W7A AB–4W7A CD = 6.3

maximum range:

4W7A CD–4W75 = 32.1

4W7A CD 6.2 177.95

4W7C AB 5.9 173.38

4W7C CD 6.4 171.85

4W75 AB 6.2 151.90

4W76 AB 6.4 174.64

4W77 AV 6.1 173.00

D102C 4W6P AB 4.5 143.38 group 1:

4W6P

group 2:

4W6R

group 1:

4W6P CD–4W6P FG = 8.3

group 2:

4W6R AN–4W6R KL = 7.7

maximum range:

4W6P FG–4W6R KL = 32.4

4W6P CD 4.6 146.21

4W6P EH 4.6 143.79

4W6P FG 4.6 139.64

4W6R AN 5.2 165.37

4W6R BI 4.7 165.15

4W6R CD 4.1 170.66

4W6R EJ 4.4 167.73

4W6R FO 4.7 166.16

4W6R GO 4.9 163.96

4W6R HM 4.9 166.20

4W6R KL 4.3 170.91

E115C 4W7X AB 6.2 166.40 group:

4W7X, 4W72, 4W73

4W72–4W73 = 12.3

4W7X CD 5.4 163.93

4W72 AB 5.9 159.85

4W73 AB 6.4 170.95

D117C 4W6J AB 5.7 154.89 group 1:

4W6K, 4W6L, 4W6M

4W6O

group 2:

4W6J, 4W6N

group 1:

4W6O–4W6K = 16.4

group 2:

4W6N BF–4W6J = 10.8

maximum range:

4W6N BF–4W6M AC = 34.8

4W6K AB 5.7 166.82

4W6L AB 5.5 180.0

4W6M AC 5.6 178.44

4W6M BD 6.5 178.14

4W6N AD 6.1 148.41

4W6N BF 6.3 146.59

4W6N CE 6.4 146.87

4W6O AB 5.5 179.97

K126C 4W6S AB 6.00 177.96 – –

K126H 4W7R AB – 179.1 – AB–CD = 1.7

4W7R CD 179.15

Q157C 4W69 AB 5.5 141.18 – 4W96–4W6A B = 129

4W6A A 5.78 180.0

4W6A B 11.7a 180.0

D190C 4W6G AB 5.8 140.95 group:

4W6G, 4W6H

outlier: 4W6I

group:

4W6G–4W6H = 6.3

maximum range:

4W6H–4W6I = 41.4

4W6H AB 5.8 135.23

4W6I AB 6.4 171.21

aPotential disulfide broken during crystallization.
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than those observed in the P1 form (average internal angle be-
tween subunits of !143"). In comparison with the other dimeric
forms in the same crystal asymmetric unit of this mutant, one
dimer was a minor outlier, having a relative chain rotation be-
tween subunits of 5"–8". The uniqueness of this dimer effectively
rules out the possibility of any higher symmetry in the crystal.
E115C
Originally intended to serve as a metal-binding half-site, the
mutated pair of residues, E115C/T118H, revealed disulfide-
bonded dimer formation under crystallization conditions with
the addition of metal ions. Four structures were obtained: three
disulfide dimers (PDB: 4W72, 4W73, and 4W7X), and one struc-
ture with metal-mediated contacts only (PDB: 4W74, discussed
subsequently). The three disulfide dimers feature an average
rotation angle between subunits of 165", with a variation up to
12" (Figure 4E; Table 2). Interestingly, PDB: 4W72 features a
metal-mediated contact as well, involving the chelation of a cop-
per ion byHis118 of one chain A andGlu17 of another (Figure 5A).

D117C
Thismutant resulted in six crystal forms, each in a different space
group. The six dimers fall into two groups (Figure 4E; Table 2).
Three of the dimeric forms observed (PDB: 4W6L, 4W6M, and
4W6O) are either perfectly symmetric with the two subunits
related by crystal symmetry (PDB: 4W6L and 4W6O), or very
nearly symmetric PDB: 4W6M, 179" rotation). PDB: 4W6J and
4W6M feature similarly asymmetric dimers (average internal
angle of 149"), and PDB: 4W6K contains a dimer with an internal
angle of 167". It is notable that D117C dimers are rigid enough to
form very well-ordered crystal lattices, diffracting up to 1.7 Å. Yet
they are not locked into one conformation, and the permissible
angular variation allows for multiple distinct lattices.
K126C
An intended metal-half-site pair, E124H/K126C (PDB: 4W6S)
apparently underwent disulfide oxidation in the crystal drop,
leading to a symmetric dimer (178"). Copper was added to the
protein immediately prior to the crystallization experiment, and

A B C

D E

F G H

Figure 5. Observed Metal-Mediated Crystal Contacts
(A) Structure PDB: 4W72: a disulfide bond is formed in addition to the copper-binding site.

(B) Example of a mixed dimer from structure PDB: 4W76. Here the copper ion is chelated by histidine and aspartate residues from both molecules, and a disulfide

bond is also formed.

(C) The two forms of metal-mediated contacts in PDB: 4W7D.

(D) The three observed zinc-mediated contacts found in PDB: 4W74. (Left) Cys115/His118 from one chain and Cys115 from another chain chelate the zinc.

(Middle and right) Cys115/His118 from one chain chelate the zinc ion along with an aspartate (Asp190 or Asp102) from another chain.

(E) A nickel-mediated crystal contact in the structure of PDB: 4W6U involving histidines from the two proteins and a citrate molecule.

(F) A double copper-mediated crystal contact in the structure of PDB: 4W6T, both involving a combination of histidine and carboxylates.

(G) A copper-mediated crystal contact in the structure of PDB: 4W7F. His124 and His126 chelate the copper ion with Glu5 of the symmetry mate.

(H) Copper chelation by His124 and His126 of the symmetric dimer of PDB: 4W7R.
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no copper ions were observed in the crystal structure. No further
efforts were undertaken to explore the possibility of additional
space groups for this dimer.
Q157C
Two structures were solved from this mutant (PDB: 4W69 and
4W6A), and only after screening andoptimization of crystal condi-
tions. This is likely a result of the pointmutation being located on a
somewhat flexible loop of the GFP core. The best crystals dif-
fracted to a resolution of 4 Å (PDB: 4W69). PDB: 4W6A represents
an interesting and somewhatmysterious crystal form. Twochains
are in the asymmetric unit, and they contribute to two different
symmetric dimers sitting on axes of crystallographic symmetry,
but the expected disulfide bonds are not present. The distance
between the cysteine Ca positions of the two subunits is !11 Å.
The crystals took over 6 months to grow, and we suspect
that the formate in the crystallization mixture may have slowly
reduced the disulfide bonds initially present (Gibson, 1969).
Based on the difficulties crystallizing this mutant, we do not view
it as a favorable candidate for future crystallization experiments.
D190C
As with the Q157C point mutation, D190C is located in a flexible
loop that is found to be disordered in many of the GFP structures
presented in this study. This mutant resulted in >20 conditions
with poorly diffracting crystals. We were still able to determine
the structures of three D190C mutants (PDB: 4W6G, 4W6H,
and 4W6I). PDB: 4W6I was the most symmetric dimer (171")
while PDB: 4W6G and 4W6H were asymmetric at 141" and
135", respectively (Figure 4G; Table 2).
Taking all the observed disulfide dimers together, we note that

only two of these are perfectly symmetric by virtue of lying on
crystallographic axes of 2-fold symmetry. Of those that did not
fall on symmetry axes, another nine had internal angles between
the chains >170" (11 of 36 disulfide dimers observed). The re-
maining majority of dimers were substantially asymmetric. This
contrasts with the trend toward nearly symmetric dimers noted
in earlier studies on synthetically symmetrized proteins (Banatao
et al., 2006; Forse et al., 2011) that had been connected primarily
through a-helical segments rather than a b-sheet conformation
as in GFP.

Design and Structure of Metal-Mediated GFP Oligomers
In addition to disulfide dimerization, we explored the possibility
of forming dimers or higher oligomers of GFP by designing
metal-binding half-sites on its surface. This second approach
follows from the work conducted by the groups of Tezcan and
Kuhlman (Salgado et al., 2008, 2010; Der et al., 2012). Here,
the idea is that introducing a metal half-site into the surface of
a protein will lead to assembly upon addition of metal. The utility
of themetal-mediated approach to synthetic symmetrization has
been demonstrated before, whereby it was found that, in addi-
tion to the intended dimeric forms, varied modes of assembly
can be realized upon metal addition (Laganowsky et al., 2011).
Previous efforts exploring engineered metal-mediated oligomer
formation have focused on mutations in a-helical proteins. In
those cases, residues i and i+4 can be mutated to metal-
chelating residues. The mutations are typically to His/His or
His/Cys pairs in an attempt to replicate native chelation motifs.
We investigated whether a variation of the approach could be
applied to GFP, which consists mainly of a single b barrel. We

selected residues in three distinct regions of the protein to
mutate to either His/His or His/Cys pairs. These mutations
were residues i and i+2 on one b strand (E124/K126) or two res-
idues on adjacent strands (D21/K26 and E115/T118) (Figure 2C).
To evaluate their ability to form oligomers in the presence of
metal ions, we analyzed purified proteins in the presence of
Cu2+, Ni2+, and Zn2+ salts using native gel-shift assays. Addi-
tional metal ions (e.g. Fe2+, Fe3+, Cd2+, andCo3+) were screened,
but these metals either indicated no oligomer formation or had
non-reproducible results by our native gel-shift assay and were
not pursued for crystallization studies. We determined that
mutant pairs D21H/K26C, E115C/T118H, E124H/K126C, and
E124H/K126H were all able to form oligomers in the presence
of each of the ions (Figure 2D). All of these mutant-metal combi-
nations were then used for crystallization experiments to deter-
mine their ability to sample different space groups and form
metal-mediated crystal contacts. Although D21H/K26H and
E115H/T118H did not show shifts on the native gel assay, we
proceeded with the crystallization experiments to determine
whether they could still form metal-mediated contacts during
the crystallization process.
From these metal-mediated variants we solved seven unique

structures that were dependent on metal chelation to form. As
with the disulfide and mixed disulfide-metal dimers, an ability
to crystallize in a variety of conditions was observed. In a range
of other cases, however, the metal ions established crystal con-
tacts between different GFPmolecules through a combination of
the engineered residues and other native residues (typically Asp
and Glu) on the protein surface. Only one of these structures
(PDB: 4W7R) formed a symmetric dimer, whereas the other
cases involved more complex spatial arrangements. In several
cases, owing to low resolution and poor electron density, it
was difficult to determine the exact chelation of the metal ion
by the protein side chains. In some instances this likely results
from exposure to synchrotron radiation, which can change the
oxidation state of metal ions or damage carboxylic acid groups
in the chelating aspartic acid side chains (Carugo and Carugo,
2005; Weik et al., 2000).
D21H/K26C
The designed metal half-site mutation D21H/K26C resulted in
either disulfide dimers discussed previously or a mixed dimer
containing the disulfide and a chelated metal ion (PDB: 4W75,
4W76, 4W77, 4W7A, and 4W7C). Adjacent to the disulfide
bond, a copper ion is chelated by residues Asp19 and His21
from both participating protein chains (Figure 5B); the mutated
histidine was intended for chelation whereas the aspartate was
fortuitous. Some of the structures have poor electron density
for the Asp19 and His21 side chains, and it appears in some
instances that only one of the residues from each chain is
involved in the metal chelation. Structures PDB: 4W76, 4W77,
4W7A, and 4W7C are close to being symmetric (average angle
of 173.4"), with PDB: 4W75 being more asymmetric at a 152"

inter-subunit rotation. The symmetric structures are very similar
to each other, with a variation upon overlap of 2"–8" (Figure 4B;
Table 2).
D21H/K26H
Two structures of this variant were obtained having copper-
mediated crystal contacts. In PDB: 4W7E, Asp19 and His21 of
one chain and Gln184 of the symmetry mate chelate the copper
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ion. This mutant crystallized in the presence of imidazole, leading
to one imidazole molecule also being bound to the copper ion.
Structure PDB: 4W7D features two different copper-mediated
contacts (Figure 5C), and two chains are present in the asym-
metric unit. Chain A makes contacts with two different protein
molecules in the crystal using side chains that were engineered
into this mutant. First, His21 and His26 chelate two copper
ions and form a crystal contact to Lys3 of one neighboring mole-
cule. A crystal contact to a different molecule is through Lys2 of
chain A and Asp19 and His21 of the other protein, similar to the
metal chelation observed in the D21H/K26C structures. The high
pH (9.5) of this crystallization condition allows the lysine side
chain to participate in the chelation of the copper ion.
E115C/T118H
In addition to the observed disulfide dimers of this mutant, struc-
ture PDB: 4W74 forms a complex system of metal-mediated
crystal contacts between the eight protein chains in the asym-
metric unit and six zinc ions via three different coordination sites
(Figure 5D). The mutated Cys115/His118 half-site is found to
chelate the zinc to a lone Cys115 in two cases; between chain
A (Cys115/His118) and chain G (Cy115), and chain D (Cys115/
His118) to chain F (Cys115). The Cys115/His118 half-site and
an aspartic acid residue from a neighboring protein molecule
chelate the other four zinc ions in arrangements that are gener-
ally similar to each other.
E115H/T118H
Two crystal forms of the E115H/T118H mutant with two different
metal-mediated contacts were solved. PDB: 4W6U contains four
chains in the asymmetric unit, yet only chains A and B feature a
nickel-mediated contact. His118 of chain A and His115 of chain
B are the residues responsible for metal chelation, along with
a citrate molecule from the crystallization buffer (Figure 5E). A
second nickel atom is chelated by residues His25 and Glu132
of chain A alone. In the structure PDB: 4W6T there is one chain
in the asymmetric unit, which makes contact with other protein
molecules through two copper ions (Figure 5F). His115 of the first
chain and His25 and Glu132 of the symmetry mate chelate the
first copper atom. His118 and Glu32 of the first chain and
Asp133 of the symmetry mate chelate the second copper atom.
E124H/K126H
From the final mutant we determined two crystal structures,
PDB: 4W7F and 4W7R. PDB: 4W7F contains one chain in the
asymmetric unit with the copper-mediated contact formed

between His124/His126 of the first chain and Glu5 of the sym-
metry mate (Figure 5G). The only symmetric metal-mediated
dimer for which we obtained a structure is PDB: 4W7R. In this
case the His124/His126 pair from chain A chelates a copper
ion together with the His124/His126 pair from chain B. Two
copper-mediated dimers (four subunits in total) are found in
the asymmetric unit, and both dimers are nearly symmetric
with chains orientated 179! apart. The two dimers are virtually
identical, with only a 2! variation when aligned.

GFP Oligomers as a Crystallization Scaffold
After establishing in a previous study that a complex between the
split-GFP(1–9) and a protein containing the (10–11) hairpin could
form diffraction-quality crystals (Nguyen et al., 2014), we set out
to crystallize a novel protein that had failed to crystallize in pre-
vious experiments. We attempted this with the motor domain
of STARD9 (Torres et al., 2011), a monomeric kinesin that could
serve as a target for novel anti-mitotic drug development. We
co-expressed a construct of STARD9 as an N-terminal fusion
to the GFP(10–11) hairpin together with the four metal-chelating
GFP(1–9) mutants that consistently showed oligomerization
in the native gel experiments (K26C/D21H, E124H/K126H,
E124H/K126C, and E115C/T118H). Of the four experiments
attempted, only K26C/D21H&E124H/K126H gave robust
complementation. We were able to obtain crystals of the
STARD9-10/11 and GFP1-9 (D21H/K26C) complex after
approximately 3 months (Figure 6A). However, these crystals
are small ("20 mM in the largest dimension) and have not pro-
duced well-ordered diffraction to date; optimization efforts are
under way.
A second computationally designed 271-amino-acid protein

(to be published) containing the (10–11) hairpin as a loop inser-
tion was co-expressed with the cysteine mutant suite of split-
GFPs, all of which resulted in robust complementation. After
7 months, triangular plate crystals ("50–75 mM) (Figure 6B)
were observed containing the designed protein in complex
with the GFP1-9 (D117C). As with the STARD9-10/11 con-
structs, optimization efforts of these crystals are under way.

DISCUSSION

The structural results presented here characterize a suite of en-
gineered GFP molecules comprising a wide range of oligomeric

Figure 6. Crystals of Split-GFP with a Novel
Crystallization Target
(A) Crystals of the STARD9-10/11-GFP1-9 (D21H/

K26C) complex were obtained in a condition

composed of 10% v/v 2-propanol, 0.1 M MES

(pH 6.0), and 0.2 M Ca(OAc)2. The protein complex

was mixed in a 1:1 molar ratio with CuSO4 imme-

diately prior to the crystallization experiments. The

green color of the crystals is used as an indication

of the complex formation; the largest crystals

observed to date ("20 mM in the largest dimension)

are highlighted by the red circle.

(B) Crystals of a designed protein with an en-

gineered internal (10–11) hairpin in complex with

GFP1-9 (D117C). The triangular plate crystals

("50–75 mM) grew in a condition containing 0.1 M

SPG buffer (pH 5.0) and 25% w/v PEG1500.
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forms, most of which appear highly amenable to crystallization
on their own. We obtained 20 new crystal forms of seven disul-
fide-bonded dimers, plus 13 metal-mediated structures from
five combinations of metal-chelating mutations in the presence
of different metals. The 33 crystal forms are all distinct from
each other (Table 1). Many of the engineered GFPs formed addi-
tional crystal forms in numerous conditions that were not
pursued for structure determination. In analyzing individual
GFP variants that were observed in multiple crystal forms, it
was found that some of the oligomeric GFPs show strong
geometric constraints between the disulfide-bonded subunits,
while others display considerable geometric polymorphism.
The K26C dimer was especially variable; among four instances
observed for that dimer, the smallest angular deviation between
any pair was 33!. The D21H/K26C and D102 mutants were the
most rigid. Several instances of those dimers showed common
conformations within about 8! deviation, although individual
outliers were also obtained in both cases. The oligomeric GFP
molecules designed here have not yet been used to successfully
crystallize a target protein that was otherwise recalcitrant to
crystallization. Which of the GFP constructs might ultimately
be most useful in such a context is therefore presently unknown.
However, it is notable that a few of the constructs formed an
unusual number of distinct crystal forms readily. Among the di-
sulfide-based dimers, the D117C construct formed the most
(six) distinct crystal forms. Among the metal-mediated designs,
the E115H/T118H and D21H/K26H constructs each also formed
six distinct crystal forms.
The suite of oligomerizing GFP constructs designed here

could be used for crystallizing target proteins by direct fusion.
Alternatively, as noted above, our GFP constructs were engi-
neered to be compatible with use in split form so that engineered
variants of the GFP(1–9) construct can be reconstituted with a
target protein bearing the (10–11) hairpin. In principle, this recon-
stitution can be performed in vivo (by co-expression) or in vitro

(after separate purifications). Initial in vitro experiments using
the split forms of the oligomerizing GFP constructs (not pre-
sented here) suggest that further optimization of the GFP(1–9)
core may be important for stabilization in the context of the
various mutations introduced into the GFP sequence. The coun-
terbalancing advantages and disadvantages of the present
system will also have to be compared with other strategies.
For example, in some crystallization approaches the target
protein is potentially stabilized by its fusion to an intact scaffold
protein; attaching a small GFP fragment to a target protein (in the
split-complementation approach) is not likely to provide such an
advantage.
A principal long-term motivation for the present work is the

crystallization of novel proteins, but other diverse applications
in synthetic biology are likely to emerge for these oligomeric
variants of GFP (Figure 7). One prospective application would
be in attaching metabolically coupled enzymes together in
different geometries through metal-mediated interactions or
in vitro oxidized cysteines. They could be used as oligomerizing
scaffolds for bringing together homo- or hetero-pairs of proteins
into close proximity, in different spatial arrangements, and in
ways that can be triggered by the addition of metal ions (Figures
7C and 7D). To promote formation of strictly heteromeric assem-
blies, future experiments would be required to design asym-
metric versions of an oligomerizing carrier protein. Another
avenue for future applications will be in using oligomerizing
carrier proteins (GFP and others that could be developed) to
drive other proteins or enzymes to form extended materials or
amorphous gels (Figure 7B). While the motivating application
emphasized in the present study (protein crystallization) applies
primarily to target proteins that are naturally monomeric, we
envision that extended materials, most likely with irregular struc-
tures, could be formed by complementing various oligomeric
forms of the split-GFP(1–9) with naturally oligomeric proteins
or enzymes bearing the (10–11) hairpin. In most cases this

DC

A B

+

Figure 7. Alternative Applications for Engi-
neered Oligomeric GFPs
Beyond their proposed utility as carriers for the

crystallization of novel proteins, other potentially

useful applications are possible.

(A) Fusion to GFP dimers could be used to change

the crystal forms of existing proteins. Here a

disordered crystal (top) can form a different and

possibly better-ordered lattice (bottom) through

fusion to one of the GFP oligomers in the available

suite.

(B) Fusion to a multimeric enzyme, in this example

a tetramer, could be used to create an enzymati-

cally active amorphous gel for facile separation

of enzymes and products for in vitro reaction

systems.

(C) With the split form or through terminal fusions,

the GFP dimers could be used to create a heter-

odimer for co-localization of enzymes for substrate

channeling or co-crystallization experiments.

(D) Expanding on the idea from (C), two proteins

can be forced into close proximity and further

symmetrized, by separate genetic fusion of strand

10 to one protein and strand 11 to the other,

then allowing them to complement for various

applications.
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would lead to runaway oligomerization, yielding materials with
potentially novel properties and uses. Other synthetic biology
applications may benefit from higher-order oligomers. Based
on our crystal structures, there are possible interfaces that could
be mutated to achieve this purpose. As an example, a novel
tetrameric form of GFP could be based on the structure of the
D117C mutant PDB: 4W6M. This structure features a tetramer
composed of two symmetric dimers in the asymmetric unit
of the crystal. Further mutations in the region of the fortuitous
interaction between dimers (residues I206, S146, and N147),
either via metal-mediated interactions or by computational
sequence design of a more extensive interface, could create a
higher oligomeric form of GFP.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Cloning
Unless otherwise stated, primers were ordered from Valuegene, enzymes

were from New England Biolabs, and DNA sequencing was performed by

Genewiz. The plasmid construct containing the split-GFP (Cabantous

et al., 2005, 2013) was used as a template to generate a construct with a

C-terminal hexahistidine tag and the C terminus: . TAAGITHHHHHH. The

GFP gene was PCR amplified with Phusion DNA polymerase using

the primers GFP.For and GFP.Rev, which include NdeI and HindIII

restriction sites, respectively, in the primer extensions. The PCR-amplified

segment was purified, digested with NdeI and HindIII, and ligated into

pET24a, which had been restriction digested with the same two

enzymes. Colony PCR using T7 and T7 terminator primers was performed

to identify putative positive clones whose DNA sequences were subse-

quently confirmed by DNA sequencing. Two cysteine residues (Cys48,

Cys70) were mutagenized to alanine using the primers C48A.For.New./

C48A.Rev.New. and C70A/C70A_antisense to eliminate the possibility of un-

intended disulfide bonds. The C48A mutation was made by linear PCR

amplification of the target vector with Phusion DNA polymerase, followed

by DpnI digestion of the template plasmid and subsequent phosphorylation

of the gel-extracted DNA with T4 polynucleotide kinase and ligation with

T4 DNA ligase. The C70A mutation was made using Pfu Turbo AD polymer-

ase (Agilent) using the Quikchange mutagenesis procedure. Additional muta-

tions were made in the GFP construct containing the C48A/C70A mutations

by the Quikchange method to generate the following GFP mutant proteins:

C48A/C70A/D102C, C48A/C70A/D117C, C48A/C70A/Q157C, C48A/C70A/

K26C, C48A/C70A/D190C, C48A/C70A/E124H/K126H, and C48A/C70A/

E115C/T118H.

Table 3. X-Ray Diffraction Data and Refinement Statistics

PDB: 4W69 4W6A 4W6B 4W6C 4W6D 4W6F 4W6G 4W6H 4W6I 4W6J 4W6K

Wavelength (Å) 1.0717 0.9789 0.97918 0.9789 0.9793 0.9792 0.9793 1.0717 1.0717 0.9793 1.0717

Resolution

range (Å)

94.58–3.975

(4.117–3.975)

77.02–2.991

(3.098–2.991)

44.69–1.895

(1.963–1.895)

71.3–2.492

(2.581–2.492)

87.16–3.447

(3.57–3.447)

84.34–2.701

(2.798–2.701)

69.09–3.024

(3.132–3.024)

82.72–1.953

(2.023–1.953)

53.59–2.625

(2.719–2.625)

98.5–1.702

(1.763–1.702)

75.46–2.877

(2.98–2.877)

Space group P 43 21 2 P 32 2 1 P 21 21 21 P 21 21 21 P 32 2 1 P 32 2 1 P 61 P 65 P 21 21 21 P 31 2 1 P 41 21 2

Unit cell 133.76 133.76

88.92 90 90 90

88.93 88.93

135.76

90 90 120

50.151 90.356

102.83 90

90 90

51.33 88.37

120.69

90 90 90

123.11 123.11

151.32 90

90 120

121.98 121.98

140.09 90

90 120

93.38 93.38

132.97 90

90 120

95.52 95.52

132.5 90

90 120

57.35 67.6

150.58

90 90 90

113.74,113.74

82.46 90

90,120

106.72 106.72

97.45 90 90 90

Total reflections 110,307

(10,414)

252,345

(23,254)

251,856 (13,789) 81,636

(7,060)

89,887

(8,957)

335,541

(32,238)

66,094

(6,525)

508,993

(47,571)

88,235

(6,817)

339,028

(33,029)

167,091

(13,967)

Unique reflections 7,344 (715) 12,990 (1,219) 37,298 (3,260) 19,311 (1,713) 17,869 (1,730) 33,538 (3,281) 12,859 (1,284) 49,488 (4,865) 17,334 (1,613) 67,258 (6,633) 13,200 (1,210)

Multiplicity 15.0 (14.6) 19.4 (19.1) 6.8 (4.2) 4.2 (4.1) 5.0 (5.2) 10.0 (9.8) 5.1 (5.1) 10.3 (9.8) 5.0 (4.2) 5.0 (5.0) 12.7 (11.5)

Completeness (%) 99.90 (99.31) 99.52 (95.08) 98.40 (87.52) 97.33 (88.79) 99.26 (98.69) 99.95 (99.64) 99.74 (99.46) 99.80 (98.06) 95.43 (82.54) 99.47 (98.82) 99.25 (93.51)

Mean I/s(I) 16.9 (2.1) 20.3 (2.5) 12.3 (4.5) 7.3 (1.9) 11.91 (1.7) 5.6 (2.0) 16.7 (2.4) 16.4 (2.9) 5.9 (1.0) 16.6 (2.1) 22.1 (2.6)

Wilson B factor 162.1 72.3 20.6 60.3 112.8 64.4 95.5 25.4 54.4 25.2 91.6

Rmerge 0.144 (1.663) 0.162 (1.385) 0.104 (0.376) 0.104 (0.660) 0.118 (1.023) 0.304 (0.578) 0.064 (0.729) 0.109 (0.819) 0.246 (1.047) 0.051 (0.702) 0.083 (1.265)

Rmeas 0.149 0.167 0.113 0.118 0.132 0.321 0.072 0.114 0.273 0.057 0.087

CC1/2 0.999 (0.714) 0.999 (0.767) 0.995 (0.871) 0.989 (0.881) 0.998 (0.607) 0.955 (0.871) 0.998 (0.853) 0.998 (0.811) 0.983 (0.853) 0.999 (0.782) 0.999 (0.811)

CC* 1 (0.913) 1 (0.932) 0.999 (0.965) 0.997 (0.968) 1 (0.869) 0.988 (0.965) 1 (0.959) 1 (0.947) 0.996 (0.959) 1 (0.937) 1 (0.946)

Rwork 0.307 (0.457) 0.191 (0.304) 0.167 (0.201) 0.248 (0.443) 0.236 (0.363) 0.204 (0.258) 0.248 (0.384) 0.166 (0.200) 0.268 (0.504) 0.189 (0.259) 0.249 (0.351)

Rfree 0.335 (0.398) 0.240 (0.389) 0.202 (0.280) 0.276 (0.445) 0.267 (0.318) 0.238 (0.290) 0.270 (0.361) 0.190 (0.229) 0.316 (0.606) 0.212 (0.289) 0.294 (0.395)

No. of non-

hydrogen atoms

3,458 3,574 3,867 3,553 3,550 3,604 3,505 3,884 3,558 3,925 3,037

Macromolecules 3,414 3,530 3,599 3,509 3,505 3,539 3,461 3,635 3,514 3,623 2,993

Ligands 44 44 47 44 45 65 44 44 44 96 44

Water 0 0 221 0 0 0 0 205 0 206 0

Protein residues 434 446 454 443 445 445 437 457 443 451 378

RMS (bonds) 0.011 0.018 0.009 0.01 0.01 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.014 0.011 0.011

RMS (angles) 1.29 1.6 1.08 1.29 1.69 1.37 1.37 1.21 1.3 1.21 0.95

Ramachandran

favored (%)

97 97 98 96 98 97 97 98 97 99 97

Ramachandran

outliers (%)

0 0.23 0 0.23 0.7 0.23 0.48 0 0 0 0.29

Clashscore 21.2 14.2 1.4 12.2 17.5 6.2 21.2 1.5 5.4 4.9 9.3

Average B factor 191.0 64.0 25.0 63.0 124.1 68.6 171.7 26.9 56.1 33.9 94.8

Macromolecules 191.5 64.1 24.9 63.2 124.3 68.4 171.7 26.8 56.3 33.5 35.1

Ligands 147.9 54.6 18.5 50 107.6 77.1 175.5 20.1 42.6 38.9 78.3

Solvent – – 27.8 – – – – 30.7 – 37.1 –

(Continued on next page)
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Proteins with an N-terminal tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease cleavable

His6 tag were constructed by cloning the existing GFP mutants in pET24

into a modified pET28 vector with N-terminal cleavable tag to add the

N-terminal sequence: MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQG. In brief, the primers

GFP.pMA507-star.For. and GFP.pMA507-star.Rev. were used to PCR

amplify the mutated GFP DNA segments; the DNA was gel extracted and

cloned into pMA507star by the Gibson ISO assembly method (Gibson et al.,

2009). pMA507-star was PCR amplified with the primers PIPE.Vec.For. and

PIPE.Vec.Rev. to generate compatible DNA overhangs. Primer sequences

used are presented in Table S4.

Protein Expression
Plasmids containing mutant GFP genes were transformed into Escherichia coli

BL21-DE3 expression cells (New England Biolabs). 10-ml starter cultures

were grown with overnight shaking at 37!C in LB media containing appro-

priate antibiotics. The starter culture was used to inoculate 1 l of terrific broth

medium supplemented with 20 ml 503 5052 auto-induction sugars (Studier,

2005) and appropriate antibiotics. Cultures were grown for 4 hr at 37!C. The

temperature was then reduced to 30!C, and cultures were allowed to grow

for approximately 20 hr. After growth, the cultures were centrifuged at

5,000 3 g for 30 min at 4!C. Harvested cell paste was stored at "80!C until

purification.

Protein Purification
Cell paste was thawed at room temperature in a lysis buffer of 20 mM Tris

(pH 8.0), 200 mM NaCl, 10 mMMgCl2, 30 mM Imidazole, 400 mg/ml lysozyme,

10 mg/ml DNAse, and 1 mM AEBSF (4-(2-aminoethyl)benzenesulfonyl fluoride

hydrochloride). Once the pellet was thawed, cells were lysed via sonication.

Lysed cells were incubated at room temperature for 15 min prior to centrifuga-

tion to remove all insolublematerial, and lysates were clarified at 25,0003 g for

30 min at 4!C. The soluble lysate fraction was applied to a 5 ml Ni-nitrilotriace-

tic acid (IMAC) column, rinsed with 10 column volumes of wash buffer consist-

ing of 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 250 mM NaCl, and 30 mM imidazole. The protein

was eluted from the column with wash buffer containing 250 mM imidazole.

Elution fractions were pooled and then concentrated until the final volume

was approximately 1 ml. For the disulfide dimers, the protein was exchanged

into a buffer consisting of 20 mM Tris (pH 9.0) and 100 mM NaCl. Cysteines

where then oxidized to form dimers by the addition of 10 ml of dimerization

buffer (20 mM Tris [pH 9.0], 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM CuSO4). This oxidation reac-

tion was incubated at room temperature for 15 min before being quenched by

the addition of 50mMEDTA. To separate newly formed dimers from remaining

monomers, the protein was dialyzed overnight at 4!C into anion exchange

buffer (10 mM Tris [pH 9.5], 1 mM EDTA). The protein was applied to an anion

exchange column and then eluted via a salt gradient of 0–1 M NaCl in anion

exchange buffer. The major peak for each cysteine mutant was assessed for

4W6L 4W6M 4W6N 4W6O 4W6P 4W6R 4W6S 4W6T 4W6U 4W72 4W73 4W74

1.0717 0.9793 0.9537 0.9793 0.9793 0.9792 0.9789 0.9795 0.9795 0.9795 0.9789 0.9795

76.67–2.45

(2.538–2.45)

73.83–2.793

(2.893–2.794)

88.89–3.375

(3.496–3.375)

67.51–2.6

(2.693–2.6)

79.58–3.085

(3.195–3.085)

89.88–3.471

(3.595–3.471)

68.28–3.1

(3.211–3.1)

74.46–1.604

(1.661–1.604)

82.99–2.278

(2.36–2.278)

57.12–1.996

(2.067–1.996)

52.18–2.787

(2.887–2.787)

88.27–2.099

(2.174–2.099)

I 41 2 2 P 63 C 1 2 1 P 64 2 2 P 21 21 21 P 1 P 43 21 2 P 43 21 2 P 21 21 21 P 21 21 21 P 21 21 21 P 1 21 1

108.43 108.43

101.47 90

90 90

170.5 170.5

79.57 90

90 120

181.21 102.68

84.13 90

101.44 90

77.95 77.95

178.88 90

90 120

86.05 117.86

209.1 90 90 90

92.42 92.56

124.53 94.94

96.17 102.25

91.51 91.51

205.11

90 90 90

105.3 105.3

69.61 90

90 90

47.64 116.58

165.98 90

90 90

72.54 74.4

89.15 90

90 90

69.74 70.58

77.5 90 90 90

67.44 119.79

130.57

90 89.99 90

148,335

(14,256)

63,420

(1,852)

70,644

(6,362)

160,637

(16,471)

261,903

(23,019)

87,921

(8,257)

418,083

(42,445)

653,315

(63,113)

279,406

(25,897)

238,183

(20,955)

62,325

(4,525)

411,267

(39,095)

11,419 (1,106) 32,658 (378) 20,957 (1964) 10,518 (991) 39,143 (3,478) 46,082 (4,386) 16,549 (1,612) 51,580 (4,985) 42,930 (4,011) 33,399 (3,272) 9,864 (848) 119,482 (11,566)

13.0 (12.9) 5.7 (4.9) 3.4 (3.2) 15.3 (16.6) 6.7 (6.6) 1.9 (1.9) 25.3 (26.3) 12.7 (12.7) 6.5 (6.5) 7.1 (6.4) 6.3 (5.3) 3.4 (3.4)

99.83 (98.57) 99.15 (95.61) 97.89 (91.99) 99.94 (99.70) 97.98 (88.91) 89.44 (85.24) 99.95 (99.94) 99.78 (97.98) 99.28 (94.55) 99.74 (98.55) 98.67 (87.69) 98.81 (95.89)

23.9 (3.4) 4.8 (3.8) 6.6 (1.5) 26.0 (3.4) 10.8 (2.2) 5.7 (1.4) 18.0 (3.6) 17.8 (1.6) 14.2 (1.9) 16.6 (2.4) 10.1 (1.7) 8.1 (1.5)

61.8 71.3 84.6 68.9 70.7 101.5 76.2 26.5 44.6 41.2 73.9 32.2

0.064 (0.840) 0.766 (0.789) 0.205 (0.778) 0.072 (0.934) 0.149 (0.847) 0.095 (0.467) 0.257 (1.844) 0.072 (1.129) 0.105 (0.906) 0.060 (0.821) 0.109 (0.851) 0.104 (0.775)

0.067 0.823 0.244 0.075 0.162 0.134 0.262 0.075 0.115 0.065 0.119 0.123

0.999 (0.979) 0.683 (0.49) 0.992 (0.746) 0.999 (0.938) 0.994 (0.76) 0.989 (0.773) 0.998 (0.947) 0.999 (0.821) 0.997 (0.739) 0.999 (0.895) 0.996 (0.70) 0.996 (0.747)

1 (0.995) 0.901 (0.811) 0.998 (0.924) 1 (0.984) 0.999 (0.929) 0.997 (0.934) 1 (0.986) 1 (0.95) 0.999 (0.922) 1 (0.972) 0.999 (0.908) 0.999 (0.925)

0.252 (0.375) 0.261 (0.389) 0.316 (0.400) 0.262 (0.348) 0.232 (0.315) 0.307 (0.409) 0.223 (0.284) 0.180 (0.260) 0.210 (0.277) 0.190 (0.292) 0.221 (0.366) 0.212 (0.303)

0.278 (0.450) 0.285 (0.394) 0.363 (0.469) 0.311 (0.415) 0.279 (0.363) 0.357 (0.431) 0.276 (0.372) 0.207 (0.289) 0.250 (0.319) 0.235 (0.314) 0.297 (0.464) 0.235 (0.330)

1,635 6,752 10,419 1,662 12,960 25,002 3,538 2,074 7,317 3,817 3,519 14,583

1,613 6,652 10,331 1,637 12,828 25,002 3,442 1,846 7,083 3,570 3,469 14,200

22 100 88 22 132 0 96 69 111 45 50 182

0 0 0 3 0 0 0 159 123 202 0 201

205 842 1,306 208 1,618 3,133 436 227 890 450 437 1,793

0.01 0.011 0.009 0.013 0.009 0.008 0.012 0.019 0.012 0.011 0.013 0.013

1.23 1.2 1.49 1.85 1.42 1.76 1.55 1.7 1.36 1.24 1.42 1.51

96 99 95 98 97 96 95 99 98 98 97 98

0 0.12 0.08 0 0.13 0.44 0.47 0 0.12 0 0 0

8.1 14.0 30.0 20.8 12.6 20.0 21.6 6.3 4.5 3.2 13.7 7.2

93.1 91.1 33.4 106.4 80.1 113.2 84.2 32 47.4 46.4 67.8 39.1

93.3 91.4 99.6 106.6 80.2 113.2 84 31 47.7 46.2 67.9 39.1

79.2 72 72.8 97.2 70.6 – 91 42 36.4 42.4 55.9 36.3

– – – 72 – – – 39.7 43.8 50.5 – 37.1

Table 3. Continued
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dimer purity by non-reducing SDS-PAGE. Fractions of homogeneous dimers

were pooled, buffer exchanged into GFP crystallization buffer (10 mM Tris,

100 mM NaCl), then concentrated to 20 mg/ml. Aliquots of protein were

flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at !80"C for subsequent crystal

trials.

Metal-mediated mutants were purified using the same method, up to the

IMAC purification, where the hexahistidine tag was cleaved off with TEV pro-

tease overnight at 4"C in TEV cleavage buffer (10 mM Tris [pH 8.0], 100 mM

NaCl, 5 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA). Cleaved protein was then subject to a second

IMAC step to remove the TEV protease, cleaved histidine tag, and any un-

cleaved protein. All unbound protein was pooled, buffer exchanged into crys-

tallization buffer, concentrated to 40 mg/ml, flash-frozen, and stored at!80"C
for future crystal trials.

Co-expression with Target Proteins
The STARD9-10/11 construct consisted of the N-terminal TEV protease cleav-

able His6 tag (MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQG) followed by the (10–11) hairpin

sequence, DLPDDHYLSTQTILSKDLNEKRDHMVLLEYVTAAGITDAS, with

the ‘‘DAS’’ serving as a linker between the hairpin and target protein as previ-

ously described (Nguyen et al., 2014). Only the first 391 amino acids (Met1–

Asn391) corresponding to the putative motor domain of the protein were

used in this construct.

For the prospective designed protein construct, the GFP (10–11) hairpin was

inserted into a presumptive loop between Ser135 and Thr136 of the native

271-amino-acid protein. This construct features a non-cleavable C-terminal

His6 tag, and as such was not used for the metal-mediated experiments.

The expression and purification methods for the co-expressed GFP(1–9)

and crystallization targets with the (10–11) hairpin were essentially the same

as for the GFPs alone. After size-exclusion chromatography, the fractions

with approximate 1:1 molar ratio of GFP(1–9) and target protein (visualized

by SDS-PAGE) were used for the crystallography experiments.

Crystallization
TheGFP oligomerswere crystallized using hanging-drop vapor diffusion. Initial

experiments were carried out at the UCLA crystallization facility using com-

mercial sparse matrix screens in a 96-well format. All initial screening trays

were set using a Mosquito liquid handling device (TPP LabTech). Limited op-

timizations were performed manually in some cases using 24-well Linbro

plates. Each disulfide dimer was screened initially with four commercial sparse

matrix screens JCSG+ (Qiagen), SaltRx (Hampton Research), Crystal Screen

I + II (Hampton Research), and Wizard I + II (EmeraldBio). Metal-mediated mu-

tations were screened with JCSG+ andWizard only. The final concentration of

protein in all crystallization experiments was 20 mg/ml. Metal-mediated mu-

tants were mixed with the metal ions (Ni2+, Zn2+, or Cu2+, in three separate

4W7X 4W75 4W76 4W77 4W7A 4W7C 4W7D 4W7E 4W7F 4W7R

0.9789 1.0717 0.9792 0.9789 0.9792 0.9795 0.9792 0.9792 0.9789 0.9789

66.77–2.8

(2.9–2.8)

69.13–3.47

(3.597–3.473)

60.5–2.345

(2.429–2.345)

60.79–3.1

(3.211–3.1)

96.28–3.603

(3.731–3.603)

96.15–2.5

(2.59–2.5)

66.57–1.799

(1.863–1.799)

67.92–2.592

(2.685–2.592)

48.76–2.9

(3.004–2.9)

92.07–1.799

(1.863–1.799)

P 1 21 1 P 21 21 21 P 21 21 21 P 21 21 21 P 21 21 21 C 1 2 1 P 21 21 21 P 41 21 2 C 2 2 21 P 1 21 1

66.84 70.47

116.78 90

92.56 90

59.86 83.93

121.88 90

90 90

64.16 66.84

121 90 90 90

62.12 68.29

121.58 90

90 90

120.83 121.33

192.56 90

90 90

205.49 69.42

102.81 90

110.73 90

56.42 82.05

113.87 90

90 90

96.05 96.05

69.96 90

90 90

68.2 69.75

82.57 90

90 90

62.67 87.19

92.07 90

90.01 90

183,888

(18,230)

104,617

(8,741)

145,381

(13,147)

63,735

(6,380)

220,621

(21,172)

321,515

(31,440)

326,510

(29,374)

134,951

(13,211)

23,617 (1523) 306,630 (30,073)

26,887 (2,649) 8,254 (755) 22,306 (2,125) 9,841 (949) 33,244 (3,177) 46,757 (4,596) 49,634 (4,736) 10,580 (999) 4,558 (378) 90,790 (8,888)

6.8 (6.9) 12.7 (11.6) 6.5 (6.2) 6.5 (6.7) 6.6 (6.7) 6.9 (6.8) 6.6 (6.2) 12.8 (13.2) 5.4 (4.0) 3.4 (3.4)

99.66 (99.62) 98.78 (94.83) 99.23 (96.33) 99.87 (99.79) 99.40 (95.49) 99.06 (97.93) 99.57 (96.26) 99.68 (97.18) 99.52 (99.55) 98.83 (97.73)

8.2 (1.6) 13.6 (1.7) 10.1 (1.8) 9.9 (2.6) 13.9 (2.3) 15.6 (1.9) 8.8 (1.0) 19.8 (2.0) 8.0 (4.0) 6.4 (1.2)

57.1 125.6 47.9 69.4 112.5 63.2 25.9 58.9 82.4 23.5

0.190 (1.297) 0.150 (1.419) 0.110 (1.015) 0.151 (0.748) 0.122 (0.799) 0.073 (1.03) 0.138 (1.868) 0.113 (1.67) 0.178 (0.405) 0.122 (1.021)

0.205 0.156 0.119 0.165 0.133 0.079 0.15 0.118 0.196 0.145

0.991 (0.616) 0.999 (0.944) 0.998 (0.924) 0.996 (0.814) 0.998 (0.804) 0.999 (0.917) 0.997 (0.451) 0.999 (0.792) 0.98 (0.826) 0.994 (0.71)

0.998 (0.873) 1 (0.985) 1 (0.98) 0.999 (0.947) 0.999 (0.944) 1 (0.978) 0.999 (0.789) 1 (0.94) 0.995 (0.951) 0.998 (0.911)

0.217 (0.317) 0.301 (0.444) 0.233 (0.424) 0.217 (0.260) 0.278 (0.336) 0.226 (0.408) 0.179 (0.317) 0.207 (0.3534) 0.264 (0.404) 0.223 (0.376)

0.269 (0.386) 0.345 (0.377) 0.288 (0.459) 0.291 (0.377) 0.302 (0.337) 0.254 (0.428) 0.221 (0.342) 0.262 (0.441) 0.332 (0.439) 0.253 (0.425)

7,089 3,181 3,639 3,474 7,085 7,028 4,014 1,820 1,726 7,625

7,001 3,180 3,588 3,473 6,994 6,938 3,603 1,766 1,703 7,166

88 1 45 1 91 90 103 28 23 146

0 0 6 0 0 0 309 26 0 313

882 396 452 432 881 873 224 222 215 677

0.009 0.004 0.011 0.01 0.011 0.013 0.01 0.012 0.01 0.012

0.93 0.85 1.28 1.4 1.22 1.33 1.26 1.46 1.37 1.27

97 98 99 94 96 99 97 97 97 99

0.23 0 0 0.24 0.35 0 0 0 0 0

11.3 4.1 9.1 12.4 8.0 15.0 4.0 7.1 10.9 6.0

50.7 161.6 64.7 65.2 117.2 100.1 21.3 52.7 74.7 33.5

50.8 161.6 64.8 65.2 118.2 100.3 30.4 52.8 75 33.2

43.3 196.4 61.1 64.9 42.2 83.9 39.9 53.4 51 37.1

– – 56.8 – – – 39 46.2 – 38

CC1/2, correlation coefficient between intensities of crystallographic random half-datasets; CC*, correlation coefficient of the full dataset derived from

CC1/2.

Table 3. Continued
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screens) immediately before setting crystal trays, at a final concentration

of 20 mg/ml protein and 2 mMmetal ion salts. Trays were set at room temper-

ature and checked periodically over 30 days. Single crystals were mounted

with CrystalCat HT Cryoloops (Hampton Research), cryoprotected as needed,

flash-frozen with liquid nitrogen, and screened for diffraction. All diffracting

crystals were stored for later data collection. All diffraction data were collected

at 100 K at APS-NECAT beamline 24-ID-C on a DECTRIS-PILATUS 6M detec-

tor. The crystallization and cryoprotectant conditions are reported in Table S5.

Structure Determination
Datasets from individual crystals were indexed, integrated, and scaled using

XDS/XSCALE (Kabsch, 2010), with the resolution limit selected to balance

completeness, calculated I/s, Rsym, and CC1/2 of the highest-resolution shell

with emphasis on I/s values of >1.5 and CC1/2 values of >0.9. Structures

were solved by molecular replacement using the program Phaser (McCoy

et al., 2007), with the superfolder GFP (Pédelacq et al., 2006) protein

(PDB: 2B3P) as the search model. To accelerate the model building and

refinement, molecular replacement solutions were initially refined with the

PDB_REDO server (Joosten et al., 2011). Final iterative rounds of model build-

ing and refinement were carried out using Coot (Emsley et al., 2010) and

PHENIX (Adams et al., 2010) with TLS refinement (Painter and Merritt, 2006).

Structures were validated with PROCHECK (Laskowski et al., 1993), ERRAT

(Colovos and Yeates, 1993), MolProbity (Davis et al., 2007), and VERIFY3D

(Luthy et al., 1992). Atomic coordinates and structure factors for all 33 struc-

tures were deposited in the PDB. Figures depicting the structures were

made with PyMOL (Schrödinger). Data collection and refinement statistics

are given in Table 3.

Structure Comparison Procedure
To compare multiple observed instances of the same disulfide-bonded dimer,

one structure was first chosen as the reference. Then one chain of a subse-

quent dimer was aligned to chain A of the reference dimer, and the transforma-

tion required for overlapping those two chains was applied to the second

chain. Both possible assignments to chain A versus chain B were tested for

each dimer, and the best match was retained for comparison. These optimal

chain assignments do not necessarily correspond to chain assignments in

the deposited PDB files.

ACCESSION NUMBERS

Atomic coordinates and structure factors for all 33 structures in this

study were deposited, under accession numbers PDB: 4W69, 4W6A, 4W6B,

4W6C, 4W6D, 4W6F, 4W6G, 4W6H, 4W6I, 4W6J, 4W6K, 4W6L, 4W6M,

4W6N, 4W6O, 4W6P, 4W6R, 4W6S, 4W6T, 4W6U, 4W72, 4W73, 4W74,

4W7X, 4W75, 4W76, 4W77, 4W7A, 4W7C, 4W7D, 4W7E, 4W7F, and 4W7R.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes five tables and can be found with this

article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.str.2015.07.008.
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Table S1.  Disulfide bond dihedral angle energy server output, Related to Table 2. 

PDB Cys1 Chi1(X1) Chi2(X2) Chi3(X3) Bond 
Distance (Å) 

Chi2’(X2’) Chi1’(X1’) Cys2 Disulfide Strain Energy 
(kJ/mol) 

4W69 157:A: -154.01 30.11 -178.47 2.04 -89 -77.54 157:B: 47.3 
4W6A  157:A:  -177.00 73.24 38.39 2.31 73.28 -177.02 157:B: 21.6 
4W6B 26:A: -72.82 86.33 78.75 2.05 98.94 78.42 26:B: 17.1 
4W6C 26:A: 75.31 78.48 106.19 2.07 75.11 67.4 26:B: 12.9 
4W6D 26:A: 55.17 -177.57 143.87 2.05 93.86 -48.99 26:B: 29.1 
4W6F 26:A: -72.5 -171.2 -78.52 2.04 132.24 -75.52 26:B: 14.6 
4W6G 190:A: -70.19 -42.67 -92.93 2.17 -86.15 -59.9 190:B: 9.1 
4W6H 190:A: -31.17 -105.20 -87.99 2.05 -35.15 -86.13 190:B: 27.1 
4W6I 190:A: -64.99 142.91 100.01 2.03 151.48 -63.81 190:B: 14.7 
4W6J 117:A: -54.02 -55.14 -92.71 2.02 -109.94 -61.84 117:B: 11.3 
4W6K 117:A: -75.04 -66.27 -127.5 2.23 -18.1 -84.4 117:B: 30.9 
4W6L 117:A: -41.90 -81.68 -113.18 1.93 -81.68 -41.90 117:B: 21.2 
4W6M 117:A: -83.09 -48.39 -114.58 2.03 -73.8 -82.88 117:C: 22.5 
4W6M 117:B: -163.74 46.93 159.96 2.03 -94.13 -83.79 117:D: 41.7 
4W6N 117:A: -42.79 91.35 -150.87 2.05 -85.41 55.02 117:D: 35.9 
4W6N 117:B: -66.27 82.17 106.38 2.03 145.25 -65.11 117:F: 15.2 
4W6O 117:A: 79.69 56.05 -110.65 2.03 56.05 -79.69 117:B: 16.7 
4W6P 102:A: -82.1 -7.53 -124.45 2.03 47.95 -89.95 102:B: 36.5 
4W6P 102:C: -87.56 45.31 -121.68 2.02 -5.68 -80.3 102:D: 34.0 
4W6P 102:E: -78.91 -28.57 -128 2.01 87.91 -152.25 102:H: 35.3 
4W6P 102:F: -65.00 -37.24 -62.86 2.02 5.98 -64.95 102:G: 17.5 
4W6R 102:A: -83.29 -8.38 -87.58 2.11 -124.65 70.4 102:N: 25.1 
4W6R 102:B: -69.22 16.41 -114.52 1.96 15.91 -70.74 102:I: 26.1 
4W6R 102:C: -66.76 15.51 -110.58 2.02 21.99 -69.48 102:D: 22.8 
4W6R 102:E: -66.97 26.66 -124.7 2.18 27.85 -78.86 102:J: 28.3 
4W6R 102:F: -68.49 -16.22 -164.19 1.99 93.94 -99.35 102:O: 53.0 
4W6R 102:G: -27.15 -88.45 135.51 1.99 -179.47 -69.5 102:P: 33.6 
4W6R 102:H: -55.13 -32.47 -127.85 1.98 111.91 -158.85 102:M: 32.4 
4W6R 102:K: -67.4 18.31 -113.65 2.02 17.26 -67.04 102:L: 24.1 
4W6S 126:A: -80.49 -84.83 -70.22 2.04 -79.74 -167.69 126:B: 14.9 
4W7X 115:A: -60.4 -30.1 -96.94 2.04 -132.62 161.69 115:B: 19.0 
4W7X 115:C: -72.82 -80.96 105.38 2.23 106.57 55.01 115:D: 18.1 
4W72 115:A: 174.93 -130.88 -90.68 2.05 -58.13 -62.57 115:B: 10.7 
4W73 115:A: -176.42 -137.86 -86.8 2.14 -53.57 -68.97 115:B: 10.1 
4W75 26:A: -74.50 110.78 152.70 2.05 -121.01 -26.35 26:B: 53.8 
4W7C 26:A: 66.77 107.3 -162.69 2.01 -102.12 -171.58 26:B: 43.1 
4W7C 26:C: 78.93 71.48 80.82 1.99 92.15 74.27 26:D: 13.5 
4W76 26:A: 86.6 82.03 91.34 1.92 72 75.12 26:B: 15.4 
4W77 26:A: -161.27 -84.86 -39.65 2.04 -98.47 -157.73 26:B: 36.5 
4W7A 26:A: -150.96 -114.06 -177.41 2.03 85.41 165.7 26:B: 50.8 

4W7A 26:C: 174.67 -96.21 -159.9 2.03 124.31 81.24 26:D: 45.8 
 

Values of the disulfide bond dihedral angles and calculated bond energies of each disulfide dimer as determined by the 
Disulfide Bond Dihedral Angle Energy Server (http://services.mbi.ucla.edu/disulfide/). 
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Table S2.  Angular variations between dimers in pairwise comparisons, Related to Table 2. 

D102C 4W6R_BI 4W6R_CD 4W6R_EJ 4W6R_FO 4W6R_GP 4W6R_HM 4W6R_KL 4W6P_AB 4W6P_CD 4W6P_EH 4W6P_FG 
4W6R_AN 4 7.3 2.7 3.5 3.4 6 7.7 25.7 24 25.2 28.5 
4W6R_BI  5.7 3.9 1.7 2.1 2.3 5.9 23.8 21.8 23.4 27.2 
4W6R_CD   5.1 4.8 7 4.6 1.2 28.6 26.3 28.1 32 
4W6R_EJ    3.2 4.6 5.2 5.3 27.4 25.5 26.9 30.5 
4W6R_FO     2.2 2.7 5.3 24.9 22.9 24.4 28.1 
4W6R_GP      3.9 7.5 23 21.1 22.4 26 
4W6R_HM       4.8 24.1 21.8 23.7 27.7 
4W6R_KL        28.8 26.5 28.4 32.4 
4W6P_AB         3 2.6 6 
4W6P_CD          3.7 8.3 
4W6P_EH           4.7 

            
D190C 4W6H 4W6G          
4W6I 41.4 38.1          
4W6H  6.3          

            
K26C 4W6B 4W6F 4W6D         
4W6C 136.1 33.3 20.7         
4W6B  137.1 140.4         
4W6F   19         

            
Q157C 4W6A_A 4W6A_B          
4W69 49 129          

4W6A_A  95.8          
            

D117C 4W6N_AD 4W6N_BF 4W6N_C
E 4W6M_AC 4W6M_BD 4W6L 4W6K 4W6J    

4W6O 32.6 34.2 34 12 11.1 7 16.4 25.7    
4W6N_AD  2 1.6 33.4 31.9 33.2 20.2 9.5    
4W6N_BF   1 34.8 33.3 34.7 21.6 10.8    
4W6N_CE    34.7 33.4 34.6 21.7 10.3    
4W6M_AC     4.1 5.3 13.7 29    
4W6M_BD      4.8 11.8 27.7    

4W6L       14.1 27.8    
4W6K        17.6    

            
E115C 4W7X_AB 4W7X_CD 4W72         
4W73 8.7 10.3 12.3         

4W7X_AB  6.7 8.6         
4W7X_CD   4.6         

            
21hc 4W7A_AB 4W7A_CD 4W76 4W7C_AB 4W7C_CD 4W75      
4W77 6.9 6.1 4 6.9 5.4 30.7      

4W7A_AB  8.6 5.5 5.2 2.5 24.2      
4W7A_CD   3.3 6.7 6.3 32.1      

4W76    4.6 3.3 29.5      
4W7C_AB     4.9 27.8      
4W7C_CD      26.3      

 
The values shown are in degrees.  The structures being compared are designated by their PDB code followed by the chain 
identifiers for the two subunits in a dimeric arrangement. 
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Table S3.  RMS coordinate deviations between dimers arising from rotational angle variations, Related to Table 2. 

D102C 4W6R_BI 4W6R_CD 4W6R_EJ 4W6R_FO 4W6R_GP 4W6R_HM 4W6R_KL 4W6P_AB 4W6P_CD 4W6P_EH 4W6P_FG 
4W6R_AN 1.7 2.2 0.9 1.6 0.9 1.7 2.7 8.5 8.3 6.8 9 
4W6R_BI  1.9 1.3 0.6 1.1 0.8 1.9 8.1 7.8 6.8 9 
4W6R_CD   1.6 2.1 2 1.5 0.9 9.8 9.5 8.3 10.5 
4W6R_EJ    1.2 0.9 1.2 2 8.7 8.4 7.2 9.3 
4W6R_FO     1 1 2.1 7.9 7.6 6.6 8.8 
4W6R_GP      1.2 2.4 8.1 7.9 6.5 8.7 
4W6R_HM       1.5 8.5 8.2 7.1 9.3 
4W6R_KL        9.7 9.4 8.4 10.7 
4W6P_AB         0.6 2.7 2.8 
4W6P_CD          2.7 3.1 
4W6P_EH           2.5 

            
D190C 4W6H 4W6G          
4W6I 20 19          
4W6H  3.9          

            
K26C 4W6B 4W6F 4W6D         
4W6C 36.4 8.2 6.2         
4W6B  35.3 36.74         
4W6F   7.7         

            
Q157C 4W6A_A 4W6A_B          
4W69 19.6 50.9          

4W6A_A  38          
            

D117C 4W6N_AD 4W6N_BF 4W6N_C
E 4W6M_AC 4W6M_BD 4W6L 4W6K 4W6J    

4W6O 10.9 12 11.7 2.6 2.7 1.6 6 10.1    
4W6N_AD  1.5 1.3 11.7 9.9 11 5.8 3.8    
4W6N_BF   0.4 12.8 10.9 12 6.6 3.5    
4W6N_CE    12.5 10.7 11.8 6.4 3.4    
4W6M_AC     2.5 1.7 6.5 11.2    
4W6M_BD      1.9 4.4 9.3    

4W6L       5.7 10.3    
4W6K        5.3    

            
E115C 4W7X_AB 4W7X_CD 4W72         
4W73 2.5 3.4 3.8         

4W7X_AB  2.7 2.7         
4W7X_CD   1.5         

            
21hc 4W7A_AB 4W7A_CD 4W76 4W7C_AB 4W7C_CD 4W75      
4W77 2.6 2.6 1.8 2.5 2.2 16.3      

4W7A_AB  3.7 2.1 1.3 0.8 14      
4W7A_CD   1.7 3.1 3.1 17.3      

4W76    1.6 1.5 15.9      
4W7C_AB     1.2 14.7      
4W7C_CD      14.6      

 

The values shown are in Angstroms. The RMSD values represent the deviation of the Cα alignments used for the pairwise 
comparisons presented in Table S2.
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Table S4. Cloning primers, Related to Methods. 

Primer Name Primer Sequence  

GFP.For. 5’-ggaattacatatgaggaaaggagaagaac-3'  

GFP.Rev. 5’-ttttttaagcttctattaatggtgatggtgatgatgtgtaatcccagcagcagttac-3'  

C48A.For.New. 5’-gccactactggaaaactacctgttcc-3'  

C48A.Rev.New. 5’-aataaatttaaggctgagttttccg-3' 

 

 

C70A 5'-tctgacctatggtgttcaagccttttcccgttatccggat-3'  

C70A_antisense 5'-atccggataacgggaaaaggcttgaacaccataggtcaga-3'  

D21H 

 

5'-caattcttattgaattagatggtcatgttaatgggcactgctttttt-3' 

 

C48A/K26C/D21H 

D21H_antisense 5'-aaaaaagcagtgcccattaacatgaccatctaattcaataagaattg-3'  

D102C 5'-ttatgtacaggaacgcactatatatttcaaatgtgacgggacctacaag-3' 

 

(C48A/C70A/D102C) 

D102C_antisense 5'-cttgtaggtcccgtcacatttgaaatatatagtgcgttcctgtacataa-3'  

D117C 5'-tgctgaagtcaagtttgaaggttgtacccttgttaatcgtatcgag-3' 

 

(C48A/D117C/C70A) 

D117C_antisense 5'-ctcgatacgattaacaagggtacaaccttcaaacttgacttcagca-3' 

 

 

Q157C 

 

 

5'-cacaaagtatacatcacggcagacaaatgcaataatggaatcaaagctaacttcaca-3' C48A/C70A/Q157C) 

Q157C_antisense 5'-tgtgaagttagctttgattccattattgcatttgtctgccgtgatgtatactttgtg-3'  

K26C 5'-gatggtgatgttaatgggcactgcttttttgtccgtggagagggt-3' (C48A/K26C/C70A) 

K26C_antisense 5'-accctctccacggacaaaaaagcagtgcccattaacatcaccatc-3'  

D190C 5'-aacaaaatactccaattggctgtggccctgtccttttaccag-3' 

 

(C48A/D190C/C70A) 

D190C_antisense 5'-ctggtaaaaggacagggccacagccaattggagtattttgtt-3' 

 

 

E124H.K126H.For. 5'-agtttgaaggtgatacccttgttaatcgtatccatttacatggtattgattttaaagaagatggaaacattc-3' 

 

C48A/C70A/E124H/K126H 

E124H.K126H.Rev. 5'-gaatgtttccatcttctttaaaatcaataccatgtaaatggatacgattaacaagggtatcaccttcaaact-3' 

 

 

E115H.T118H.For. 

 
 

5'-acaagacgcgtgctgaagtcaagtttcatggtgatcaccttgttaatcgtatcg- C48A/C70A/E115H/T118H 

E115H.T118H.Rev. 5'-cgatacgattaacaaggtgatcaccatgaaacttgacttcagcacgcgtcttgt-3 

 

 

H115C.For. 5'-caagacgcgtgctgaagtcaagttttgtggtgatcacctt-3' 

 

Used with above primers to make: 
C48A/C70A/E115C/T118H 

H115C.Rev. 5'-aaggtgatcaccacaaaacttgacttcagcacgcgtcttg-3'  

GFP.pMA507-
star.For. 

5’- aaaacctgtacttccagggcatgaggaaaggagaagaacttttcac-3'  

GFP.pMA507-
star.Rev. 

5’-aacgagttaattaagtcgcgttatgtaatcccagcagcagttacatac-3'  

PIPE.Vec.For. 5’-cgcgacttaattaactcgtttaaacggtctccagc-3'  

PIPE.Vec.Rev. 5’-ctggaagtacaggttttcgtgatgatgatgatgatg-3'  

Sequences of the primers used for cloning the suite of GFP mutants 
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Table S5. Crystallization and cryo-protectant conditions, Related to Table 1. 

PDB Crystal Condition Cryo Protectant 
4W69 0.4M MgFormate, 0.1M Acetate pH 4.6, 2%w/v benzamidine 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W6A 2.0M NaFormate, 0.1M NaAcetate pH 4.6 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W6B 14%w/v PEG-4000, 0.2M MgCl2, 0.1M Tris pH 8.5 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W6C 35%v/v MPD, 0.1M Imidazole pH 8.0, 0.2M MgCl2 -- 

4W6D 1.5M MgSO4, 0.5%w/v Glycerol, 0.1M MES pH 6.75 30%v/v Glycerol 

4W6F 10%v/v 2-propanol, 0.1M Imidazole pH 8.0 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W6G 20%v/v 1,4-Butanediol, 0.1M Acetate pH 4.5 20%v/v Glycerol 

4W6H 0.1M SPG Buffer pH8.0, 25%w/v PEG-1500 -- 

4W6I 1.4M MgSO4, 0.1M BTP pH 7.4 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W6J 35% MPD, 0.1M NaAcetate pH 4.5 -- 

4W6K 0.5M KSCN, 0.1M NaAcetate pH 4.6 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W6L 1.5M NaNO3, 0.1M NaAcetate pH 5.0 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W6M 10%w/v PEG3350, 0.1M NaAcetate pH 4.6, 0.2M NaCl 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W6N 10%w/v PEG6000, 0.1M Hepes pH 6.5 20%v/v Glycerol 

4W6O 20%w/v PEG6000, 0.1M Bicine pH 8.5 20%v/v Glycerol 

4W6P 1.3M NaNO3, 0.1M NaAcetate pH 5.0 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W6R 20%w/v PEG3350, 0.2M NaSCN 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W6S 40%w/v PEG300, 0.1M Phosphate-citrate pH 4.2 20%v/v Glycerol 

4W6T 0.15M Kbr, 30%w/v PEG MME 2000 25%v/v Ethylene glycol 

4W6U 0.2M NaCl, 0.1M Phosphate-citrate pH 4.2, 20%w/v PEG8000 25%v/v Ethylene glycol 

4W72 20%w/v PEG3000, 0.1M Acetate pH 4.5 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W73 20%w/v PEG1000, 0.1M Imidazole pH8.0, 0.2M Ca(OAc)2 -- 

4W74 17%w/v PEG10000, 0.1M NH4(OAc), 0.1M Bis-Tris pH 5.5 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W7X 1.0 M (NH4)2HPO4, acetate pH 4.5 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W75 30%w/v PEG MME 2000, 0.15M KBr 20%v/v Glycerol 

4W76 3M NaCl, 0.1M Bis-Tris pH 5.5 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W77 50%v/v PEG200, 0.2M MgCl2, 0.1M NaCacodylate pH 6.5 -- 

4W7A 3M NaCl, 0.1M Bis-Tris pH 5.5 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W7C 30%v/v PEG400, 0.1M Cacodylate pH 6.5, 0.2M Li2SO4 -- 

4W7D 20%w/v PEG8000, 0.1M CHES pH9.5 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W7E 0.1M Imidazole pH 8.0, 10%w/v PEG8000 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W7F 20%w/v PEG8000, 0.1M CHES pH9.5 25%v/v Glycerol 

4W7R 20%w/v PEG3350, 0.2M Potassium formate 25%v/v Ethylene glycol 
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Chapter 3 

Split GFP as a Crystallization Scaffold 

3.1 Introduction - A Split GFP Mediated Crystallization Scaffold 

The suites of GFP oligomers presented in chapter 2 are all based upon the backbone of split 

GFP, a version of GFP specifically engineered to serve as a reporter molecule12. When used for this 

original application the split GFP has proven to be an effective reporter, especially for in vivo 

applications43–47. The ability of split GFP to complement target proteins both in vitro and in vivo and a 

crystal structure of split GFP – sfCherry complex13 made it a tempting protein core for scaffolding. 

Obtaining the split GFP - sfCherry complex (figure 3.1) provided evidence that a complex formed this 

way was rigid enough to form a stable crystal lattice. When combined with the variety of GFP 

oligomers that were made utilizing the split GFP sequence, (in the full length format but not the 

truncated strand 1-9 form), the potential to exploit these scaffolds as symmetric cores was envisioned. 

However, the full realization of this approach has been difficult to achieve. Formation of the preformed 

cores has yet to be successful, and purification of spilt GFP – POI complexes in vivo are hindered by 

low complementation efficiency and difficult purifications. Some of these experiments are detailed in 

this chapter. 

3.2 Results - Difficulties in Dimer Formation and Purification 

A key factor in the success of a protein crystallization experiment in the purity of the 

protein used for the experiments. Many bench crystallographers aim for a purity of their protein 

to be >95%, although the amount of impurities can vary depending on the crystallization target 

and contaminating proteins48. Proteins chosen for synthetic symmetrization experiments 

(previously mutants of T4-lysozyme (T4L) or mannose-binding protein (MBP) and now GFP) all 

have the advantages of being well expressed, highly soluble and yield highly pure protein.6,8 
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Oligomeric impurities typically arise during the dimerization process where the cysteines are 

oxidized with agents such as Cu2+ in alkaline conditions (pH 8.0 – 9.0).  This limits disulfide 

oligomers to dimers.  

When more than one cysteine is present, multiple oligomers are created. This was the 

case with the initial dimerization of split GFP (figure 3.2). The engineered split GFP backbone 

featured two cysteines at positions 40 and 70. A Cys40Ala mutation was used for initial construct 

design as Cys70 was though to be inaccessible based upon a related sfGFP structure.49 From 

these preliminary dimerization experiments, it was apparent the presence of Cys70 lead to 

multiple oligomers formed by both Cys70 and the newly introduced cysteine. Non-reducing 

SDS-PAGE analysis indicated that oligomers from dimers to putative octamers were present. It is 

impossible to ensure that the species corresponding to the molecular weight of a dimer (~50 kDa) 

was homogenous for only the intended dimer. It is very likely that the purified dimer peaks from 

size exclusion chromatography (SEC) were a mixture of intended dimers, Cys70 homo-dimers 

and hetero-dimers of the two cysteines. Further, SEC was ineffective to fully resolve the 

monomeric and dimeric species present (Figure 3.3). Crystallization experiments were 

conducted, but only one structure was solved for the D102C mutant (PDB 4W6R).   

3.2.1 Cysteine Null Constructs 

Upon the discovery that Cys70 was not sufficiently buried inside the GFP core, but was in fact 

reactive, it was subsequently mutated to an alanine resulting in a new backbone (C48A/C70A). 

Initially a D190C mutant was tested with this new backbone and it resulted as expected in only 

dimers and monomers (figure 10). These results have significant implications for future efforts 

with this approach. First, the mutations from cysteine to alanine to create the new backbone are 

modifying a protein that had been painstakingly engineered to exist in a split form and exist in a 

semi-soluble state. 
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Figure 3.1. Structure of split GFP in complex with sfCherry. Adapted from Nguyen et al. 2013, 

Reproduced with permission of the International Union of Crystallography  (http://journals.iucr.org/). 

 (A) Crystal structure of split GFP 1-9 in complex with the sfCherry revealed the presence of a crystal 

artifact dimer interface along strands 10/11 of the GFP barrel. (B) The linkage between sfCherry and 

the GFP 1-9 core is a rigid linkage as seen but the backbone electron density (right), this is a result of a 

double pass linkage from strands 10/11 being interested in a loop of sfCherry. A terminal fusion would 

result in a single pass linkage.  

A	 B	
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Figure 3.2. Multiple Oligomers Formed When Two Cysteines Are Present.  The 

presence of cysteine 70 in addition to the introduced cysteine mutants resulted in a 

predominant dimer species for all except the D117C mutants. In all cases higher order 

oligomers were also observed. It is likely that he dimeric species are contaminated 

heterodimers of the introduced mutant and Cys70 and Cys70 homodimers. 
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Changes to the split GFP backbone can have significant impact on solubility and 

complementation efficiency. When combined with the new single cysteine mutations and double 

metal-chelation mutations, this impact becomes more significant. Second, and more significant to 

the work presented in this dissertation, is the fact that it is exceedingly difficult to ensure 

homogenous samples for crystallization when more than one cysteine is present. Although this 

complication was resolved with the new GFP backbone for the oligomers in chapter 2, it presents 

a very real concern when combining the GFP scaffold with POIs. Difficulties with the in vitro 

purification of the mutant split GFPs resulted in a situation where the POI must be cysteine null 

as well. These issues are addressed in section 1.4. These disulfide issues are likely to reoccur 

with other proteins used as disulfide scaffolds as well. Design of symmetry scaffolds through 

computational design may be better suited for symmetric scaffolds and is explored in chapter 3. 

3.2.2 Alternate Purification Methods  

The previous disulfide symmetrization work with T4L6 and CelA11 used SEC to resolve 

the dimers from monomers after the dimerization step. This was ineffective for the GFP dimers 

(figure 3.3), a result of the high expression level of the GFP constructs. Successive SEC runs 

with low sample injection volumes may have alleviated this issue but were not practical at the 

time. Additionally the GFP versions that were engineered into split GFP, features a weak native 

dimer interface seen in the crystal structure13,49 (figure 3.1) and is present as a minor species in 

solution (figure 3.5). This intrinsic dimer interface contributes to non-disulfide dimers 

contaminating the SEC dimer peak. While this appeared to be inconsequential for GFP disulfide 

dimers alone given the crystallization of D102C with monomer contamination, it would likely 

impede purification of homogeneous GFP-POI complexes.  
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Figure 3.3.  Size exclusion purification of GFP disulfide dimers. (A) Size exclusion 

chromatography failed to fully resolve GFP disulfide dimers from monomers.  (B) The major 

peak that corresponded to the molecular weight of a dimer (~50 kDa) also contained GFP 

monomers when fractions were analyzed by non-reducing SDS-PAGE. The absorbance at 

280nm trace from the D190C SEC purification represents the typical resolution between 

dimer and monomer peaks when run on a s200 16/60 sizing column.  

A	

B	
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Figure 3.4. The presence of cysteine 70 leads to heterogeneous oligomers. (A) Cysteine 

70 (red residue) was thought to be sufficiently buried in the core of the GFP barrel to be 

nonreactive.  (B) Non-reducing SDS-PAGE gels indicated that while Cys70 was present, 

high-order oligomers were formed. Upon mutation to alanine the only bands present on non-

reducing SDS-PAGE corresponded to monomers and dimers. 

A B 
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This effect would be exacerbated if incomplete complementation occurred in vitro and if the 

molecular weight of the different species (i.e. fully complemented and partially complemented 

GFP) are similar. This led to the exploration of different techniques to obtain pure dimers 

suitable for crystallization, which could be applied to the oligomeric GFP-POI complexes in the 

future. It should be noted this is only of consequence for disulfide oligomers; the metal chelating 

mutants could be purified with immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) since these 

oligomers form once the protein is in the crystallization experiment.  

3.2.2.1 Thiopropyl Sepharose Purification 

One potential way to separate disulfide dimers from contaminating monomers is based on 

the assumption that the monomer contains an unmodified reactive cysteine. Here a thiol reactive 

moiety is conjugated to a resin. Common commercially available resins are maleimide or 

thiopropyl sepharose resin (GE Healthcare). The latter was selected since it was a reversible 

reaction and the resin could easily be regenerated.50 An experiment was performed where the 

GFP D190C was dimerized with Cu2+ in Tris buffer at pH 9.0 (chapter 2), the Cu2+ was dialyzed 

out overnight and the protein was run over the column. What resulted was the unfortunate 

occurrence of all the protein binding to the resin. The disulfide bonds were all reduced and new 

bonds formed to the resin resulting in only monomeric GFP eluting off of the column (figure 

3.6). Coupled with the fact that these resins posses exceedingly low binding capacities (3-5mg 

protein per mL of resin) it is not a feasible means to purify disulfide oligomers of any protein. 
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Figure 3.5. Native PAGE of GFP metal binding mutants indicating native oligomer 

presence. Native PAGE gels from assays of metal chelating mutants of GFP showed residual 

dimers in solution at higher concentrations (protein was at 10mg/mL when loaded onto gels). 

The faint high molecular weight bands in the “mono” lanes and the high molecular weight 

bands for the D21H/K26H mutant. 
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Figure 3.6. Thiopropyl sepharose purification of GFP D190C. (A) Thiopropyl sepharose was 

used in an attempt to remove unreacted cysteine monomers from the dimers instead of SEC.  (B) 

When this resin was used on a mixture of D190C dimers and monomers, the monomers did not 

bind the column (FT lane). A minor band from unbound dimers was present in the wash and only 

monomers were present in the elution. When the dimers were mixed with the resin, the resin 

reacted with the disulfide bond, reducing the dimers to monomers that were bound to the resin. 

A	 B	
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3.2.2.2 Oxidizing Cytosolic E. coli Expression 

An alternative approach to form homogenous dimers is to allow the recombinant E. coli 

expression system to do it. E. coli secretes its native disulfide containing proteins into the 

periplasm where the disulfide bond is formed. This has been exploited for the recombinant 

expression of disulfide containing proteins utilizing the PelB leader sequence to direct the 

recombinant protein to the periplasm.51,52 Efforts to engineer E. coli expression strains to allow 

cytosolic disulfide bond formation have been undertaken by commercial companies. One of the 

newer strains known as SHuffle was developed by New England Biolabs and purported to 

efficiently form even complex disulfide bonds.53 In vivo disulfide bond formation was attempted 

with the SHuffle cells. When the proteins were purified, the yield was dramatically reduced 

compared to expression levels in standard BL21 (DE3)54 (figure 3.7). Furthermore, this 

experiment indicated that when the IMAC purification was performed in the absence of reducing 

agents, the Ni2+ catalyzed significant disulfide bond formation. This allowed the disulfide 

mutants to be expressed with high yields in standard BL21 cells, partially dimerized on-column 

before subsequent oxidation with Cu2+ prior to further purification. 

3.2.2.3 Anion Exchange Chromatography 

Ion exchange chromatography (IEX) relies on the charge differences between proteins to 

separate similar proteins by different charge states. This can efficiently resolve like proteins that 

differ only by the presence of one charged phosphorylation event.55 In the case of a mixed 

species of GFP monomers and dimers, the charge difference is significant enough between the 

two species to allow them to be resolved by anion IEX. Mixed species were buffer exchanged 

into a start buffer composed of 100mM Tris pH 9.5 and 5% glycerol. The mixed protein was then 

loaded onto an anion IEX column, washed with start buffer, and then a gradient of start buffer 

with NaCl from 0M – 1M was used to elute separate monomer and dimer peaks (figure 3.8).  
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Efficient separation of the two species is crucial for crystallization and the ability of IEX 

to do this is paramount for future purification of disulfide scaffold – POI complexes. This 

technique is applicable to these complexes regardless of the POI identity since the principle of 

separation remains the same and buffer conditions can change based on the isoelectric point (pI) 

of the POI and complex. IEX separation can be combined with other techniques such as SEC to 

further purify difficult complexes.  

3.2.3 Metal-Mediated Oligomers are Unpredictable 

Although metal-mediated oligomers are easier to purity, they suffer from several issues as 

well. All the metal bound structures solved in chapter 2 were simply purified by a two-step 

process of IMAC followed by SEC. Purification of in vivo complexes of a metal-chelating GFP 

core complemented with a POI is a facile task. To accomplish this a hexa-histidine affinity tag 

can be applied to the GFP core only. With only the GFP tagged, only the complex with POI with 

be purified as non-complemented GFP cores are insoluble.12 In vivo complementation would 

require additional purification that could be achieved with IEX, SEC or a combination of the two. 

The issues with metal-mediation arise from the difficulty in predicting and designing the 

metal-chelation site geometry. Of all of the GFP metal-mediated oligomers designed, only one 

(PDB 4W7R) forms a closed dimer where the intended residues from contacts with the metal ion 

as a symmetric dimer. In many cases, residues adjacent to the point mutations, or from different 

GFP chains, take part in the metal chelation (figure 4). Depending on the crystallization 

conditions, these can be aspartate, glutamate or lysine side chains. This is not detrimental to 

crystallization experiments. In all cases the metal ion was chelated partially by the introduced 

point mutations, creating novel crystal contacts and new crystal forms. These metal-chelation 

mutants are applicable for crystallography but not scaffolding of proteins in solution. 
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Figure 3.7. Expression test and non-reducing IMAX purification of GFP disulfide 

dimers in SHuffle and BL21 cell lines. SHuffle and BL21 cell lines were used to 

compare expression levels of monomers and dimers. Both the D117C and D190C 

mutants were screened in both cell lines and gels with the most prominent 

overexpression are presented. For the SHuffle cell lines low protein expression resulted 

in poor purity of GFP (Elute & Reduced lanes) and no apparent over expressed bands in 

the crude or soluble fractions. The BL21 had clear overexpressed GFP monomers at 25 

kDa in the soluble fraction. Upon elution from the Ni2+ resin in non-reducing conditions 

GFP dimers were formed (50 kDa band). The fraction of dimers was increased when 

treated with CuSO4. 
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Figure 3.8. Anion exchange chromatography separation of GFP D190C monomers and 

dimers. GFP dimers and monomers could be resolved with anion exchange at pH 9.5.  Two 

peaks were resolved when a gradient from 0M-1M NaCl was run. The first peak 

corresponded to monomers that were too dilute to be observed by SDS-PAGE. The second 

peak corresponded to pure dimers with no contaminating monomers. This was reproducible 

for all five disulfide dimers.  
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When complemented to POIs, the complex can participate in the unintended metal 

chelation events through the POI. This may be beneficial for novel crystal contacts but it can also 

lead to protein aggregation. When working with GFP alone, the addition of metals (Cu2+, Zn2+, 

Ni2+) would occasionally produce visible aggregation that was reversible with the addition of 

small molecule metal chelators (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid), dilution or through careful 

titration of the metal ions. This has also been observed with other proteins8,56. Although this is 

typically reversible, it created a solution that is difficult to work with as the aggregates may 

precipitate. If multiple cysteine residues are present, covalently bound aggregates may be formed 

depending on buffer conditions. This results in protein solutions that must be carefully handled to 

ensure reproducibility of results. 

3.3 Refolding Attempts of Split GFP Mutants 

All crystal structures presented in chapter 2 were from full-length GFP molecules, i.e. the 

split GFP sequence expressed as a single polypeptide chain instead of in two parts. In all cases 

the protein was well expressed and well behaved. A 2L culture of E. coli grown in auto-induction 

media57 would overload a 5mL column of IMAC resin leading to exceedingly pure protein that 

could be concentrate over 300mg/mL in a standard crystallization buffer (50mM Tris pH 8.0, 

100mM NaCl) at 25°C. Once the mutations were applied to the truncated split GFP 1-9 

sequence, all five cysteine mutations were totally insoluble (figure 3.9). It was expected that 

solubility would be an issue, as the designed split GFP sequence itself required refolding for in 

vitro applications.12 In short, 75mg inclusion bodies were denatured in 1mL TNG buffer (50mM 

Tris pH 7.4, 100mM NaCl, 10% glycerol) supplemented with 9M urea. This would then be 

rapidly diluted into 25mL of TNG buffer, filtered through a 0.22 micron filter and added to 

samples containing a protein fused to the GFP hairpin sequence. Complementation would then be 

allowed to proceed overnight. Complementation efficiency could then be monitored by 
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fluorescence. A typical yield was ~10mg of refolded protein by this refolding method. While this 

yield was sufficient for bio-reporter applications it was not for in vitro complementation with the 

GFP dimer suite. The published structure of split GFP in complex with sfCherry was obtained by 

adding the refolded split GFP to the sfCherry cell lysate and co-purification was performed.13 

This strategy works on an individual basis, yet it eliminates the benefits of in vitro 

complementation (i.e. ease of use, disulfide dimer scaffolds in complex with cysteine containing 

POIs). Efforts were undertaken to optimize the refolding to obtained pre-formed dimers for in 

vitro complementation.  

In discussions with the collaborators who developed split GFP (Geoffrey Waldo, personal 

conversations), anecdotal evidence suggested that in vitro complementation would only occur 

when strands 10/11 were fused to a soluble protein, the 10/11 hairpin was insoluble on its own. 

This means that all evaluation of complementation involved a fusion protein. These fusions were 

not always fully evaluated for complementation efficiency on their own, leading to ambiguity 

about the causes for complementation issues. In instances where there is low efficiency for loop 

insertions of the hairpins, it could be steric hindrance issues preventing complementation from 

hairpins that are not fully solvent exposed, or fit could reflect unexpected interference from the 

POI. 

3.3.1 Refolding Attempts of Larger Amounts of Inclusion Bodies 

	 First,	larger	amounts	of	inclusion	bodies	were	refolded	per	25mL	refolding	reaction;	

this	 would	 result	 in	 higher	 concentration	 of	 refolded	 protein.	 Up	 to	 250mg	 of	 inclusion	

bodies	were	refolded	at	once.	In	all	cases,	close	to	100%	of	protein	remained	soluble	after	

subsequent	filtration	per	SDS-PAGE	gels	(figure	16).	However,	all	protein	precipitated	upon	

any	concentration,	regardless	of	the	starting	amount	of	protein.	
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Figure 3.9. Expression Test of Disulfide Dimers Mutations on Split GFP 1-9 backbone. (A) All 

five cysteine mutants were well expressed (T, total cell fraction lanes) but were completely insoluble 

(no 25 kDa band present in the S, soluble fraction lanes). (B) The original constructs to express GFP 

1-9 with cysteine mutants contained a N-terminal hexa-histidine affinity tag and TEV cleavage site. 

A	

B	
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Figure 3.10. Rapid-dilution Refolding of Split GFP 1-9 K26C Inclusion Bodies. Rapid dilution 

refolding of was performed with varying starting amounts of inclusion bodies dissolved in 1mL of 

TNG buffer + 9M urea (D lanes). After refolding in to 25mL of TNG buffer and subsequent 

filtration to remove aggregates the majority of protein appeared soluble (R lanes). In each lane (D 

and R) the same amount of protein was loaded for direct comparison of protein remaining in 

solution after refolding. Concentration of refolded protein resulted in total precipitation of protein. 
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3.3.2 IMAC Purification of Refolded Protein 

 Even with no mutations, refolded split GFP is plagued by low refolding efficiency. 

Typical proteins yields from refolding are up to 80% with similar refolding techniques.58 

Additionally, the precipitation of refolded split GFP; it was hypothesized that a majority of the 

protein existed as micro-aggregates in solution. To separate these presumed micro-aggregates 

from properly refolded protein IMAC was performed. For this and the previous experiments in 

chapter 1.3.1, constructs were designed featuring a N-terminal hexa-histidine affinity tag, a 

tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease cleavage site59 on the GFP 1-9 sequence with appropriate 

mutations (figure 3.9). With this the GFP cores could be efficiently separated from the 

aggregated protein and contaminates from the inclusion bodies. Cores could then be dimerized; 

the affinity tag removed with TEV protease, and the cores could then be stored for future 

complementation.  

 This was attempted with refolded split GFP K26C. After rapid dilution refolding, the 

protein was loaded onto a Ni2+ column in TNG buffer supplemented with 30mM imidazole. The 

majority of the protein failed to bind the resin. The column was washed with TNG + 30mM 

imidazole and bound protein eluted with TNG + 250mM imidazole. A buffer composed of 

10mM Cu2+ in TNG pH 9.0 was used to oxidize the disulfide bonds. From this, pure dimers at 

low concentrations were obtained (figure 3.11). Again, these dimers fully precipitated upon 

centrifugal concentration through 30 kDa molecular weight cutoff membranes. The experiment 

was repeated but sfCherry containing the 10/11 hairpin sequence13 was added after dimerization 

and dialysis into TNG buffer. No complementation was observed and the protein still 

precipitated during concentration. 
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3.3.3 IMAC On-column Refolding Attempts 

 A final attempt to refold the histidine tagged protein involved on-column refolding of 

K26C. With on-column refolding, denatured protein is bound to the IMAC resin. Then a gradient 

from denaturing to non-denaturing conditions is used to refold the protein. This has been shown 

to be a highly effective technique60. The denatured K26C protein was loaded on the column in 

TNG + 9M urea and a gradient to TNG only was run. Much of the protein eluted off the column 

during this gradient (figure 3.12). The protein that was refolded suffered from the same solubility 

and complementation issues as the previously refolded protein. In discussions with the creators 

of split GFP, it was concluded that the N-terminal affinity tag and TEV cleavage site might be 

impeding proper refolding of the protein. New constructs with no affinity tags were constructed 

and refolding again was attempted. 

3.3.4 IEX Purification of Refolded Protein 

 In a final attempt to create soluble dimerized GFP 1-9 cores, new constructs were cloned 

with no affinity tags. Because the double mutations needed for metal chelation may further 

destabilized the complementation efficiency when used in combination with the C48A/C70A 

backbone, only the disulfide dimer mutations were used. The metal chelation mutants required 

the cysteine null backbone as the cysteines would be reactive and have the potential to form large 

oligomers through hetero disulfide bond formations (figure 3.8).  

Again, a purification step was needed to obtain crystallization quality purity. To achieve 

this, anion IEX was performed under the same conditions as the disulfide dimer purification (pH 

9.5, 0-1M NaCl gradient elution).   
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Figure 3.11. Rapid Dilution Refolding of split GFP K26C and Subsequent IMAC 

Purification. IMAC was attempted on refolded GFP 1-9 K26C, this was used as a way to 

concentrate and purify the refolded protein. The majority of the protein fialed to bind the 

Ni2+ resin (IMAC FT and wash lanes). The eluted protein was pure but predominately 

monomeric. The protein could be dimerized with CuSO4. However, the protein failed to 

complement proteins containing the 10 -11 strands and could not be concentrated without 

precipitation.  
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Figure 3.12. SDS-PAGE On-column refolding of Split GFP K26C. Denatured 

protein was bound the Ni2+ IMAC resin in TNG + 9M urea buffer, protein was refolded 

by running a gradient to TMG + 0M urea. Initial runs contained 30mM imidazole in the 

buffers to prevent non-specific protein binding to the resin. When it was observed that 

the protein was eluted during the wash the experiment was repeated with no imidazole 

present in the binding or wash buffers. The GFP continues to leach off the column 

during the refolding gradient. The top gel was performed in reducing conditions while 

the bottom gel was non-reducing.  
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IEX was able to more efficiently bind refolded protein compared to the previous IMAC affinity 

samples (figure 3.13). Despite the new constructs and purification methods, the protein remained 

highly susceptible to aggregation when any concentration was attempted. This is detrimental to 

the originally proposed use of these GFP dimers as preformed cores that could simply be 

complemented in vitro immediately prior to crystallization. The inability to concentrate the GFP 

1-9 cores prevents the formation of dimers, as it is highly impractical to perform the disulfide 

oxidation and subsequent buffer exchanges with large volumes of dilute protein.  

 3.3.5 Dynamic Light Scattering Experiments 

 To determine if the refolded protein was aggregated after refolding or only upon 

concentration, light scattering was used to measure the particle size in solution.61 Multi-angle 

light scattering coupled to SEC (SEC-MALS) was attempted on freshly refolded GFP 1-9 K26C. 

SEC-MALS provides an accurate measure of particle size62 but the preceding SEC column 

diluted the sample to the point where no protein absorbance was observed. Dynamic light 

scattering (DLS) was then attempted, where the distribution of particle sizes in solution is 

measured.63 All five GFP 1-9 disulfide mutants were freshly refolded per ideal split GFP 

refolding protocols12 and immediately analyzed by DLS. The resulting histograms of size 

distributions indicated that all five mutants were predominantly found in large, soluble aggregate 

(Figure 3.14). Due to the difficulties with refolding and in vitro complementation for 

crystallographic applications, in vivo complementation by coexpression was pursued.   
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Figure 3.13. IEX Purification of Refolded Split GFP 1-9 K26C. Refolded protein with no hexa-

histidine tag could be purified and partially concentrated with anion exchange chromatography at 

pH 9.5. This resulted in more efficient protein binding and higher yields then IMAC purification 

but the protein failed to efficiently complement control proteins in vitro. 
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Figure 3.14. Dynamic Light Scattering Results from Freshly Refolded Split GFP 1-9 

Mutants. DLS was performed on freshly refolded and filtered mutants of GFP 1-9. All five 

mutants existed primarily as large soluble aggregates. Only K26C had any protein with a radius 

consistent with monomeric GFP in solution (red circle). 
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3.4 Results - Mycobacterium tuberculosis Rv2658c in vitro complementation                     

 Concurrent experiments performed by collaborators at Los Alamos National Laboratory 

investigated the ability for split GFP 1-9 cysteine mutants to complement in vitro with a control 

protein, Mycobacterium tuberculosis Rv2658c (MtbCon). This protein does not have a solved 

structure, but the construct used contained a C-terminal fusion to the GFP hairpin, which was 

well exposed. Crystals in complex with the original split GFP sequence were obtained, but these 

crystals were poorly ordered and failed to diffract. Optimization failed as well. The poor outcome 

of the crystallization experiments was likely a result of  >20% of the protein is disordered 

according to XtalPred64 server results (figure 3.15). Although this is a poor crystallization target, 

it was used to determine relative complementation efficiency compared to the original split GFP 

sequence.   

 For this complementation experiment, freshly refolded GFP mutants were mixed in a 6:1 

ratio to purified MtbCon. The fluorescence was then monitored overnight. This experiment was 

only conducted once, but it showed all five cysteine mutants were able to complement with the 

MtbCon protein. The efficiency varied with D102C only complementing at ~40%, but 60-80% 

was observed for the other four mutants (figure 3.16). This would equate to ~4-8mg of protein 

per 75mg of inclusion bodies for in vitro complementation attempts. Crystallization screening 

experiments typically require milligram amounts of protein. With the inherent loss of protein 

with additional purifications, the yield from in vitro complementation of refolded protein does 

not possess an advantage over coexpression of the split GFP mutants and crystallization targets 

to obtain yields for multiple crystallization experiments.  

3.5 Results - Coexpression Attempts 

To evaluate the ability of the split GFP mutants to act as symmetric scaffolds, non-tagged 

split GFP 1-9 mutants were co-expressed with novel crystallization targets containing the GFP 
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hairpin (figure 3.17). Cell pastes that were green in color would indicate successful 

complementation. The complex could then be purified, dimerized and used for crystallization 

experiments. Through this approach, more protein could be readily obtained for more diverse 

crystallization experiments compared to in vitro complementation. However, dimerization after 

complementation would limit the use of disulfide dimers to POIs with no native cysteines.  

3.5.1 H3L 

The first protein to be used for coexpression with GFP 1-9 disulfide mutants was in 

collaboration David Baker from the University of Washington. The protein, H3L, was a designed 

alpha helical protein derived from clathrin.65 This protein was designed to have a 

tetratricopeptide repeat motif, a common motif to regulate protein-protein interactions.66 

However, unlike clathrin, H3L was designed to exist as a monomer in solution and not a large 

protein network. Proteins with this structural motif but higher symmetry have since been 

published by the Baker lab.67 H3L was selected as a coexpression candidate. It had previously 

formed micro-crystals during crystallization experiments. 

 Second, the H3L sequence contained no cysteines allowing the GFP-H3L complex to be 

purified then dimerized. Disulfide mutants D117C and D190C were selected initially for 

complex formation as they crystallized in the most diverse space groups and crystal conditions 

out of the five-disulfide dimers. Subsequent experiments involved the other GFP dimer mutants 

after a method of purification was established. Two constructs of H3L were made for these 

experiments, with the internal GFP hairpin linking two of the H3L constructs together. A single 

H3L construct with an N-terminal 10/11 hairpin was also utilized. 
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Figure 3.15. XtalPred Results for M. tuberculosis Rv 2658c. The sequence for the MtbCon protein 

used as a complementation control is predicted to be 22% disordered (underlined residues). Although 

this protein efficiently complemented split GFP 1-9, the percentage of disorder and low complexity 

make it a poor crystallization target.   
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Figure 3.16. Complementation Efficiency of MtbCon with GFP 1-9 Mutants.  MtbCon was 

able to complement all five mutants of GFP 1-9. The D102C mutant was the least efficient with 

only 40% of the fluorescent intensity of GFP 1-9 with no mutations. Introduction of the 

C48A/C70A backbone mutations reduced the efficiency to 80% of GFP 1-9 alone. This is roughly 

equivalent to 10% of the total refolded protein being viable for complementation (~8mg from 75mg 

of denatured protein). 
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Figure 3.17. GFP 1-9 and Crystallization Target Constructs.  Original constructs were 

intended to be expressed and purified separately then mixed in vitro once the GFP core 

was dimerized. Once it was concluded that the N-terminal hexa-histidine tag and TEV 

cleavage site could interfere with complementation, new constructs for coexpression and 

purification were made. The GFP 1-9 has no affinity tags and contains the C48A/C70A 

backbone and applicable oligomer mutations. The crystallization construct features the N-

terminal hexa-histidine tag and TEV cleavage site for complex purification and the 

internal 10/11 strand sequence for complementation. Successful complementation would 

result in a green color of the cell pellet. To allow for coexpression the crystallization 

target were cloned into a pET vector and GFP 1-9 was cloned into a pACYC vector. 
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After coexpression of the two proteins, IMAC was used to purify the complex prior to dimer 

formation. Since the affinity tag was on the H3L protein, the IMAC purified protein contained 

the GFP-H3L complex and H3L alone. Tuning the expression levels by plasmid copy number, 

promoter or ribosome binding site variations may have eliminated this. However since what 

controls protein expression levels in E. coli is still not fully understood,68 this would have to be 

tested for every coexpression construct. Instead it was decided to determine a purification 

method that could be used as a general purification scheme for all GFP-POI complexes.  

SEC was performed on the dimerized GFP-H3L complex, with two resolved peaks. The 

first peak was green in color and contained the complex. The second major peak was only H3L 

(figure 3.18). A native PAGE gel was run on the pooled green fractions (figure 3.19). It was 

found that the complex was contaminated with monomeric H3L and that H3L was subject to 

proteolysis. This proteolysis was significant when the H3L was left at 4°C for one week. 

The susceptibility of H3L to proteolysis was also observed when our collaborator worked 

with the protein. An unknown protease was purified with H3L, which could be heat inactivated at 

100°C as H3L is a thermal stable protein (Fabio Parmigianni, personal communications). To 

eliminate the effects of proteolysis with the complex, a protease inhibitor, (4-(2-

Aminoethyl)benzenesulfonyl fluoride hydrochloride) was kept in all buffers until SEC and IEX 

was performed. Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) was added to the IMAC-purified 

protein to chelate any metal ion for metal-dependent protease inhibition. These steps resulted in 

no evident proteolysis by SDS-PAGE gels for subsequent purifications.   

To further purify the complex away from the contaminating H3L monomers, a tandem 

purification scheme of IEX followed by SEC was performed. The pI of H3L was similar to that 

of GFP, so anion exchange was performed in the same buffers as GFP alone. 
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Figure 3.18. SEC Purification of Dimerized GFP-H3L complexes. Three peaks observed 

for all GFP-H3L SEC runs. The first minor peak corresponded to the void volume of the 

column and contained aggregated protein. The second peak was green in color (indication of 

complex formation) and the third major peak was H3L alone. The non-reducing SDS-PAGE 

gels are presented showing the prominent band from H3L overexpression contaminating the 

complex after IMAC. The fractions from the complex peak showed the presence of a ~ 50 

kDa band corresponding to the GFP 1-9 dimer core and a ~25 kDa band for the H3L.  
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Figure 3.19. Native PAGE Gel from SEC Purified GFP-H3L Complex.  Native gels analyzed 

the fractions pooled from the SEC runs for complex purity. For both mutants the complex was 

contaminated with monomeric H3L and a proteolysis production from H3L. The complexes were 

from thawed protein that was flash frozen immediately after purification. The H3L lanes is protein 

that was left at 4°C for one week and was significantly degraded by a contaminating protease. 
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IEX was performed first as it was more applicable to the large volume of the sample after the 

dimerization step. IEX alone was not sufficient to remove the contaminating H3L (figure 3.20). 

Once the IEX complex peak was run over the SEC column, all contaminating H3L was removed 

and a single band was present by native gels analysis (figure 3.21). Once this method was 

developed it was repeated for all five GFP cysteine mutants for both the internal and N-terminal 

hairpin H3L constructs. After approximately seven months, crystals were obtained in only one 

condition: the internal 10/11 sequence with the D117C mutant in 0.1M SPG Buffer pH 5.0, 25% 

w/v PEG1500. These crystals only diffracted to ~10Å and could not be reproduced or optimized 

(figure 3.22). Optimization experiments resulted in protein precipitation in the crystallization 

drops. 

3.5.2 StarD9 Kinesin 

The Kinesin StarD9 has been studied by the Jorge Torres lab at UCLA as a potential anti-

mitotic target for novel cancer therapies.69,70 The structure of the protein was desired as a basis 

for structure-guided drug design efforts. Having failed to crystallize on its own it was used as a 

test protein for the metal-chelating GFP mutants as it contained native cysteines and therefore 

incompatible with the disulfide mutants. Out of the metal-chelation mutants only D21H/K26C 

and E124H/K126C complemented during coexpression. Low yields due to very low expression 

of StarD9 limited the crystallization experiments. Small crystals grew in one condition (figure 

3.23), but they failed to diffract and could not to be optimized. Alternate means to crystallize 

StarD9 were undertaken, as discussed in chapter 6. 
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Figure 3.20. Anion Exchange Chromatograms and Native PAGE Gels of GFP 1-9 – H3L 

Complexes. IEX of the GFP-H3L complexes resulted in a minor peak for the complex and a 

major peak for H3L monomers. The complex peak contained contaminating H3L and 

monomeric complex. 
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Figure 3.21. SEC After Anion Exchange of GFP 1-9 –H3L Dimer Complexes. SEC of the 

complex peak from IEX was able to fully resolve the GFP-H3L dimer complex from contaminating 

monomeric complex and monomeric H3L. Native PAGE gels showed smeared band for the SEC 

complex peak, smearing of the band is likely due to overloading the gel. With the addition of β-

mercaptoethanol the dimer complex was partially reduced to the monomeric state. 
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Figure 3.22. Crystals of GFP D117C – H3L Dimers. After approximately seven months 

crystals of GFP-H3L dimers from a D117C mutation were obtained in a single condition. These 

this triangle plate crystals of 50-75µm diffracted weakly to ~10Å at the Advanced Photon 

Source synchrotron.  
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Figure 3.23. Crystals of GFP D21H/K26C -  StarD9 With Cu2+. Crystals grew in 

approximately three months. Cu2+ ions were added immediately prior to crystallization 

experiments in order to induce oligomer formation. These small rod crystals (~2µm x20 µm) 

did not diffract.   
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3.5.3 sfCherry I206K 

The structure of the complex of GFP 1-9 – sfCherry (figure 3.1) featured a 

crystallographic dimer along strands 10/11. This dimer had previous been observed in GFP 

structures and it was predicted that a mutation of I206K on GFP strand 10 would disrupt this 

native dimer.71 The sfCherry – GFP 10/11 I206K complex failed to crystallize (Natasha Devore, 

personal communication). Due to the difficulties in obtaining crystals for this I206K mutant it 

was decided to pursue this as a target for crystallization with the GFP disulfide dimers. With the 

sfCherry I206K, both proteins (sfCherry and GFP) were known to have previously formed 

diffraction quality crystals, unlike MtbCon, H3L and StarD9. The ability of the suite of dimers to 

rescue the mutant construct would provide a proof-of-concept for the scaffold-induced symmetry 

as a rescue method. 

Coexpression proved to be difficult for this complex; the sfCherry I206K construct failed 

to readily form a complex with GFP 1-9. The majority of the protein after IMAC was sfCherry 

alone. The position of the I206K on one of the complementing strands may have reduced the 

complementation efficiency resulting in the low yields. SEC was performed after IMAC without 

oxidation and formation of the disulfide bond. The minor peak corresponding to the GFP-

sfCherry complex showed prevalent cleavage of sfCherry into ~20 kDa and 11 kDa bands (figure 

3.24). It was brought to our attention the sfCherry undergoes light-induced cleavage into the two 

smaller bands (Geoffrey Waldo, personal communication). Protein was pooled for all five GFP 

cysteine mutants in complex with sfCherry I206K and one sparse matrix crystal screen (JCSG+) 

was set for each mutant at the maximum concentration (~2 – 5mg/mL) that could be obtained 

with the minimal volume (40 µL) needed for each tray. No crystals were ever observed for these 

trays. Because of the low efficiency and light induced sfCherry cleavage, no further work was 

performed. 
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Figure 3.24. Size Exclusion Chromatography Fractions of sfCherry I206K – GFP 1-9 K26C 

Complex. Fractions that corresponded the complex peak indicated bands for intact sfCherry/10/11 

I206K (black box), GFP 1-9 K26C (green box) and light induced cleavage products from sfCherry 

(red box). Presence of the cleavage products made it difficult to obtain intact complexes. For each 

mutant the fractions containing the least contamination were pooled for crystallization experiments.  
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3.6 Discussion 

3.6.1 Viability of In Vitro GFP Complex Formation 

 For synthetic symmetrization to be viable for wide spread use as a rescue pathway for 

failed crystallization experiments it must be a facile approach. As structural biology and x-ray 

crystallography are increasingly being employed by those in biological sciences the importance 

of protein structures is ever growing. Difficulty in obtaining the structures remains a roadblock. 

Facile approaches to improving the outcome of a crystallization experiment can easily be 

performed by modifying an existing protein (e.g. lysine methylation) or by changing the 

crystallization conditions (additives, oil overlays).3,72–74 With these techniques, no genetic 

changes need to be made the crystallization target construct. The potential for in vitro complex 

assembly using pre-formed cores of various geometries spurred the development of the split GFP 

oligomers. In vitro complementation is key for this approach to be widely used, as it would 

create a technique that is no more difficult than lysine methylation.  

 Unfortunately, the difficulty in obtaining the pre-formed GFP disulfide dimer cores 

prevents the in vitro complementation approach. With the current version of split GFP, the 

introduced mutations cannot serve our intended purpose because of the limitations in the 

robustness of split GFP.  GFP 1-9, even with no mutations, is a difficult protein to work with. 

The largest hurdle to overcome is the low efficiency of refolding. At best, ~15% of refolded GFP 

1-9 can be complemented. This is acceptable for a biosensor application where only the presence 

of the target protein is probed. For these experiments an excess of refolded protein can be used to 

overcome the low efficiency. However, this low efficiency makes it impossible to make the 

preformed dimer as the dimers will be have a large portion consisting of nonreactive GFP 1-9 

(>85% of GFP 1-9 fails to complement or exists as soluble aggregates). SDS-PAGE gels of 
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dimerized, refolded GFP 1-9 indicated that nearly half of the protein in solution is readily 

reactive for disulfide formation. Although it would be possible to purify intact in vitro dimer 

complexes (i.e. two GFP 1-9 complemented by two POIs) the low efficiency and necessary 

purification eliminates any benefits of the in vitro approach over coexpression of the two 

components.  

 Decreased efficiency for the mutated GFP 1-9 constructs to complement further 

complicates the in vitro applications. The required C48A/C70A mutations contribute to the most 

prominent reduction in efficiency (~20%). Directed evolution of the split GFP sequence to 

tolerate these may rescue the complementation efficiency. A more robust core could eliminate 

many of the contamination issues from non-complemented GFP 1-9. Evolution of the spilt GFP 

1-9 sequence into a cysteine free backbone, similar to what was done to create split GFP initially, 

should be pursued.  

 Mutations with more dramatic reductions in complementation efficiency (D102C, metal-

chelation mutants) could be eliminated from the suite and replaced with new mutants.  The 

selected mutations (chapter 2) are only a few of the potentially viable locations, new mutations in 

different location on the GFP structure may be better tolerated. These should be empirically 

validated for complementation efficiency and only locations that are the most tolerant pursued. 

The efforts to determine the individual propensity for new mutants to crystallize readily and in 

different space groups do not need to be pursued. All work to date for synthetic symmetrization 

mutation suites (T4L, MBP, GFP)6,8 have shown each mutation crystallizes in a different manner. 

The work in chapter 2 is indicative of the ability of GFP oligomer mutants to readily crystallize, 

as all mutants resulted in diffraction quality crystals. 

   Further, the inability to sufficiently concentrate the GFP 1-9 mutants after refolding is 
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detrimental for in vitro complentation with preformed cores. Since the GFP 1-9 cores exist in a 

semi folded state they will remain prone to aggregation. This will likely remain an issue even if 

the cores are evolved to regain, or improve, the complementation efficiency to tolerate the 

introduced mutations. The semi-soluble state in which the refolded protein exists is extremely 

sensitive to centrifugal concentration. When the protein is concentrated through IEX purification 

and elution, the refolded protein remains soluble for some time but still remains prone to 

aggregation. Evolution of the GFP 1-9 will not eliminate this; the cores would still be plagued by 

unintended and unpredictable intermolecular interactions.    

 As the suite of mutants exists today, in vitro complementation with preformed cores is not 

practical. Significant modification to the mutant suite needs to be performed to fully establish 

complementation efficiency. Unless the aggregation issues can be addressed, which as of no is 

unlikely, it is not possible to have the GFP 1-9 dimers in stable frozen aliquots ready for use as 

needed.  

3.6.2 Purification of GFP 1-9 –POI Complexes 

Although in vitro complementation is not practical, the suite of oligomers is still useful 

for crystallization experiments. Use of the mutants of GFP 1-9 for the crystallization of POIs can 

provide an easy way to induce symmetry onto novel proteins where direct mutation of the POI to 

create oligomers is difficult. The efforts to establish a purification scheme of IMAC, IEX and 

SEC to obtain pure dimer complexes is applicable to any GFP 1-9 – POI complex created 

through coexpression and in vivo complementation. The H3L crystals are a clear example of this 

approach working. If time allowed for further condition screening and optimization it is likely the 

crystals could have been improved. The ability to obtain highly pure complexes (e.g. a single 

band by native PAGE) is essential for crystallization success, and the purification difficulties 
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have been overcome. 

3.6.3 In Vivo Complementation of Split GFP for Complex Formation 

In vivo complementation of the GFP 1-9 – POI complexes will likely be required for 

future efforts involving the GFP dimer cores. As of now, this has been the only way that the 

complexes have been formed. The structure of GFP 1-9 – sfCherry was obtained from adding 

refolded GFP 1-9 to cellular lysate of an sfCherry expression. From a technical perspective for 

purification and complex formation it is no different from coexpression of the two components. 

Coexpression of the complex would likely be more efficient than the addition of refolded protein 

to cell lysate. 

In vivo complementation also allows for rapid screening of both new mutants of split GFP 

and POI constructs containing the hairpin sequence. When complementation occurs, the green 

color of the cell pellet is a clear indication of successful complementation, with the intensity of 

the color dependent on the amount of complex formed. This provides a simple screen for 

variations of both parts of the complex without the need for protein purifications. 

3.7 Conclusions  

The difficulty in the validation of the GFP oligomer cores has primarily resulted from the 

solubility and refolding issues of split GFP. Alternative methods for oligomer formation and 

complex formation need to be evaluated. Split GFP complementation relies on the partially 

folded GFP 1-9; even with improvements to the backbone these issues will likely continue. GFP 

has proven to be accommodating to oligomer formation and crystallization when expressed as a 

full-length protein but has failed to perform well as an in vitro crystallization tool. However, this 

concept should not be abandoned due to the difficulties split GFP has. Instead alternate means of 

covalent and non-covalent protein assembly can mediate symmetry scaffolds. This becomes a 

more viable option, as computational protein interface design is refined. 
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3.8 Materials and Methods 

3.8.1 Cloning of POI Constructs 

 The two H3L constructs were cloned into the multiple cloning sight of the pET21_NESG 

vector through restriction enzyme cloning. The synthesized gene contained the GFP 10/11 

hairpin sequence “DLPDDHYLSTQTILSKDLNEKRDHMVLLEYVTAAGITDAS” either N-

terminally or inserted between two full-length H3L sequences. The synthesized constructs were 

cloned into the NdeI and XhoI restriction sites of the vector. 

 The STARD9-10/11 construct consisted of the N-terminal TEV protease cleavable 

His6 tag (MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQG) followed by the 10/11 sequence, with the ‘‘DAS’’ 

serving as a linker between the hairpin and target protein as previously described13. Only the first 

391 amino acids (Met1– Asn391) corresponding to the putative motor domain of the protein 

were used in this construct. The 10/11 hairpin sequence was inserted into a presumptive loop 

between Ser135 and Thr136 of the native 271-amino-acid protein. This was cloned via Gibson 

assembly75 into a custom modified pET28 vector with N-terminal cleavable tag to add the N-

terminal sequence: MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQG. The gene was PCR amplified with the 

overhangs 5'-AAAACCTGTACTTCCAGGGC added to the forward primer and 

AACGAGTTAATTAAGTCGCGTTA added to the reverse primer. This was then gel purified 

and cloned into vector that was prepared by PCR amplification. 

The sfCherry I206K was obtained from collaborators and was cloned via previously 

described methods.13 

 MtbCon was obtained from collaborators with the C-terminal 10/11 hairpin sequence. 

This was then sub cloned into the same modified pET28 vector as the StarD9 construct via the 

same method. 
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3.8.2 Protein Expression  

 Vectors were all transformed into BL21 (DE3) expressions cell lines, with the exception 

of the SHuffle cell experiments where those cells were used. In all cases overnight cultures were 

grown with the appropriate antibiotics, 10 mL of culture was inoculated into 1L flasks of LB 

media with appropriate antibiotics. For GFP 1/9 constructs only auto induction sugars57 were 

added and the cultures grown at 37°C for 24 hours before harvesting by centrifugation at 5000 x 

g for 20 minutes. Coexpression of GFP 1/9 with H3L and sfCherry 1206K was grown at 37°C 

until the A600nm reached 0.6-0.8, then the temperature was reduced to at 30°C, expression induced 

with 1mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and grown overnight (~16 hours) then 

harvested. Coexpression cultures of GFP 1/9 and StarD9 grown at 37°C until the A600nm reached 

0.6-0.8, induced with 0.1mM IPTG then grown for four hours until harvesting. 

3.8.3 Protein Purification 

 Refolding of GFP 1/9 proceeded as follows. Prior to refolding the inclusion bodies cell 

paste was lysed in 50mM Tris pH 7.4, 100mM NaCl, 10% Glycerol (TNG) buffer via sonication. 

Inclusion bodies were pelleted by centrifugation at 12,000 xg for 30 min then suspended in a 

buffer of 50mM Tris pH 8.0, 100mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 2% Triton X-100, then pelleted. This 

was repeated until the inclusion body pellet was white. In all experiments the inclusion bodies 

were denatured in TNG buffer + 9M urea at room temperature. Then refolding was performed as 

previously described.12 

 For binding to the Ni2+ resin binding of refolding protein, the refolded protein was 

applied to the resin, washed with TNG + 30mM imidazole and eluted with TNG + 250mM 

Imidazole. During on-column refolding attempts the denatured protein was loaded onto the resin 

in the presence of TNG + 9M urea, a gradient to TNG with no urea was run over 20 column 
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volumes. Protein was eluted with TNG + 250mM imidazole. For on-column refolded the TNG + 

9M urea and TNG were supplemented with 30mM imidazole for the initial experiments and 

subsequently no imidazole was added to the buffers. 

 For refolded protein anion exchange, refolded protein was diluted with 10x volume 

100mM Tris pH 9.5, 10% glycerol (IEX buffer A); this was loaded onto the IEX column. A 

gradient was ran of 0 – 100% IEX Buffer B (IEX Buffer A + 1M NaCl) over 20 column 

volumes.  

 For all instances of in vitro dimerization the protein was concentrated with centrifugal 

concentrators (Amicon) until precipitation was observed (if it occurred) otherwise it was 

concentrated to 1mL, buffer exchanged into 50mM Tris pH 9.0, 100mM NaCl, a 10x volume 

excess of 50mM Tris pH 9.0, 100mM NaCl, 5mM CuSO4 was used to oxidize the disulfide bond. 

This reaction was allowed to proceed at room temperature for 15 min and quenched with the 

addition of 10mM EDTA. The protein was then analyzed by SDS-PAGE or concentrated and 

buffer exchanged into the start buffers of the any additional purification steps. 

 Purification of the GFP 1/9 – sfCherry I206K constructs proceeded as previously 

described13 with the exception of both proteins were coexpressed to allow for in vivo 

complementation. The complex was purified via IMAC and SEC over a s200 10/300GL column 

due to the low protein yields. H3L and StarD9 coexpressions were purified as described in 

chapter 2. Of note the StarD9 buffers were supplemented with 5mM MgCl2 and 100µM ADP. 

For both H3L and StarD9 the purification scheme of IMAC, IEX and SEC in that order were 

performed. Both complexes were concentrated to 10mg/mL, flash frozen in 20-40µL aliquots 

(depending on yield) and stored at -80°C until used for crystallization experiments.  
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3.8.4 Dynamic Light Scattering 

 Freshly refolded GFP 1/9 mutant protein was filtered through a 0.22µm filter then 

immediately analyzed by DLS. DLS was performed on a Wyatt DynaPro Plate Reader II at room 

temperature. Default settings were used for data collection, 10 individual reading were measured 

per sample. Readings with acceptable auto-correlation functions per Wyatt automatic data 

processing were included in the presented histograms.  

3.8.5 Crystallization of Complexes 

 Fresh or thawed protein was centrifuged at 10,000 xg for 5 min to remove any precipitate. 

Crystallization screening trays were set at a protein concentration of 10mg/ml or the maximum 

concentration obtainable for the protein samples. Commercial screens were set utilizing primarily 

JCSG+ (Qiagen), Wizard (Emerald BioStructures), Index (Hampton), and PACT (Qiagen). 

Additional screens were used when more protein was available. In instances where widespread 

protein precipitation was observed in the crystal screens, the protein was diluted to 5 mg/mL and 

new screens were set. 
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Chapter 4 

Computationally Designed Trimeric GFPs 

4.1 Introduction – Computationally Design GFP Oligomers 

 For oligomeric protein scaffolds for synthetic biology applications to be viable, higher 

order symmetry (trimers, tetramers, etc.) may be necessary. It was hoped that the metal-chelating 

mutants would adopt higher order oligomers than just dimers as has previously been observed.8 

Large metal contact mediated oligomers were found in some of the crystal asymmetric units, but 

they lacked rotational symmetry and did not form a defined symmetric unit. To achieve these 

desired higher order oligomers, computational design through Rosetta MatDes16,17 was pursued. 

 Recently, this approach has been used to successfully design self assembling oligomers 

with rotational symmetry,67 and more complex single18 and multi17 component cages. Through 

Rosetta Design, the protein subunits are docked together into the desired symmetry, and then the 

contacting subunit’s surface is designed to form an interface. To date, it has primarily been 

alpha-helical domains that have been used to design these assemblies. Utilizing Rosetta Design 

to create GFP oligomers would the first instance where it has been attempted on beta-sheet 

proteins. Designed oligomers could then be used for the higher order assemblies, involving the 

mutants discussed in chapter 2 or through previously published rigid assembly techniques such as 

helical fusions76–81 or further Rosetta Design.  

 Current versions of Rosetta MatDes create interfaces by side chain mutation to 

hydrophobic residues. In both published17,18 and unpublished work from the David Baker lab, 

these hydrophobic mutations are problematic in two ways. First, the newly mutated hydrophobic 

patches can lead to protein misfolding and aggregation. Because of this, numerous designed 

interfaces must be screened for each designed assembly. GFP allows for rapid screening as green 
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color in the cell pellet and soluble lysate indicates soluble folded protein. Second, the 

hydrophobic interfaces can be non-specific leading to individual subunit that can arrange in 

alternate geometries. In collaboration with computational postdoctoral scholar Dr. Julien Jorda, 

we set about designing a series of GFP mutants docked to a C3 symmetry axis.   

 To create the series of designs, the structure of superfolder GFP49 (PDB 2B3P) was used 

as the starting sequence. This version of GFP was the precursor to spit GFP previously discussed. 

Superfolder GFP was engineered to be a robust, readily folding GFP variant to serve as an 

indication of protein expression. Being one of the most robust versions of GFP, it was thought 

this sequence might be more tolerant to mutations than other versions (EGFP82, split GFP etc.). 

The chains were arranged around the C3 symmetry axis with the central axis of the GFP barrels 

perpendicular or parallel to the symmetry axis. Subunits were allowed to dock together, then 

rotated 5° and docked again (figure 4.1). Orientations where the subunits formed energetically 

favorable arrangements were then used for interface design. Sequences were then evaluated and 

those with the most favorable interface statistics were evaluated by x-ray crystallography. 

4.2 Results – Perpendicular Docked C3 Trimers 

 Perpendicularly docked barrels were initially evaluated. In this orientation the GFP 

termini point away from the three-fold symmetry axis. This would allow terminal fusion to 

proteins with a reduced chance of steric hindrance since all three N or C –termini point in 

different directions. Clashes may still occur between the trimeric GFP core and the fused 

proteins. This could be addressed in future experiments once a stable trimeric core is established 

by engineering the termini through truncations or insertion of rigid linkers78 to lock the geometry 

of fusions. 
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Figure 4.1. Docking of GFP Monomers to a Three-Fold Symmetry Axis. Initial 

design strategy focused on docking the GFP barrels perpendicular to the symmetry axis 

(triangle). The GFP barrels start away from the axis and are allowed to dock together 

towards the axis. If the barrels dock in an energetically favorable manner, interfaces are 

designed. The starting GFP barrels are then rotated 5° and docked again in the new 

orientation. 
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 Ten docking runs were performed, and the most stable orientation from each run was then 

used to generate 20 sequences. Out of the ten runs, four distinct chain orientations were obtained 

(figure 4.2). Sequences (table 4.1) were then manually curated to five sequences per orientation. 

Sequences were selected based on Rosetta energy score, shape complementarity and buried 

surface area (table 4.2) following previously published guidelines.17 As the designed interfaces 

for GFP timers are smaller then the previous examples, the corresponding energy values are 

smaller in magnitude. A final check was done on the sequences to ensure they contained key 

residues for chromophore formation and stabilization.83–85 

4.2.1 Purification and Crystallization of C3 Designs 

 All twenty sequences were successfully cloned. From small screen expression tests, four 

designs resulted in green cell pellets (figure 4.3), while other showed indications of protein 

expression, and when they were purified only a small fraction of the protein was soluble. The 

four green pellets (indication of proper folding) were expressed and purified by IMAC and SEC. 

Each construct sized as a monomer by SEC elution volume (figure 4.3). In order to determine the 

oligomeric state of the protein, native-PAGE gels were run and compared to known GFP dimers. 

All four were putatively monomers on the native gels and one (C3_14) was partially aggregated.   

 All four proteins were used for crystallization experiments. Crystals grew rapidly for 

three of the four designs (C3_14 failed to crystallize). Crystals grew in diverse conditions, with 

diverse morphologies (figure 4.4). One crystal (C3_33 JCSG+ D12) had data collected at UCLA. 

All crystals that could be harvested were subsequently sent for data collection at the Advanced 

Photon Source. No efforts were taken to optimize crystal growth conditions after these initial 

crystals were obtained.  
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Figure 4.2. The Four Orientations of Perpendicular C3 Trimers.  From the ten individual 

computational docking runs, each run generated one trimer design. Four general classes of 

trimer designs were found to be energetically favorable in from these 10 runs. The design 

numbered by occurrence (Design 1 most common, Design 4 the least from the 10 runs) Five 

sequences from each design when then selected for experimental characterization. 
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Figure 4.3. Expression Tests and Purification of Designs.  (A) SDS-PAGE gels of the 

soluble from expression of the four designs. The 25 kDa bands correspond to the molecular 

weight of the GFP barrels. Designs that resulted in soluble, properly folded protein. The 

final two lanes were point mutations that emerged during cloning and did not result in 

properly folded protein. (B) All four SEC elution profiles from the purifications featured a 

single peak that eluted at the volume consistent with monomers. (C) Native-PAGE gel of 

the four SEC purified proteins compared to known monomers and dimers of GFP.  

Sequence variations caused the proteins to run at different rates, but all are putatively 

monomeric. Design C3_14 (1-4) was partially aggregated, as the protein did not enter the 

gel (red circle). 

A	

B	 C	
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Figure 4.4. Crystals of C3 Designs. The crystals observed from the C3_31 (3-1) and 

C3_33 (3-3) designs, the only two that crystallized. These represent all the crystal 

morphologies observed. 
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4.2.2 Structure of C3_33 JCSG+ D12 Dimer 

 Large crystals of the construct C3_33 grew rapidly in the 16% PEG-8000, 20% glycerol 

0.04M KPO4 (C3_33 JCSG+ D12). Crystals were rapidly cooled in liquid nitrogen and a 

complete data set was collected. Data was indexed to 3.0Å in space group C2. The Matthews 

coefficient86 predicted87 two GFP chains in the asymmetric unit, the C3_33 design monomer was 

then used to determine phases through molecular replacement program Phaser.88 The structure 

was found to have formed a dimer instead of the intended trimer (figure 4.5). To confirm that this 

was the true solution the structure was partially refined with Refmac.89 When the Rwork and Rfree 

dropped below 30% it was determined to be the correct placement of the chains in the electron 

density.  This was an asymmetric dimer that was formed by the designed hydrophobic patches 

associating in an unpredicted manner. Interactions involving the end of the GFP to form the 

trimer were not present. The crystallographic dimer was significantly different from previously 

observed GFP crystal artifact dimers (figure 4.6). 

 All other crystals (figure 4.4) that diffracted had data sets collected and processed. A total 

of six other conditions had crystals that diffracted between 1Å – 3Å. Five of the six were in space 

group C2 (with unit cell dimension variations), and the sixth was in C222. Structures were 

determined with Phaser and refined with the PDB_Redo server.90 All structures refined to R-

factors less then 30%. In each instance the same dimer as the C3_33 JCSG+ D12 structure was 

found. No additional experiments were performed with these designs. 

4.3 Results – Parallel Docked C3 Trimers 

 The GFP barrels were docked parallel to the symmetry axis (figure 4.7) and then used to 

make new mutants. The same approach for design was used, but now 10,000 sequences were 

designed and 20 automatically selected from the most favorable Rosetta statistics (table 4.3).  
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Figure 4.5. The C3_33 JCSG D12 Dimer Compared to Design. The dimeric structures varied 

significantly form the intended design with none of the designed contacts preserved.  
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Figure 4.6. Observed Dimer is a New GFP Crystallographic Artifact Dimer. The 

observed dimer is different from the traditionally observed “native” GFP crystallographic 

dimer.  The previously observed dimer is a c2 symmetric dimer with the interface primarily 

along strand 11. Strand 11 has been colored in red for both dimers to highlight the 

differences in the structures.  
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Figure 4.7. General Design Orientation of Parallel Trimers.  With the failure of the 

perpendicular dimers, new designs were based on trimers with the GFP barrels parallel to 

the symmetry axis. With these designs, the interface would be larger and no rely on any 

interactions from the loops on the end of the barrels. However, all the termini would be on 

the same end of the bundled trimer. All the termini in the same location have the potential 

to create steric hindrance for fusion proteins.  
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19 of 20 were the identical barrel orientation, the final design the barrels were rotated 5° about 

the GFP barrel axis. 

4.3.1 Purification of C3_51 Design 

 Only one of the 20 designs was soluble (C3_51), a large-scale expression was purified via 

IMAC and SEC. The main peak from sizing column had a predicted mass of ~75 kDa consistent 

with a trimer in solution (figure 4.8). Cubic crystals grew with in a week in 0.1M citrate pH 5.5, 

2.0M (NH4)2SO4. Crystals were cryo-protected with glycerol and diffracted 1.5Å at the 

Advanced Photon Source. 

4.3.2 Structure of C3_33 Trimer 

 Data was indexed in the cubic space group P 21 3 to 1.5Å with a unit cell edge of 

107.53Å. Phenix91 was used to refine the structure with a final Rwork/Rfree of 16.9%/18.6%, 

complete statistics are presented in table 4.4. Once GFP chain was in the asymmetric unit, a 

trimer was present through crystallographic symmetry operations. However, this trimer deviated 

significantly from the design (figure 4.9). Each chain was rotated ~17° from the designed model. 

Because of this variation the structure was fully refined to accurately see the trimer interface. The 

mutated residues from the design form the trimeric interface but none of the computationally 

designed interactions were present.  
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Figure 4.8.  C3_52 SEC Elution Profile and Crystal.  (A) The protein was run on an 

analytical sizing column resulting in poor resolution between the void peak and trimer 

peak. Only fractions of the trimer peak were used for crystallization. (B) The looped 

crystal used for data collection had cubic morphology. The crystal is colorless due to the 

lighting when the picture was taken. The crystal was faintly green in the crystallization 

drop due the acid conditions (pH 5.5). 

A	
	
	

B	
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Figure 4.9. Comparison of the C3_51 Design and Structure. The Rosetta Designed 

structure features all the barrels parallel to each other and the symmetry axis. In the crystal 

structure, the barrels were rotated approximately 17° from the design. The residues that were 

mutated for the design are highlighted in yellow. These residues formed the trimer interface 

for the crystal structure, but none of the specifically designed interactions were retained.  
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4.4 Discussion  

4.4.1 Issues With GFP Computational Assembly Design  

 Rosetta’s designed interfaces rely on the introduction of large hydrophobic patches with 

current approaches. These large patches of hydrophobic mutations have resulted in several 

issues. First, the vast majority (90% for the GFP designs) of the designed proteins failed to 

express, were insoluble or were misfolded. Second, the hydrophobic interactions tend to be non-

specific, at least for the case of GFP. Previous unpublished work has experienced similar 

failures, with low solubility rates and a tendency to form incorrect geometries. Only one of forty 

mutants had the correct rotational symmetry, albeit the wrong interactions. It has proven 

exceedingly difficult to accurately design these interfaces.  

 The approach taken with the design of the GFP trimers diverged from traditional 

computational protein design. The published successes from the Baker lab have primarily come 

from designing new interfaces on the surface of an existing oligomer. One of the first successes 

was the design of a cage with tetrahedral symmetry constructed from a natural trimer.18 

Oligomeric building blocks are some what limited the orientations, in which they can assemble 

compared to a monomer like GFP. All previous design work has chosen the geometry of the 

assembly first, and then chosen the building blocks. The oligomeric building blocks have the 

monomers already locked into a starting geometry resulting in less freedom for individual 

monomers to form unintended interactions like was seen for the GFP designs. Building block 

subunits can then be computationally screened from structures in the protein data bank (PDB),92 

allowing the most ideal starting proteins to be used. Opposed to the approach we undertook with 

GFP, first selecting the building blocks and then attempting to impose the desired geometry onto 

it. The approach we took has the potential to allow more freedom to what is designed since it is 
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based on subunits that are not locked into a starting geometry. Further advances in computational 

design strategies are needed to design interfaces with higher affinity for each other to prevent off 

target assemblies. 

 GFP may simply be ill suited for computational design efforts. Predominantly beta-sheet 

proteins have not been used to date for design, as alpha-helical proteins have proven more suited 

for Rosetta Design approaches. The GFP beta barrel is also concave along the surface making it 

difficult to pack tightly along the barrel, thus leaving the interfaces to be designed towards the 

end of the barrel. Potential geometries are further limited due to the ends of the barrel being 

composed of loops with a central void that cannot be designed. Successful designs would likely 

need to be designed with the GFP barrels parallel to the symmetry axis. Thus, the designability of 

GFP is limited at least with current methods. 

Future GFP designs may be successful as more designed sequences are screened and as 

computational design improves. In lieu of waiting until new design methods are implemented 

into Rosetta, GFP can be well suited for an iterative design process. Instead of starting with the 

GFP monomers, the C3_51 trimer structure could serve as the starting point and designed back to 

the intended structure. This has not been an approach for computational design; instead success 

has come from the number of constructs screened. From this it could be possible to refine the 

design process and achieve higher success rates. A similar approach to this reconstructed a PduA 

permutation hexamer from an unintended pentamer (chapter 8). 

4.4.2 Applications of New GFP Oligomers 

 Although the resulting structures were not as designed, these sequences are not without 

applications. Both the dimer and trimer are new geometries of GFP. These can therefore be used 

for the same applications as the split GFP oligomers in chapter 2. Since these new oligomer 
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interfaces to no rely on in vitro efforts to form, they would be well suited to serve as scaffolds for 

proteins not applicable to a crystallization target. A POI that contains native cysteines or 

sensitive to metal ions could be terminally fused to the C3_33, C3_51 and an existing GFP 

(superfolder, split GFP etc). Each one of these has a different crystallographic oligomer, and 

therefore unique chances to serve as a scaffold that samples different crystal contacts. The C3_51 

trimer and any future oligomers based upon the parallel, bundled arrangement will have the 

termini all in close proximity. This could create steric hindrance problems when proteins are 

fused to the oligomer GFP for scaffolding efforts. If stable oligomeric scaffolds with the desired 

geometry can be reliably designed, circular permutation of GFP93,94 could be used to change the 

termini locations and allow for fusions. These new GFP oligomers should be screened as 

crystallization scaffolds as they will not have the solubility and expression issues encountered 

with in vitro complementation methods (chapter 3 & 5). Even though these scaffolds are not 

symmetric and thus would not benefit from the induction of symmetry, each fusion will still have 

unique opportunities to crystallize.  

4.5 Conclusions 

 Failure rates for these C3 GFP trimers were similar to what has occurred with previous 

computational design efforts. In its current state, Rosetta Design is still very much a trial and 

error process where successes come from persistence and the large numbers of constructs 

screened. The resulting structures from these efforts with differ far too much from the intended 

structures to be considered designed proteins. These new oligomers could have potential 

applications, but do not impart the desired geometry from the designs. This limits the usefulness 

for synthetic biology scaffolding applications. If a desired symmetry were needed, it would be 

significantly easier to search the PDB for an existing protein with the desired geometry for 
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design efforts. Specifically designed geometric scaffolds hold enormous potential but need to be 

refined for protein oligomer design to become a widely used technique. 

4.6 Materials and Methods  

4.6.1 Cloning 

The amino acids sequences were codon opitmized95 for expression in E. coli. Optimized 

genes were synthesized as gBlocks (Integrated DNA Technologies) with the terminal sequences 

GTTTAACTTTAAGAAGGAGATATAC and TAAAATTCGAGCTCCGTCGACAAGCTTG 

added to the 5’ and 3’ ends respectively. The genes were then cloned via Gibson assembly75 into 

pET22b vector cut with NdeI and EcoRI restriction enzymes and transformed into XL-2 Blue 

Ultracompetent cells (Agilent Technologies). Due to an inherent mutation rate with Gibson 

assembly cloning, multiple colonies were checked for the correct sequence. Plasmids with the 

correct sequences were transformed into BL21 DE3 (New England Biolabs) for protein 

expression. 

4.6.2 Protein Expression 

 All proteins were expressed in LB supplemented with auto-induction57,96 sugars and 

ampicillin. The 1L LB flasks were inoculated with 10mL of overnight culture and allow to grow 

for 24 hours at 37°C before harvesting. Green colored cell pellets was used as the indication for 

protein expression as this correlated well with the results of small-scale expression screening. 

4.6.3 Protein Purification 

 The same purification methods and buffers as described in chapter 2 were utilized. For 

these constructs only a two-step purification of IMAC and SEC was used. Constructs C3_14, 

C3_31, C3_32 and C3_33 were run on a s200 16/60 SEC column, C3_51 was run on a s200 

10/300 GL column, this accounts for the poor resolution between the void peak and trimeric 
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peaks.  All buffers used for both IMAC and SEC were identical to previous GFP oligomer 

purifications42 (chapter 2). 

4.6.4 Protein Crystallization 

 Crystallization experiments were set with a protein concentration of 10mg/ml at room 

temperature. Four screens, JSCG+, MPDs (Qiagen), Wizard (Emerald BioStructures) and 

Structure Screen (Molecular Dimensions) were set for each construct. No efforts were 

undertaken to optimize constructs that failed to crystallize or to optimize the crystals for better 

diffraction. All crystals were cryo-protected with 20% glycerol prior to flash freezing in liquid 

nitrogen. Crystals were cryogenically stored until data collection. 

4.6.5 X-Ray Data Processing and Structure Solution 

 All data was reduced with XDS/XSCALE,97 phases were determined with Phaser88 with 

the computational model serving as the search model. Structures were refined with PDB_Redo,90 

Refmac89 or Phenix91 and validated for structural accuracy with Phenix. Models were manually 

rebuilt in Coot.98 Models were evaluated and compared to the designs with PyMol.99 
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Table 4.1 Expressed Sequences of GFP C3 Perpendicular Designs 

 
C3_11 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.4_64.5_8454 
MSLGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMAEHDFFKSAMPEGYVQKRVIVFLNDGVYYTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHNVYIAADSAKNGIMAYFIIVHNVEDGSHQLASHAQYNTPIGDGP
DALPAHHYLSTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGILKGHHHHHH 
 
C3_12 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.4_64.5_0169 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDWMAMHDFFKSAMPEGYVQKRVIVFLNDGVYYTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHNVYIRADSAKNGIAAYFIIAHNVEDGSVQAAMHAQYNTPIGDGP
DALPAHHYLSTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGILQGHHHHHH 
 
C3_13 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.3_53_0133 
MSQGEDLFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMAAHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERIIWFLNDGMYYTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNAHKVWIMADVANNGIMAIFVIMHNVEDGSVQYAAHLQFNTPIGDGP
AALPWVHYLSTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGILHGHHHHHH 
 
C3_14 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.4_53.5_8212 
MSRGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMAAHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERIIWFLNDGEYFTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNAHKVWIMADLANNGIMAYFVIFHNVEDGSVQRAVHAQWNTPIGDGP
AALPWVHYLSTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGITHGHHHHHH 
 
C3_15 
MSQGADLFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMAMHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERVISFENDGVYFTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNAHYVYITADAANNGIAAVFVIMHNVEDGSVQYAAHLQANTPIGDGP
SALPADHYLSTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGILHGHHHHHH 
 
C3_21 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.4_244.5_0776 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDWMAVHDFFKSAMPEGYVQKRVIVFLNDGVYYTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHNVYIRADSAKNGIAAYFIIAHNVEDGSVQAAIHAQYNTPIGDGP
DALPAHHYLSTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGILQGHHHHHH 
 
C3_22 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.4_244.5_5018 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDWMAIHDFFKSAMPEGYVQKRAIFFLNDGVYYTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHNVYIRADSAKNGIAAFFIIAHNVEDGSVQAAMHAQYNTPIGDGP
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DALPAFHYLSTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGILQGHHHHHH 
C3_23 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.2_233_4868 
MSQGEDLFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMAAHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERIIWFLNDGMYYTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNAHKVWIYADVANNGIMAIFVIMHNVEDGSVQYAAHLQFNTPIGDGP
AALPAAHYLSTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGILHGHHHHHH 
 
C3_24 
gfp1_C32b3p_22.9_233_1980 
MSQGADLFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMAMFDFFKSAMPEGYVQERVISFENDGVYFTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNAHVVWIYANAANNGIMAVFVIMHNVEDGSVQYAAHLQANTPIGDGP
SALPAAHYLSTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGVLHGHHHHHH 
 
C3_25 
gfp1_C32b3p_22.8_232.5_3199 
MSQGAALFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMAAFDFFKSAMPEGYVQERWISFENDGMYVTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNAHVVYIHADVANNGIMAVFVIMHNVEDGSVQYAAHWQLNTPIGDGP
SALPAFHYLSTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGVLHGHHHHHH 
 
C3_31 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.0_20_8085 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMKKHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERVIIFKDDGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNAHVVIIMANSKNAGIKAAFVIVHNVEDGSHQLALHIQQNTPIGDGP
VALPATHYLLTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTANGISEGHHHHHH 
 
C3_32 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.2_19_3112 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMKKHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTIIFEDDGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNAHVVLIMANADNKGIKAAFVIMHNVEDGSVQFALHIQQNTPIGEGP
AALPAVHYLVTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTANGISEGHHHHHH 
 
C3_33 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.0_19.5_2178 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMKKHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTIIFKDDGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNAHVVVITANSKQAGIRAAFVIAHNVEDGSVQLALHIQQNTPIGDGP
VALPAVHALVTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTATGISEGHHHHHH 
 
C3_34 
gfp1_C32b3p_24.6_356.5_7304 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDWMAAHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDDGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHKVYIKADDKKNGIKAYFTIRHNVEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGP
ESLPLWHHLKTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGIAQGHHHHHH 
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C3_35 
gfp1_C32b3p_24.5_356_8183 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTLT
YGVQCFSRYPDHMAAYDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDDGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGIDF
KEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHKVYITANWLKNGIKAKFIIRHNVEDGSVQLAVHYQQNTPIGDGPDSL
PLFHHLLTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVVAAGVAKGHHHHHH 
 
C3_41 
gfp2_C32b3p_2_23.3_287_8761 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERIIVFAYDGVYFTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGV
NFADNGAILGHRLEYNFNSHNVYIKADLQKNGIKANFKIRHNVENGKVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGP
VWLPAHHYLSTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGIEEGHHHHHH 
 
C3_42 
gfp2_C32b3p_2_19.1_320_2430 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELVGNVNGQKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQVRQIIFKDDGVYSTVAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELHGS
LFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHVVFIVANASANGIAAFFKIRHNVEDGSVQLAVHWQWNVPIGDGP
VLLPAAHALVTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTATGISEGHHHHHH 
 
C3_43 
gfp2_C32b3p_2_19.2_319_7876 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELVGNVNGQKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQKRQIIFKDDGVYSTVAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELHGS
NFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHVVFITANAANNGIAAYFKIRHNVEDGSVQLAVHMQWNVPIGDGP
VLLPAAHALITQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTATGISEGHHHHHH 
 
C3_44 
gfp2_C32b3p_2_19.1_140.5_3829 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELVGNVNGQKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQVRQIIFKDDGVYSTVAEVKFEGDTLVNRIVLHGA
LFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHVVFIVANTSANGIAAFFKIRHNVEDGSVQLAVHWQWNVPIGDGP
VLLPAAHALVTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTATGISEGHHHHHH 
 
C3_45 
run_10_gfp2_C32b3p_2_19.1_140.5_2876.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELVGNVNGQKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTLT
YGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQVRQIIFKDDGVYSTVAEVKFEGDTLVNRIVLHGALF
KEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHVVFITANTSANGIAAFFKIRHNVEDGSVQLAVHWQWNVPIGDGPVLL
PADHALVTQSKLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTATGISEGHHHHHH 
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Table 4.2 Rosetta Values Used to Select Table 4.1 Sequences 
 
  Rosetta    Shape   Buried 

Design      Energy     Comp. Surface Å2 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.4_64.5_8454.pdb.gz    -194.794   0.535   445.536 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.4_64.5_0169.pdb.gz    -193.866   0.531   542.472 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.3_53_0133.pdb.gz      -180.437   0.446   615.972 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.4_53.5_8212.pdb.gz    -178.967   0.529   642.650 
gfp1_C32b3p_22.8_53_9910.pdb.gz      -191.094   0.465   568.555 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.4_244.5_0776.pdb.gz   -194.425   0.525   455.443 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.4_244.5_5018.pdb.gz   -189.451   0.521   530.756 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.2_233_4868.pdb.gz     -177.738   0.429   597.561 
gfp1_C32b3p_22.9_233_1980.pdb.gz     -174.801   0.459   680.698 
gfp1_C32b3p_22.8_232.5_3199.pdb.gz   -174.555   0.318   637.022 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.0_20_8085.pdb.gz      -166.645   0.395   522.984 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.2_19_3112.pdb.gz      -159.926   0.232   537.663 
gfp1_C32b3p_23.0_19.5_2178.pdb.gz    -159.143   0.354   433.022 
gfp1_C32b3p_24.6_356.5_7304.pdb.gz   -136.249   0.574   391.398 
gfp1_C32b3p_24.5_356_8183.pdb.gz     -132.528   0.543   468.820 
gfp2_C32b3p_2_23.3_287_8761.pdb.gz   -159.372   0.615   370.840 
gfp2_C32b3p_2_19.1_320_2430.pdb.gz   -114.555   0.613   505.449 
gfp2_C32b3p_2_19.2_319_7876.pdb.gz   -113.708   0.467   463.836 
gfp2_C32b3p_2_19.2_319_1512.pdb.gz   -113.699   0.468   463.596 
gfp2_C32b3p_2_19.1_140.5_3829.pdb.gz -113.899   0.602   499.388 
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Table 4.3 Sequences of GFP C3 Parallel Designs 
 
C3_51 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_115_-16.8_357.5_9106.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPKWMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTIIFANDGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLAYTFNAHFVWIKADEQKNGIRATFVIFHAVKNGSVQLALHIQQNTPIGDGP
VRLPATHFLETYSVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVEAAGIAEGHHHHHH 
 
C3_52 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_120_-16.9_2.5_3597.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPEHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERVIIFANDGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFLEDGNILGHYLAYTFMAHAVWIAAFKEKNGIVAYFIIFHAVLNGSVQAAVHIQQNTPIGDGP
VRLPAFHYLWTYSVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVVANGISAGHHHHHH 
 
C3_53 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_120_-16.9_3.5_2620.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQEREIVFADDGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHYLAYNFNAHAVWITANWEKNGIAAYFVIFHAVLNGSVQAAVHEQQNTPIGDGP
VYLPAFHFLWTRSVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVIAAGISHGHHHHHH 
 
C3_54 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_120_-16.9_3.5_9650.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERVIIFAADGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHYLLYTFNAHIVWIVAFWEKNGIRAYFIIFHAVANGSVQAAVHIQQNTPIGDGP
VYLPAFHALFTMSVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVIAFGISHGHHHHHH 
 
C3_55 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_120_-17.2_0_6009.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPEWMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERRIIFADDGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFYEDGNILGHKLRYTFLAHVVYIFQDKQKNGIRAFFIIFHAVKNGSVQLAFHLQQNTPIGDGP
VLLPSFHFLFTESVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVEAAGISEGHHHHHH 
 
C3_56 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_120_-17.2_1.5_0048.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERVIIFANDGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFLEDGNILGHKLAYTFLAHIVWIWAFTEKNGIMAWFIIFHAVKNGSVQLAIHIQQNTPIGDGP
VRLPAFHFLFTVSVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVIAAGISEGHHHHHH 
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C3_57 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_120_-17.2_2_4097.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDSMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERVIVFANDGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFLEDGNILGHKLAYTFMAHVVFISAFDEKNGIRAWFIIFHAVKNGSVQLAYHWQQNTPIGDGP
VRLPAWHYLWTLSVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVEADGISTGHHHHHH 
 
C3_58 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_120_-17.2_2.5_0429.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPEHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERVIVFAADGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLAYTFLAHVVFISAFKEKNGIRAWFIIFHAVKNGSVQLAIHWQQNTPIGDGP
VRLPAWHYLWTLSVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVEADGISHGHHHHHH 
 
C3_59 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_120_-17.3_0.5_8776.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPEWMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERVIIFADDGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFYEDGNILGHKLRYTFMAHIVWIFQFKQKNGIRAWFIIFHAVKNGSVQLAFHEQQNTPIGDGP
VKLPAFHFLYTKSVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVEAAGISEGHHHHHH 
 
C3_510 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_120_-17.3_2.5_9643.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPEHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTIRFAADGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLLYTFLAHVVFIHANKEKNGIMAWFIIYHAVKNGSVQMAIHIQQNTPIGDGP
VKLPKWHYLVTESVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGIAHGHHHHHH 
 
C3_511 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_125_-16.8_0.5_6127.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPEHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERVIIFAADGVYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
KFLENGNILGHYLLYTFLAHVVWIAAFKEKNGIVAFFIIVHSVKNGSAQLAFHRQQNTPIGDGP
VKLPDHHFLVTESVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVVANGISAGHHHHHH 
 
C3_512 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_125_-16.8_0.5_7186.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERRIIFAADGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFLENGNILGHKLLYTFLAHVVWIAAFLEKNGIVAFFIIVHSVKNGSAQLAFHRQQNTPIGDGP
VKLPKHHFLVTESVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVVANGIAAGHHHHHH 
 
C3_513 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_125_-16.8_0_6443.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDSMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERVIIFAADGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFLENGNILGHYLLYTFLAHVVWIAANTEKNGIAAFFIIVHSVKNGSAQLAFHRQQNTPIGDGP
VKLPKHHFLVTESVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVVANGIATGHHHHHH 
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C3_514 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_125_-16.9_2_7739.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERVIEFAADGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFEENGNILGHKLKYTFHAHVVWIAANADKNGIVAYFIIVHAVKNGSAQLAFHVQQNTPIGDGP
VKLPAFHFLFTMSVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTANGIAAGHHHHHH 
 
C3_515 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_125_-17.0_0_0301.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERVIIFAADGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFLENGNILGHKLLYTFNAHVVFIAANWEKNGIMAYFVIVHDVKNGSAQLAFHYQQNTPIGDGP
VKLPKWHFLWTLSVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVIANGIAHGHHHHHH 
 
C3_516 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_125_-17.0_1_2354.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERVIIFAADGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFLENGNILGHKLLYTFNAHVVFIAANWEKNGIEAYFMIVHDVKNGSAQLAWHIQQNTPIGDGP
VKLPAWHFLFTKSVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVRANGIAHGHHHHHH 
 
C3_517 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_125_-17.0_1.5_5190.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERVIIFAADGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFLENGNILGHKLLYTFNAHVVFIAAFWEKNGIIAYFVIVHDVKNGSAQLAFHWQQNTPIGDGP
VKLPAWHFLFTMSVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTANGIAHGHHHHHH 
 
C3_518 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_125_-17.0_2.5_0449.pdb 
MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGEGEGDATNGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERVIIFAADGTYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGI
DFKENGNILGHKLEYNFNAHVVFIAANAEKNGIEAYFIIMHDVKNGSVQLAFHWQQNTPIGDGP
VYLPAWHYLYTMSVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTASGIAAGHHHHHH 
 
C3_519 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_20_-19.5_4.5_2560.pdb 
MSKGEELFEGWVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGWGAGDADNGALVLIFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPKHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDDGTYKTRAEVKFEGQTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLLYMFQAHKVYITADKQKNGIKANFKIRHAVKDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGP
VLLPDNHYLFTFSYLAVQPANTSDHMVLFEYVAANGITKGHHHHHH 
 
C3_520 
GFP_C3_rot2b3p_z_20_-19.6_4.5_6816.pdb 
MSKGEALFKGMVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGWGAGDADNGMLVLIFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTL
TYGVQCFSRYPDWMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDDGTYKTRAEVKFEGRTLVNRIELKGI
DFKEDGNILGHKLLYMFQAHNVYITADKQKNGIKANFKIRHAVKDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGP
VLLPDNHYLYTFSYLAFQPANTSDHMVLFEWVVADGITEGHHHHHH 
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Table 4.4 Data and Refinement Statistic for C3_51 
 
Resolution range (Å)    76.03 - 1.5 (1.553 - 1.5) 
Space group     P 21 3 
Unit cell     107.53 107.53 107.53 90 90 90 
Total reflections    2623128 (245434) 
Unique reflections    66346 (6580) 
Multiplicity     39.5 (37.3) 
Completeness (%)    100.00 (100.00) 
Mean I/sigma(I)    26.26 (2.28) 
Wilson B-factor    18.29 
R-merge     0.1216 (1.986) 
R-meas     0.1232 
CC1/2      1 (0.753) 
CC*      1 (0.927) 
R-work     0.1693 (0.3033) 
R-free      0.1859 (0.3198) 
Number of non-hydrogen atoms  2036 
macromolecules    1748 
ligands     37 
water      251 
Protein residues    220 
RMS(bonds)     0.011 
RMS(angles)     1.39 
Ramachandran favored (%)   98 
Ramachandran allowed (%)  2 
Ramachandran outliers (%)   0 
Clashscore     6.51 
Average B-factor    24.30 
macromolecules    22.30 
ligands     28.20 
solvent     37.60 
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Chapter 5 

Coiled-Coil Fusions to T4-Lysozyme Oligomers 

5.1 Introduction 

 The difficulties in utilizing the split GFP oligomers for in vitro complementation as a 

crystallizations scaffold (chapters 2 & 3) led to investigating alternate means to implement this concept. 

Solubility and complementation issues limited the experiments that could be conducted for proof-of-

concept experiments to validate the approach with GFP. By its nature of existing as an incomplete 

protein, partially folded in solution, the solubility issues were likely to continue. Low complementation 

efficiency may be alleviated, but this would involve extensive validation efforts, and may not be 

possible with the various mutations contained in the suite. Each one of these mutants possibly would 

need to be further evolved in the laboratory.  Alternate scaffold proteins and in vitro complex formation 

technologies were therefore investigated to use the same scheme outline for GFP scaffolds (figure 1.2, 

chapter 2). 

 Lysozyme, specifically phage T4- lysozyme (T4L), was selected to serve as the new symmetric 

scaffold. Lysozyme has been extensively studied with x-ray crystallography as native and mutant 

versions readily crystallize. T4L has been previously established as a crystallization aid for G-protein 

coupled receptors, where loop insertions or terminal fusions of T4L facilitate crystallization.100–103 

Further, a suite of oligomeric mutants of T4L have already been validated for the ability to crystallize 

multiple crystal forms.6,8 Various mutants of T4L have been studied for stability.104 The highly stable 

and readily crystallizable sequence from PBD deposition 3FA0105 was used in the previous T4L 

symmetrization studies and therefore seemed applicable for these new experiments.  

 T4L features helices on both the N- and C- termini, a structural feature amendable to rigid 

fusion. These helices could be extended with a rigid helical linker for genetic fusion to crystallization 
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targets, an approach that has proved successful with MBP crystallization fusions.106 Combination of 

this technique with the oligomer mutants would create a series of genetic fusions that could be explored 

to aid with proteins that have failed to crystallize by traditional rescue efforts. However, extension of 

these helices with known heterodimeric coiled-coil motifs would allow a means of in vitro complex 

formation and a facile method of inducing symmetry onto a POI using the T4L scaffold. The 

heterodimeric coiled-coil pair is derived from DNA binding proteins107,108 specifically from the crystal 

structure of the AP-1 c-Fos/c-Jun transcription factor.109 These sequences have previously been 

engineered to have 10,000-fold preference for the hetero interactions over homo 

interactions.110,111 This lead to two sequences, AQLEKELQALEKENAQLEWELQALEKELAQ 

for fusion to the C-terminus of a protein and the cognate element 

AQLKKKLQALKKKNAQLKWKLQALKKKLAQ for fusion to the N-terminus of a protein. 

These helical fusions to T4L may also be varied in position by addition or subtraction of up to 

four residues (one helical turn) to change the geometry of the linkage and increase the 

combinatorial number of scaffolds derived from this approach.  

A former graduate student in the lab, Dan McNamara Ph.D, created models of the helices 

from the original c-Fos/c-Jun structure with ten terminal alanine residues to allow for modeling 

of the coiled-coil linkage between two proteins. With these models one can fuse the coiled-coil 

sequence onto either the N- or C- terminus of T4L to set the orientation of the helix to reduce 

steric clashes between the two linked proteins. When aligned to the T4L structure, multiple 

positions of the helical fusion were possible. If a homology model of the crystallization target is 

available the helical, models could be modeled onto the predicted structure to guide construct 

design.  
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Figure 5.1. Model of the Coiled-Coil Pair Fused to T4L. The x-ray crystal structure of a 

highly stable version of T4L (PDB 3FA0, cyan) was aligned with the c-Fos (magenta)/c-Jun 

(purple) structure. The model that indicated no steric hindrance is presented. Here, the c-Jun 

sequence is to be fused to the N-terminus of T4L, the crystallization target would be fused to 

the N-terminal end of the c-Fos coil (red box). This coiled-coil model is from the native c-

Fos/c-Jun sequence; the engineered heterodimeric pair for expression constructs replaces 

these sequences for expression constructs. Mutations are highlighted for disulfide dimers 

(yellow) and metal chelating sites (orange). 
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5.2 Results 

5.2.1 Creation of T4L Coiled Coil Constructs 

 The model of the coiled-coil pair was aligned to both the termini of the T4L structure. 

Alignments were then shifted by one amino acid until a model with no steric hindrance between 

the T4L and coiled coil was made (figure 5.1). Previously published mutations were evaluated 

for their location compared to the coiled-coil position. Mutations that would put a symmetric 

dimer interface in a location that would not clash with the coiled-coil or a bound POI were 

selected. The sequences of these constructs are presented in table 5.1 and include published 

cysteine mutants (S44C and V131C)6, one previously validated metal-chelation site 

(R125C/E128C)8 and one novel pair of mutations for metal-chelation (N40H/S44H).  

 This single N-terminal helical fusion was selected, as there would be no apparent steric 

clashes when the complex is formed and oligomerized, although additional positions of the 

fusion would be possible. Linkage through the T4L N-terminus allows for more pre-existing 

oligomeric mutations to be utilized in this system. If the linkage was through the C-terminus, the 

established mutations would be on the same face of T4L as linkage resulting in severe clashes 

then oligomerization is attempted. To evaluate a C-terminal linkage in future endeavors new 

positions of oligomer formation would need to be explored. 

5.2.2 Selection of Crystallization Targets 

 Coiled-coil linkages of this type require one half of the pair to be fused to the N-terminus 

of one protein and the second half onto the C-terminus of the partner. Since the T4L core was the 

N-terminal half, the crystallization target would be required to be fused onto the C-terminus. It is 

thought that the coiled-coil sequence will form helical structures naturally.110 However, fusion to 

an existing helix would provide a more viable system as a more predictable geometry would 
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exist. This approach of helical fusions has been established as a means of forming rigid linkages 

capable of crystallization.81,106 In order to validate this approach, novel crystallization targets 

were selected. As these proteins do not have known structures, there were two ways considered 

to ensure a C-terminal helix. First, fusion of a known helical sequence112–114 could be used to link 

the target protein to the coiled-coil regardless of the secondary structure of the C-terminus of the 

POI. However, this leads to an ambiguity in the orientation of the helix as the termini are 

disordered or flexible in many protein structures.115 

 The second approach relied on homology modeling and secondary structure predictions 

to select targets with predicted C-terminal helices; it was decided to follow this approach. To 

evaluate this, first XtalPred64 was used to evaluate the secondary structure. Sequences with a 

predicted C-terminal helical region where then ran through the Phyre2 structural homology 

server,116 this served two purposes. Confirmations of the presences of a terminal helix and 

provide a homology model to allow alignment of the coiled-coil sequence to aid in construct 

design.   

 Selection of well-behaved crystallization targets was of importance due to the failures of 

GFP scaffolding discussed in chapter 3. To select the proteins the online target database from the 

Center for Structural Genomics of Infectious Disease (XSGID) 

(http://www.csgid.org/targets/index) was utilized. Here, experimental results of all target proteins 

are presented. Selection criteria included >1 year with no structure solution, have entered crystal 

trials (indication of high purity) , and obtainable to high concentrations (>5 mg/mL). Sequences 

meeting this criterion were then run through XtalPred, those with predicted C-terminal  
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Figure 5.2. Homology Model and Secondary Sequence Prediction of IDP01024. The 

homology model of IDP01024, Salmonella enterica anti-sigma28 factor FlgM used for the 

coiled-coil construct is presented; the predicted C-terminal helix where the coiled-coil is 

fused is highlighted in red.  
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Figure 5.3. Homology Model and Secondary Sequence Prediction of IDP01204. The 

homology model of IDP01204, Bacillus anthracis str. Ames glycosyl transferase, group 2 

family protein used for the coiled-coil construct is presented; the predicted C-terminal helix 

where the coiled-coil is fused is highlighted in red. This protein was previously found to 

crystallize through CSGID efforts but failed to diffract.  
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Figure 5.4. Homology Model and Secondary Sequence Prediction of IDP90101. The 

homology model of IDP90101, Salmonella enterica sseL deubiquitinase used for the coiled-

coil construct is presented; the predicted C-terminal helix where the coiled-coil is fused is 

highlighted in red.  
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helices were modeled with the Phyre2 server. From this, three proteins were selected (table 5.2) 

referred to as IDP01024, IDP01204 and IDP90101 per CSGID target identifications (figures 5.2 

– 5.4). Of these, IDP01204 crystallized but failed to diffract according to CSGID records, this led 

this target to be the focus of the T4L scaffolding efforts. For each construct, the coiled-coil 

structure was aligned onto the C-terminus of the homology model. In each case the coiled coil 

sequence was fused after the final predicted residue of the terminal helix. Only one construct was 

designed for each of the target proteins. 

5.2.3 Expression and Purification of constructs 

 Genes for the coiled-coil constructs were synthesized, cloned and subject to expression 

tests. All four T4L constructs were well expressed but insoluble, only one of the crystallization 

targets expressed and was soluble (IDP01204). The coiled-coils were simultaneously being 

explored for designed materials (Dan E McNamara Dissertation, UCLA). Similar results were 

observed. The fusion of the coiled-coil sequences on either terminus could dramatically reduce or 

eliminate protein solubility (Joshua Laniado, unpublished work). From these efforts it was found 

that solubility could be improved by buffer optimization. Neutral buffers with moderate salt and 

glycerol seemed to ameliorate some of the solubility issues. Therefore, efforts to purify the 

seemingly insoluble T4L constructs were carried out in an improved buffer of 50mM Hepes pH 

7.0, 500mM NaCl, 5% Glycerol which served as the basis for purification buffers. 

 In these new conditions it was possible to purify the T4L constructs via IMAC. However, 

the protein was extremely sensitive to changes in buffer conditions. In order to oxidize the T4L 

cysteines to form dimers, the pH would have to increase to >8.0 and contain Cu2+ to allow 

efficient bond formation. When the protein was rapidly exchanged into a buffer of this pH, all of 

the protein precipitated. The experiment was repeated with an overnight dialysis from the 
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optimized buffer to the buffer at pH 8.0. Slow buffer exchange kept the majority of the protein in 

solution. The oxidization reaction was allowed to occur with the addition of Cu2+ and quenched 

with EDTA. Subsequent exchange into oxidation buffer without Cu2+ and EDTA again caused all 

the protein to precipitate. Due to these difficulties and similar difficulties with the other efforts 

involving the coiled-coil fusions, it was decided to attempt co-purification of the T4L metal 

chelating constructs with IDP01204. This co-purification approach eliminated many of the 

solubility issues during the purification of the designed cages (unpublished work). As the only 

expressed and soluble crystallization target (IDP01204) contained native cysteine residues, only 

T4L metal chelation mutants were used for co-purification (40H/44H & 125C/128C).  

These metal-chealting T4L constructs appeared to be more soluble and stable when 

purified without the crystallization partner, partly because the buffers did not have to be changed 

during purification to oxidize the disulfide bonds. Both constructs were to be used for 

crystallization experiments in the presence of Cu2+, Zn2+ or no metal ions. 

5.2.3.1 Co-purification of Complexes 

 During the cell lysis step of purification, cell paste from the T4L and IDP01204 were 

combined. Initially expression screening indicated the T4L expressed approximately at twice the 

level of IDP01204 (data not shown), therefore an excess mass of IDP01204 cell paste was used 

for this step. It was the intention that during this step the coiled-coil hetero-interaction would 

form, eliminating the solubility issues inherent to the coiled-coil fusion constructs. This was the 

case. The newly formed complex was stable through IMAC, TEV cleavage of Histidine affinity 

tag, SEC purification and concentration.  

 TEV cleavage of the Histidine affinity tag and subsequent removal of the cleaved tag and 

TEV protease through IMAC removed many of the impurities from the purifications. With SEC 
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further impurities were removed resulting in crystallization-level purity. From the SEC runs the 

complex was well resolved from T4L monomers (figures 5.5 & 5.6, SDS-PAGE gels not shown). 

No monomeric IDP01204 was present in any fractions, likely a result of solubility issues of un-

complexed protein. Surprisingly, for both preparations a significant peak of free T4L monomers 

was present despite the excess of IDP1204 added during lysis. Purification conditions were likely 

poorly optimized for IDP01204 and favorable for the T4L constructs. Co-purification with the 

double histidine T4L constructs resulted in approximately three-fold more protein for both the 

complex and free T4L monomers compared to the double cysteine mutant. Throughout all 

expression screening the double cysteine mutant consistently exhibited reduced expression 

compared to all other T4L constructs. The double cysteine mutant resulted in poorly resolved 

complex from larger aggregates present. When analyzed by SDS-PAGE, the void peak 

(presumed aggregates) and a broad peak between the void and complex peak contained bands 

corresponding to T4L and IDP01204. Incomplete reduction of disulfides formed during the Ni2+ 

IMAC purification subsequent to TEV cleavage of the histidine affinity tag is one possible 

source of these aggregates, although the presence of 1mM DTT in the SEC should have 

prevented this. This construct may be prone to aggregation due to this appearance of complex 

aggregation and reduced protein expression and solubility. 

. 
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Figure 5.5. Size Exclusion Elution of IDP01204 Co-purified with T4L 40H/44H. SEC 

was performed on the co-purified proteins after TEV cleavage to remove the Histidine 

affinity tag. The two prominent peaks correspond to the T4L-IDP01204 complex and un-

complexed T4L monomers. Fractions from the complex peak with equimolar amounts of 

the two proteins were pooled and used fro crystallization experiments. 
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Figure 5.6. Size Exclusion Elution of IDP01204 Co-purified with T4L 125C/128C. SEC 

was performed on the co-purified proteins after TEV cleavage to remove the histidine affinity 

tag. The three prominent peaks correspond to aggregated protein, T4L-IDP01204 complex 

peak and un-complexed T4L monomers. Fractions from the complex peak with equimolar 

amounts of the two proteins were pooled and used fro crystallization experiments. Due to the 

significant aggregation of this construct, care was taken to choose fractions of the complex 

furthest from the void.  
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5.2.4 Crystallization Experiments 

 Fractions from the SEC purification that indicated an equimolar amount of both proteins 

by SDS-PAGE were pooled, concentrated and stored at -80°C until crystallization experiments 

could be set. Freshly thawed protein was originally used at a concentration of 10mg/mL for 

crystallization screening. At this concentration the protein widely precipitated throughout various 

sparse matrix and target screens for both constructs. Protein concentration was reduced to 

5mg/mL and screens reset, with no crystals grown as of publication of this dissertation. 

5.3 Discussion 

5.3.1 Coiled-Coil Motifs Significantly Reduce Protein Solubility 

 Fusion of the coiled-coil sequences has significantly reduced the solubility and stability 

of the T4L and crystallization constructs. Optimization of the buffers has allowed for the 

successful purification of T4L but this was not possible with all three crystallization constructs. 

Thus, it was not possible to fully validate this approach as a means of in vitro complex formation 

for scaffolding as only one target was evaluated. Solubility and expression issues have been 

consistent with the results from other fusions to the coiled-coils; certain proteins appear to be 

more tolerant to the fusions (unpublished work). Fortuitously, T4L is tolerant to the fusions in 

optimized buffer conditions, and remains soluble when the buffer conditions are slowly 

exchanged. This is likely, in part, due to the stability of the starting version of T4L and the wide 

range of pH and salt conditions in which it is stable.6,8,105 However, the unpredictable effects of 

coiled-coil fusions on a target protein is an impediment to full validation and implementation of 

this approach. 

 Two separate roadblocks need to be overcome for full implementation. First, the fusion 

constructs have altered expression results when compared the wild type proteins. Coiled-coil 
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fusions result in either reduced or abolished expression or fully insoluble expression of the 

proteins. Second, the coiled-coils result in proteins that are soluble in a narrow range of buffer 

conditions, and rapid changes, even into similar conditions, results in precipitation of the 

proteins. Precipitation during buffer changes is predominantly hindering the formation of T4L 

coiled-coil disulfide dimers for in vitro complex formation.  

5.3.2 Stability Through Co-Purifications 

 As with the split GFP – POI complexes formed through co-expression (chapter 3), the 

solubility issues were alleviated. Co-purification alone was successful in preventing the protein 

precipitation issues during purification, and resulted in pure protein in sufficient amounts for 

crystallization experiments. Complex formation in this manner however is not practical for 

widespread use since individual purifications for each complex must be performed, eliminating 

the benefit of pre-formed oligomers. Furthermore, this approach prevents the use of the disulfide 

dimer scaffolds in complexes where the target protein contains native cysteines. This was the 

case with IDP01204, preventing screening of all T4L constructs to validate this approach. 

5.3.3 Rescue Strategies to Validated Coiled-Coil Mediated Oligomers 

5.3.3.1 Coiled-Coil Optimization 

 To date, all efforts we have undertaken for coiled-coil mediated oligomers and materials 

have been based upon one coiled-coil hetero pair. This approach has so far proven futile to create 

the intended designed assemblies, primarily due to the solubility issues that have arisen in these 

efforts. Viability of this approach cannot be determined with so few soluble proteins to evaluate. 

As of now this simply cannot be used as a prevalent crystallization rescue approach. In vitro 

complex for scaffolding or symmetry induction for crystallization remains a goal and would 

significantly reduce the efforts needed for screening multiple geometries. Well-behaved, soluble 
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complexes that were obtained through co-purification are an indication that this approach may be 

viable with simple changes.  

 It is unknown why these specific coiled-coils are reducing the solubility of proteins that 

they are fused to. It is possible that there are homodimers leading to insolubility for oligomer 

fusions or leading to interactions between the helices that were unforeseen. They may interfere 

with the folding of the fusion proteins or they may interact directly with the fusion proteins. Each 

case would result in the aggregation and precipitation that has been observed. Alternative coiled-

coil sequences could eliminate many of the issues that have arisen from the coiled-coil fusions. 

Multiple unique heterodimeric coiled-coils with alternative sequences have been reported.111,117–

121 These pairs should be evaluated for their properties when fused to target proteins. If they do 

not inhibit protein solubility and retain their preferential hetero-dimeric binding, they would be 

ideal candidates for future efforts. It remains a possibility that the expression and solubility 

issues for two of the three crystallization targets is inherent to the proteins chosen and not due to 

presence of the coiled-coils. These proteins, although purportedly soluble, have previously failed 

in crystallization efforts and may have folding or stability issues. 

5.3.3.2 Disulfide Bond Optimization 

 Disulfide oxidation with Cu2+ in alkaline conditions, as with GFP disulfide dimers, is not 

viable with the current constructs. The drastic changes in buffer conditions results in significant 

loss of protein. Alternative means of disulfide formation may be pursued to circumvent these 

buffer changes. The first approach would be to express the T4L disulfide mutants in E. coli cell 

lines engineered for efficient disulfide bond formation. This approach was attempted with GFP 

dimers (chapter 3), but was not pursued as in vitro dimer formation was optimized. Use of the 

SHuffle cell lines (chapter 3) or alternative oxidizing cell lines122 may be applicable.  
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In the event that these cell lines reduce the expression levels of T4L as they did with 

GFP, small molecule oxidizing agents123 may serve to form the disulfide bonds in favorable 

buffer conditions for solubility of the T4L constructs. This small molecule approach was initially 

used for the original T4L synthetic disulfide dimer work6  but was not further pursued as Cu2+ 

catalyzed oxidation was more efficient. Alternatively, bifucntional sulfhydryl cross-linking 

reagents can create the dimers instead of disulfide bond formation.124,125 Short, rigid zero-length 

cross linkers would be well suited for crystallographic applications due to their rigidity.126,127 

Cross-linked oligomers are an intriguing approach to explore in future efforts, even where 

efficient disulfide bond formation is possible, as multivalent crosslinking reagents are available. 

Commercially available cross-linkers are available in bi-, tri- and tetra- functional forms. With 

these, a single cysteine point mutation can be adapted for di-, tri- and tetrameric scaffolding 

applications.  

5.3.4 New Synthetic Symmetry Scaffolds and Fusion Approaches 

 So far the two scaffolds that have been attempted have significant issues with protein 

solubility. These issues arise from the constraint that the scaffolds are capable for in vitro 

complex formation. It cannot be determined as of yet if the symmetry scaffolding approach is 

even practical for crystallization rescue.  It would be prudent to focus a more conservative 

approach for this technology. The approach of scaffolding could be attempted with a series of 

mutants on a scaffolding protein that is directly fused to the POI. Although this prevents the in 

vitro complex formation that is desired, it eliminates the solubility and contaminations. A logical 

protein to serve as this scaffold would be MBP. There are already a suite of oligomer mutations8 

and a proven method of creating crystallization fusions through a rigid helical linker.106 If this 

proves successful in aiding in the crystallization of novel difficult-to-crystallize proteins (such as 
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the ones that have be attempted in this dissertation), then the efforts to optimize in vitro complex 

formation could be explored.  

5.4 Conclusions 

 Coiled-coil fusions hold potential for creating protein complexes from monomeric 

building blocks, or even large assemblies from oligomeric starting proteins. However, the 

solubility issues of such fusions have slowed validation of this approach. Optimization efforts 

need to be undertaken, specifically alternate heterodimeric pairs in order to create a system 

applicable to widespread use for scaffolding as intended by this work. The ability to create 

soluble and stable scaffolds hampered similar efforts with split GFP. Since these issues have 

been eliminated by buffer optimization for the T4L constructs (without disulfide formation), T4L 

coiled-coil fusions holds promise for further development as a scaffold. 

5.5 Materials and Methods 

5.5.1 Cloning 

 The amino acid sequence from PDB 3FA0 was used to create all T4L constructs, amino 

acid sequences for the crystallization target constructs were obtained from the NCBI protein 

database.128 Amino acid sequences were codon optimized95 and synthesized as gBlocks 

(Integrated DNA Technologies) with the terminal sequences 

GTTTAACTTTAAGAAGGAGATATAC and TAAAATTCGAGCTCCGTCGACAAGCTTG 

added to the 5’ and 3’ ends respectively. The genes were then cloned via Gibson assembly75 into 

pET22b vector cut with NdeI and EcoRI restriction enzymes and transformed into XL-2 Blue 

Ultracompetent cells (Agilent Technologies). Plasmids with the correct sequences were 

transformed into BL21 DE3 (New England Biolabs) for protein expression. The amino acid 

sequences used for all constructs are presented in tables 5.1 and 5.2. 
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5.5.2 Protein Expression 

 All proteins were expressed in LB media supplemented with ampicillin and carbenicillin. 

The 1L LB flasks were inoculated with 10mL of overnight culture and allow to grow at 37°C 

until OD A600nm reached 0.6-0.8, the temperature was reduced to 15°C, protein expression was 

induced with 1mM IPTG and allowed to grow for ~16 hours before harvesting. 

5.6.3 Purification  

 Optimized purification was performed in buffer based upon 50mM Hepes pH 7.0, 

500mM NaCl, 5% Glycerol. IMAC and SEC was performed as previously published,129 with 

TEV cleavage performed overnight dialysis in a buffer by dialysis of mixed IMAC purified T4L 

or complex and TEV protease in a 1:50 ratio in a buffer of 10mM Tris pH 8.0, 150mM NaCl, 

1mM EDTA, 10% glycerol at 4°C, the TEV protease was removed but a second IMAC 

purification step prior to SEC.129 Purifications in these buffers resulted in no precipitation for the 

T4L constructs. Disulfide bond formation was attempted per the methods presented in chapter 2; 

all attempts this was unsuccessful due to protein precipitation. 

5.5.4 Crystallization Experiments 

Initial crystallization experiments were set with a protein concentration of 10mg/mL at 

room temperature. Eight screens, JSCG+, MPDs, PACT (Qiagen), Wizard (Emerald 

BioStructures), ProPlex, Structure Screen (Molecular Dimensions), Peg, SaltRx (Hampton 

Research) were set for each complex. Widespread precipitation was observed for both constructs. 

Protein concentration was reduced to 5mg/mL and trays reset, widespread precipitation (>50% of 

conditions) was observed for the double cysteine mutant, while only ~25% of double histidine 

precipitated. After six months no crystals were observed and no further screening has been 

conducted. 
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Table 5.1. Sequences of T4-Lysozyme Coiled-Coil Oligomer Constructs 
 
T4L Backbone from PDB deposition 3FA0: 
MNIFEMLRIDEGLRLKIYKDTEGYYTIGIGHLLTKSPSLNAAKSELDKAIGRNTNGVITKDEAEK
LFNQDVDAAVRGILRNAKLKPVYDSLDAVRRAALINMVFQMGETGVAGFTNSLRMLQQKRWDEAA
VNLAKSRWYNQTPNRAKRVITTFRTGTWDAYK 
 
T4L with N-terminal coiled coil: 
AQLKKKLQALKKKNAQLKWKLQALKKKLAQIFEMLRIDEGLRLKIYKDTEGYYTIGIGHLLTKSP
SLNAAKSELDKAIGRNTNGVITKDEAEKLFNQDVDAAVRGILRNAKLKPVYDSLDAVRRAALINM
VFQMGETGVAGFTNSLRMLQQKRWDEAAVNLAKSRWYNQTPNRAKRVITTFRTGTWDAYK 
 
T4L V131C Expression Construct:  
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGAQLKKKLQALKKKNAQLKWKLQALKKKLAQIFEMLRIDEGLRLKIY
KDTEGYYTIGIGHLLTKSPSLNAAKSELDKAIGRNTNGVITKDEAEKLFNQDVDAAVRGILRNAK
LKPVYDSLDAVRRAALINMVFQMGETGVAGFTNSLRMLQQKRWDEAACNLAKSRWYNQTPNRAKR
VITTFRTGTWDAYK 
 
T4L S44C Expression Construct: 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGAQLKKKLQALKKKNAQLKWKLQALKKKLAQIFEMLRIDEGLRLKIY
KDTEGYYTIGIGHLLTKSPSLNAAKCELDKAIGRNTNGVITKDEAEKLFNQDVDAAVRGILRNAK
LKPVYDSLDAVRRAALINMVFQMGETGVAGFTNSLRMLQQKRWDEAAVNLAKSRWYNQTPNRAKR
VITTFRTGTWDAYK 
 
T4L R125C/E128C Expression Construct: 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGAQLKKKLQALKKKNAQLKWKLQALKKKLAQIFEMLRIDEGLRLKIY
KDTEGYYTIGIGHLLTKSPSLNAAKSELDKAIGRNTNGVITKDEAEKLFNQDVDAAVRGILRNAK
LKPVYDSLDAVRRAALINMVFQMGETGVAGFTNSLRMLQQKCWDCAAVNLAKSRWYNQTPNRAKR
VITTFRTGTWDAYK 
 
T4L N40H/S44H Expression Construct:  
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGAQLKKKLQALKKKNAQLKWKLQALKKKLAQIFEMLRIDEGLRLKIY
KDTEGYYTIGIGHLLTKSPSLHAAKHELDKAIGRNTNGVITKDEAEKLFNQDVDAAVRGILRNAK
LKPVYDSLDAVRRAALINMVFQMGETGVAGFTNSLRMLQQKRWDEAAVNLAKSRWYNQTPNRAKR
VITTFRTGTWDAYK 
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Table 5.2. Crystallization Targets Derived From CSGID Database 
 
1) IDP01024 - Salmonella enterica anti-sigma28 factor FlgM  
NCBI Sequence: 
MSIDRTSPLKPVSTVQTRETSDTPVQKTRQEKTSAATSASVTLSDAQAKLMQPGVSDINMERVEA
LKTAIRNGELKMDTGKIADSLIREAQSYLQSK 
Expressed Construct: 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGSIDRTSPLKPVSTVQTRETSDTPVQKTRQEKTSAATSASVTLSDAQ
AKLMQPGVSDINMERVEALKTAIRNGELKMDTGKIADSLAQLEKELQALEKENAQLEWELQALEK
ELAQ 
 
2) IDP01204 - Bacillus anthracis str. Ames glycosyl transferase, group 2 family protein 
NCBI Sequence: 
MGNEQVKNVGEEKKLCLCMIVKNESRIMERCLNATKSIVDFVSICDTGSTDHTPEIIENWCKENE
IPGTVHHEPFKNFGYNRSLAVSLAQKTYPEADYLLILDADMILEVDPEFDKTSLTEDHYLTLQYD 
IHIKYWLTRLLKASLPWKSVGVTHEYWDIDRSKVGANYNTRVARLETLVVNDPGDGGSKADKFER
DERLLLQGINDPETTPDLHIRYLFYLAQTYFHLSQFEDSIKWYKKRVEAGGWVEEVFYSLLRIGF 
CYEQLANRSANKQHEVTEADEKENAKKQEEQYTALAVLYFQKAWEYRPTRAEPLYQLARMYRLKS
QNNIALMYALQGKEVPFPKDDLLFVDYHVYDYLFDYEISINAFYIPHKKHLGAASQKYLESKKEE 
LPLHIANMVENNAKFY         
Expressed Construct: 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGGNEQVKNVGEEKKLCLCMIVKNESRIMERCLNATKSIVDFVSICDT
GSTDHTPEIIENWCKENEIPGTVHHEPFKNFGYNRSLAVSLAQKTYPEADYLLILDADMILEVDP
EFDKTSLTEDHYLTLQYDIHIKYWLTRLLKASLPWKSVGVTHEYWDIDRSKVGANYNTRVARLET
LVVNDPGDGGSKADKFERDERLLLQGINDPETTPDLHIRYLFYLAQTYFHLSQFEDSIKWYKKRV
EAGGWVEEVFYSLLRIGFCYEQLANRSANKQHEVTEADEKENAKKQEEQYTALAVLYFQKAWEYR
PTRAEPLYQLARMYRLKSQNNIALMYALQGKEVPFPKDDLLFVDYHVYDYLFDYEISINAFYIPH
KKHLGAASQKYLESKKEELPLHIANMVENNAKFAQLEKELQALEKENAQLEWELQALEKELAQ 
 
3) IDP90101 - Salmonella enterica sseL deubiquitinase 
NCBI Sequence: 
MSDEALTLLFSAVENGDQNCIDLLCNLALRNDDLGHRVEKFLFDLFSGKRTGSSDIDKKINQACL
VLHQIANNDITKDNTEWKKLHAPSRLLYMAGSATTDLSKKIGIAHKIMGDQFAQTDQEQVGVENL 
WCGARMLSSDELAAATQGLVQESPLLSVNYPIGLIHPTTKENILSTQLLEKIAQSGLSHNEVFLV
NTGDHWLLCLFYKLAEKIKCLIFNTYYDLNENTKQEIIEAAKIAGISESDEVNFIEMNLQNNVPN 
GCGLFCYHTIQLLSNAGQNDPATTLREFAENFLTLSVEEQALFNTQTRRQIYEYSLQ 
Expressed Construct: 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGSDEALTLLFSAVENGDQNCIDLLCNLALRNDDLGHRVEKFLFDLFS
GKRTGSSDIDKKINQACLVLHQIANNDITKDNTEWKKLHAPSRLLYMAGSATTDLSKKIGIAHKI
MGDQFAQTDQEQVGVENLWCGARMLSSDELAAATQGLVQESPLLSVNYPIGLIHPTTKENILSTQ
LLEKIAQSGLSHNEVFLVNTGDHWLLCLFYKLAEKIKCLIFNTYYDLNENTKQEIIEAAKIAGIS
ESDEVNFIEMNLQNNVPNGCGLFCYHTIQLLSNAGQNDPATTLREFAENFLTLSVEEQALFNTQT
RRQIYEAQLEKELQALEKENAQLEWELQALEKELAQ 
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Chapter 6 

Computationally Designed Cages as Scaffolds 

 6.1 Introduction 

 Designed protein cages are large self-assembling structures. These assemblies mimic similar 

assemblies found in nature such as virus capsids, clathrin and ferritin.130–132 In recent years, methods to 

design these cages with specific geometries have been developed involving oligomer fusions77–81 and 

computationally designed interfaces.17,18 It has been proposed that these cages may serve as cargo 

delivery vehicles for targeted delivery of therapeutics133 and recently this concept has shown 

indications of improving anti-cancer drug delivery.134 We instead, looked into the ability of these cages 

to serve as scaffolds crystallization targets as an alternative use for these structures. 

 This is an extension of the work discussed in chapters 3 and 5. Here, now instead of induction 

of simple C2 symmetry, higher-order tetrahedral symmetry is used for scaffolding.  It has been 

predicted7 and confirmed135 that internal protein symmetry tends to be replicated as crystallographic 

symmetry when a symmetric protein crystallizes. In the case of highly symmetric and rigid protein 

assemblies, the asymmetric unit of the crystal tends to only be a subunit of the assembly. The cage is 

then reconstructed through crystallographic symmetry operations. One example of this is presented in 

chapter 8, where a cage with icosahedral symmetry was found to have one of the 12 faces in the 

asymmetric unit. The full cage could then be constructed through the symmetry operations of the P4232 

space group in which the protein crystallized. Anecdotally, crystallization of these highly symmetric 

cages and designed assemblies also has higher success rates than asymmetric or low symmetry 

proteins.  

 As the library of highly symmetric cages from natural,136 engineered137 and fully 

designed17,18,77 continues to increase, we looked into adapting them for crystallization scaffolding 
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applications. Here, a cage of known structure and solvent exposed termini would be selected. 

Crystallization targets would them be genetically fused to the exposed termini, decorating the cage with 

the target protein. Provided the cage was of sufficient size to prevent steric clashes between the newly 

fused proteins, the cage symmetry of the cage would be retained. Cage fusions could crystallize 

provided the fusion protein is capable of making at least one crystal contact.  

 In order to test this, we went about choosing a robust cage to serve as the scaffold. It was 

decided to utilize a computationally designed tetrahedral cage published by King et al. (PDB 4EGG).18 

This cage (T3-10) is made from a single subunit that natively forms a trimer. To form the cage, four of 

the trimers were docked together with tetrahedral symmetry and the interfaces mutated to 

spontaneously assemble (figure 6.1). T3-10 is an ideal candidate cage for this purpose. The C-terminus 

is solvent exposed allowing facile genetic fusions to target proteins. The C-termini are sufficient 

separated to reduce the chances of steric clashes between fusion proteins. Finally, T3-10 has a small 

internal volume, resulting in a rigid cage. Cages that are highly porous have high solvent contents and 

are somewhat flexible, resulting in low resolution x-ray diffraction and lack of symmetry in the 

crystal.17,138 

 Validation of this approach was conducted by choosing two proteins to serve as crystallization 

targets. Novel crystallization targets proved difficult to validate previous synthetic symmetry scaffolds 

(chapter 3 and 5). Thus, it was decided to use two target proteins for these experiments, one of which 

has previously crystallized. Superfolder GFP49 (sfGFP) would serve as the first target protein, it had 

previously crystallized and is a compact structure we thought would prevent steric clashes. StarD969,70 

would serve as a novel crystallization target, that had previously indicated it was capable of 

crystallizing (chapter 3) although no diffraction was obtained.  
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Figure 6.1. Structure of T3-10 and Fusion Construct Designs. (A) The crystal structure of 

the tetrahedral cage T3-10 (PDB 4EGG). T3-10 originally crystallized in space group C2 with 

the tetrahedral 2-fold symmetry axis replicated with the 2-fold crystallographic symmetry axis. 

(B) General design scheme for T3-10 fusions, linker sequences could be varied between the T3-

10 and target genes. A C-terminal hexa-histidine tag would be used for purification. 

A	

B	
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6.2 Results 

6.2.1 T3-10 sfGFP Fusions 

 Initial experiments were conducted on a T3-10 sfGFP fusion construct (T3G) with the full 

sequences from both proteins with a flexible linker (GSGTGSG) between the two genes. In the original 

structure of T3-10 the final 12 amino acids were disordered and not visible in the electron density. This 

is a clear indication of a highly flexible region of the protein, leading a very flexible linkage between 

the two proteins. Although unfavorable for crystallization, we pursued this construct initially to 

determine the ability of the cage to form with a C-terminal fusion. 

 T3G was well expressed and purified to high purity by IMAC and a Superose6 SEC column 

with a matrix intended for the separation of large protein assemblies in the MDa range (figure 6.2). To 

determine if the cage was fully assembled in solution, SEC-MALS was used to determine the 

molecular mass of the assembly.62 T3G has a predicted mass of 577 kDa, and the mass obtained by 

SEC-MALS was 565 ± 4 kDa (figure 6.2) at a protein concentration of ~1mg/mL. From this it was 

determined that the cage was fully assembled in solution. Crystallization experiments were set at 

concentrations of 1, 5 and 10 mg/mL. No crystals were obtained, but widespread precipitation was 

observed. Dynamic light scattering was performed to determine if there was a concentration dependent 

aggregation of the assembly. DLS indicated that the molecular radius of the protein in solution 

increased as the concentration increased (figure 6.2). This concentration dependent aggregate formation 

was the likely reason for the precipitation in the crystallization experiments, especially at the higher 

protein concentrations.  

Superfolder GFP was known to form a crystallographic dimer (PDB 2B3P). If this dimer 

interface were present in solution at higher concentrations, it would be one explanation of the 

concentration dependent aggregation of T3G as amorphous assemblies. 
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Figure 6.2. Experimental Characterization of T3G Fusion in Solution. (A) SDS-PAGE gel of 

IMAC purified T3G resulted in highly pure protein (red circle) subsequent SEC purification further 

purified the protein and gave initial indications the tetrahedral cage was still formed in solution. (B) 

SEC-MALS was used to validate the size of the cage in solution. The cage was predicted to have a 

mass of 577 kDa; the single peak from SEC had a calculated mass of 565±4 kDa indicating a fully 

formed cage in solution. A proposed model of the T3G cage is also presented. (C) DLS was used to 

determine the changes in particle size in a concentration dependent manner. As the protein 

concentration increased the radius of the particles also increased, an indication of aggregation.  

A	

B	

C	
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Figure 6.3. Optimization of the T3G Crystallization Construct, T3G-CTD. (A) The 

crystallographic dimer of sfGFP (PDB 2B3P). This dimer is mediated by a specific interaction 

between Val206 from each chain. The mutation, V206K is intended to prevent this dimer from 

forming in new T3G constructs. (B) The structure of T3-10 (PDB 4EGG) found no electron 

density for the C-terminal residues highlighted in red. Lack of density indicates disorder, resulting 

in a highly flexible linkage between the two proteins. These disordered residues were eliminated 

from new constructs resulting in T3-10 C-terminal deletion (CTD). (C) Native PAGE gel of both 

T3G Full Length (FL) and T3G CTD. T3G CTD ran as a single band while T3G FL had multiple 

bands present. 
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Figure 6.4. Crystals of T3G CTD. Crystals of T3G CTD rapidly grew as small rods in one 

condition from the screen JCSG+ (0.1M Na Cacodylate pH 6.5, 40% MPD, 5% Peg 8000). 

Crystals diffracted to approximately 18-20Å at the Advanced Photon Source and could not be 

optimized. 
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6.2.1.1 Dynamic Light Scattering of T3-10 sfGFP 

 To determine if there was an aggregation of the T3G cage in a concentration dependent 

manner, DLS was performed on samples of the cage at three protein concentrations (1, 18 and 35 

mg/mL) (figure 6.2). Only the sample at 1mg/mL resulted in a monodisperse sample with a radius 

consistent with the cage (~10nm). As the protein concentrations increased the sample became 

polydisperse with an increase in the calculated radii of the particles indicating protein aggregation.  

6.2.1. T3G CTD V206K Constructs 

 It was hypothesized that two factors were impeding the crystallization of the T3G construct and 

causing in the amorphous aggregation found in many of the crystallization drops. First, the aggregation 

of T3G (figure 6.2) was believed to the play a predominate role in the amorphous aggregation in the 

crystallization drops. In order to prevent this, the mutation V206K was introduced. Residue 206 of GFP 

is typically a small hydrophobic residue that is key to the native dimer seen at high protein 

concentrations and in crystal structures. It has been established that in GFP versions where residue 206 

is an alanine, mutation to lysine abolishes the dimer interface, resulting in purely monomeric protein.71 

The corresponding residue in sfGFP is valine 206; the crystal structure was examined to confirm that 

this residue mediated the dimer interface (figure 6.3).   

 The second factor that was believed to interfere with crystallization was a highly flexible linker 

between T3-10 and sfGFP. The designed flexible linker ‘GSGTGSG’ was introduced to allow some 

flexibility to linkage. However, the C-terminus of T3-10 is discorded as it lacks of density in the crystal 

structure.  This motivated the design of a new T3-10 construct, known as T3-10 CTD (C-terminal 

deletion) to lack the residues ‘LPSETLNDETIK.’  The new version of T3G incorporating both 

these changes (T3G CTD V206K) was purified. T3G CTD V206K ran as one distinct band on 

native PAGE gels (figure 6.3) whereas T3G had several other bands in low abundance. 
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Crystallization experiments were performed on the new construct. Small rod crystals rapidly 

grew in one condition (figure 6.4). Diffraction experiments were performed on the crystals at the 

Advanced Photon Source, none of the crystals diffracted to better than 18Å. Extensive 

optimization was undertaken but the crystals could not be reliably reproduced or optimized. 

6.2.2 T3-10 CTD StarD9 Fusions 

 Concurrent with the T3G CTD V206K experiments, a second cage fusion was made with T3-

10 CTD StarD9 kinesin. Due to previous difficulties in recombinant protein expression of StarD9, both 

IPTG and auto-induction expression was tested (figure 6.5). This auto-induction procedure provided 

significantly more protein and was used for all future expression. Purification was performed with 

IMAC and SEC. Because of low expression levels the IMAC purified protein had extensive E. coli 

protein contamination and two sequential SEC purifications were required for crystallization quality 

protein that formed a single band by Native-PAGE gels (figure 6.6).  

 StarD9 cage fusions were extensively screened in crystallization experiments. Earlier 

unpublished work suggested that the addition of ATP and Mg2+ aided in the stability if the protein 

compared to the apo form; both cofactors were included throughout the purification and crystallization 

efforts. Two distinct crystal morphologies were observes (figure 6.7). The first crystals grew in 

polyacrylic acid, and formed extremely thin clustered plate crystals. This crystal form could not be 

optimized, and did not diffract with synchrotron x-rays. It was not further pursued.  Rod like crystals, 

similar to the T3G CTD V206K crystals were the second morphology. These crystals grew in several 

conditions containing various concentrations of K/Na tartrate and Peg 3350. Approximately 1 in 50 of 

the rod crystals diffracted, none better than to 15Å. From these results extensive optimization efforts of 

the rod crystals were undertaken. 
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Figure 6.5. Expression Tests of T3-10 CTD StarD9. (A) T3-10 CTD was genetically fused 

to StarD9 with a GSGTGSG linker and a C-terminal histidine affinity tag from IMAC 

purification. (B) IPTG induction for 4 hours at 37°C resulted in a poorly expressed band after 

IMAC purification with a 70kDa protein contaminating the pure protein that could not be 

further purified due to protein loss during SEC. (C) Auto-induction for 72 hours at 20°C 

produced protein that could be purified by SEC with some fractions contaminated by a 

smaller molecular weight protein. The most homogenous fractions (red oval) were pooled for 

crystallization experiments. 	

A	

B	 C	
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Figure 6.6. Figure 6.6. Successive SEC Purifications of T3-10 CTD StarD9. (A) SEC 

immediately after IMAC resulted in significant protein contamination of the T3-10-StarD9 cage 

(blue trace). A second SEC purification of the peak containing the cage fusion resulted in a single 

SEC peak of pure protein (red trace). (B) Native-PAGE of the fraction pooled from the second SEC 

purification. The protein ran as one distinct band in the resolving layer of the gel. The upper band is 

protein that remained in the stacking layer of the gel; this had also been observed with the T3G 

constructs on native gels.	

	

	

A	

B	
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Figure 6.7. Crystal of T3-10 CTD Full-Length StarD9 Fusions. (A) Thin plate crystals grew 

in conditions based on screening condition JCSG+ G2 (0.02M MgCl2, 0.1M Hepes pH 7.3-7.5, 

20-24% polyacrylic acid 5100). Diffraction quality crystals were not obtained in any of the 

conditions and the crystals could not be improved through optimization. (B) Rod like crystals 

grew in conditions based upon the hits from the Pact screen in condition E9 (0.15M K/Na 

tartrate, 18-22% Peg 3350, 0.1M hepes pH 7.2-7.6). These crystals weakly diffracted at low 

resolution and were extensively optimized. 

	

A	 B	
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6.2.2.1 T3-10 StarD9 Crystal Optimization 

 Extensive optimization was undertaken for the small rod crystals originally grown in condition 

Pact E9. First, purifications were repeated with ADP and the non-hydrolysable ATP analog AMP-PNP. 

Protein purified with ADP crystallized in the same manner while the protein with AMP-PNP formed 

trigonal crystals and rod crystals in conditions derived from the Pact E9 original condition (figure 6.8). 

The triganol crystal form could not be further optimized to form larger crystals.  

In attempts to increase the size of the rod crystals, optimization involved additive screening, 

variation in drop size and the ratio of protein to well solution. Larger crystals were only obtained by 

slowing the rate of vapor diffusion through the used of an oil overlay of the crystallization well 

solution139 for proteins with both ATP or AMP-PNP present (figure 6.9). 

6.2.2.2 T3-10 CTD StarD9 Crystals Forms 

 In total three distinct crystal forms were found in the Pact E9 derived conditions (figure 6.10). 

However, none diffracted to sufficient resolution to allow for structure solution through molecular 

replacement. The rod crystals were indexed in space group P6 2 2, unit cell of a=b= 198.1Å c=252.1Å, 

α=β=90° γ=120° and diffracted to 10-15Å. The trigonal crystals from the AMP-PNP purification were 

indexed in R3 2, unit cell of a=b= 148.5Å c=229.74Å, α=β=90° γ=120° and diffracted to 10Å. The 

final crystal form was a cluster of cubic crystals. These indexed in C2 with a unit cell of a=177.73Å b= 

155.08Å c=177.78Å, α= γ =90° γ β =120° and diffracted to 7.3Å, however a complete data set could 

not be obtained because of crystal decay and radiation damage. 

6.2.2.3 T3-10 StarD9 Loop Deletion Constructs 

 After insufficient resolution for structure solution from all the screened crystals, a new 

construct was created by removing a disordered loop from the protein (figure 6.11). This loop (Val297-

Gly329) is absent from the closest StarD9 homolog Kif1A140. This crystallized in the same P6 2 2 
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crystal form as the full-length construct. These new constructs consistently diffracted to <7Å (figure 

6.12).  

 
Figure 6.8. T3-10 CTD StarD9 Cage Fusion Purified with AMP-PNP. (A) In an 

attempt the improve crystal diffraction the fusion cage was purified in the presence of 

AMP-PNP instead of ATP. SEC fractions highlighted by the red box were pooled for 

crystallization experiments. (B) In addition to the previously observed rod crystals, 

new trigonal crystals that only grew with AMP-PNP were observed.	

A	

B	
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Figure 6.9. Oil Overlay Optimized Crystals of T3-10 CTD StarD9. The rod crystal form 

from Pact E9 conditions was only grew to larger sizes when vapor diffusion was slowed. To 

slow diffusion, an overly of 1:1 silicone:paraffin oil was applied to the top of the well 

solution. 	
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Figure 6.10. The Three Distinct Crystal Forms of T3-10 CTD StarD9. Three unique 

crystal forms were found, all grew in conditions based on Pact E9 with only variations to 

K/Na tartrate, Peg 3350 or pH changes. None of the crystals resulted in data sets that could be 

solved by molecular replacement.	
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Figure 6.11. XtalPred Results for the Kinesin Domain of StarD9.  The kinesin domain 

of StarD9 features a large disordered loop (red box). This loop is absent from other 

kinesin domains including the closest homolog of StarD9, Kif1A. This loop was removed 

and replaced with a ‘GSG’ linker. This construct crystallized in the same space group as 

the full-length protein but diffracted to a higher resolution.	
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Figure 6.12. Diffraction Image from T3-10 CTD StarD9 Loop Deletion Construct. 

Diffraction from the optimized construct with optimized crystal growth conditions 

diffracted with strong, well-defined reflections to 6.6Å. Full data sets were obtained from 

several isomorphous crystals to similar resolutions.	
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6.2.2.5 Molecular Replacement Efforts 

 Extensive efforts were undertaken to solve the structure of T3-10 CTD StarD9 with the loop 

deletion utilizing the 6.6Å data set through molecular replacement. Search models used include the 

structures T3-10, Kif1A and a homology model of StarD9 from Phyre2.116 Search models in varied 

oligomeric states of fusion models from either Phyre2 predictions or manually made in PyMol99 were 

also used without success. Additional search models with truncated loops and alanine only backbones 

were generated in CHAINSAW141 were attempted. Molecular replacement was attempted with 

Phaser88 and automated molecular replacement programs MrBump and MRage.142,143 At best only 

partial structures of poorly packed T3-10 chains were obtained. None of these partial solutions packed 

without significant steric clashes and refinements failed. 

6.3 Discussion 

6.3.1 Viability of Cages as Scaffolds 

 Key to the viability of protein cages, (whether natural, engineered or designed) to serve as 

crystallization scaffolds is for the cages to be robust enough to still form when an addition protein is 

genetically fused to it. With two examples we have found this is possible. Characterization of the T3G 

cage indicated that the cage is fully formed with close to the expected molecular mass in solution. 

Although the StarD9 fusion was not as extensively characterized, the size exclusion elution profile and 

native gels indicated the presence of a large cage in solution.  

 It is also essential that the crystallization targets fused to the surface of the cage are capable of 

making sufficient crystal contacts to form a stable crystal lattice. While this is a property unique to each 

crystallization target, the results for both fusion proteins presented here are promising. In both 

instances, crystals were obtained, and in the case of StarD9 fusions stable enough to diffract to low 

resolution were obtained. The crystals obtained for both fusions crystals did not crystallize in expected 
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morphologies. Since each edge of the protein is identical, it is expected that the tetrahedral cages would 

crystallize in morphologies resembling cubes, since crystal growth might be expected to occur equaling 

in along all three axes.  

 The rod crystals have significant growth in only one direction, suggesting the cage fusions are 

not as symmetric as we predicted them to be. Flexibility in the linkers that would be one explanation 

for this resulting in the fusions proteins packing in unintended orientation on the surface of the T3-10 

cage. While the molecular mass of the T3G cage was validated in solution, indicating assembly of 

twelve subunits in solution, no efforts to validate the shape of the cages was undertaken. Unexpected 

orientations of the fusion proteins would be one reason why molecular replacement has failed to reveal 

the low-resolution structure of the T3-10 CTD StarD9 cage.  With the lack of a crystal structure it has 

remained impossible to fully validate our approach. Until the resolution of the x-ray diffraction 

improves, experimental phasing to solve the structure has a low chance of success. The logical next 

step will be to validate the shape of the cage to determine if the tetrahedral symmetry remains intact or 

distorted. Future experiments should be contemplated to further characterize the cage with negative-

stain electron microscopy144–147 or small angle x-ray scattering.148,149 From these approaches it would 

be possible to determine if the cages are forming in the manner we have intended. 

6.3.1.1 Internal Cage Fusions 

 Fusion of crystallization targets to the external surface of a protein cage requires the target 

protein to form the crystals contacts. Since this approach is intended to be used as a means of rescuing 

proteins that have failed to crystallize with existing methods, it remains a possibility that the proteins 

can simply not make these contacts. One way to overcome this is to utilize larger cages with internal 

cavities where the crystallization target can be placed. Steric clashes would be more significant with 

this approach, but recently two component cages have been developed.17 
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Figure 6.13. Designed Cages Have Internal Cavities Amenable to Internal Fusions.  The 

structure of the two-component cage T33-28 features an internal cavity with a diameter of 

70Å, sufficient to accommodate a small crystallization target. Since the cage is composed of 

two separate protein components, not every subunit requires a fusion to the crystallization 

target reducing the possibility of steric clashes. Since the crystallization target is internal to 

the cage the crystal contacts on the exterior of the cage remain unchanged allowing the fusion 

version of the cage to crystallize in the same manner as the apo protein. 
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 With internal fusions of the crystallization target proteins, the crystal contacts would be made 

from the cage itself. Since the cages that would be used for this have their x-ray structures solved, it has 

already been established that these cages can form the	necessary crystal contacts. Unless the fusions 

perturb the cage assembly, these contacts would remain unchanged and the fusion cages should 

crystallize in the same manner as the apo cages. Internal encapsulation of proteins is protective in 

nature as well. It has been found that proteins internalized in cages are resistant to proteolytic 

degradation.150 This can be beneficial for recombinant expression of proteins sensitive to endogenous 

E. coli proteases. One such protein is StarD9. Low expression levels due to proteolysis hindered 

expression of monomeric StarD9 for crystallization studies. This was partially mitigated prevented by 

fusion to T3-10, yet smaller molecular weight bands were observed in some instances, which may 

correspond to degraded protein.  

 Although internal fusions would retain the existing crystal contacts, which are advantageous to 

the external fusions, they still entail unique challenges. First, the internal space is limited in the cages. 

Because of this the size of potential fusion proteins is limited, there is a physical limit to the size of the 

proteins that can be contained in the cage. With single component cages, every subunit of the cage 

requires a fusion protein adding to the potential of steric hindrance. This would be reduced in two 

component cages where the fusion can be made to one of the subunits. The second limitation to internal 

fusion is the crystallization of intrinsically disordered proteins or proteins with disordered regions. 

These proteins fail to crystallize because they have no definite structure and cannot make crystal 

contacts. If these proteins are externally fused to cages they will still fail to form crystal contacts. 

However, if these proteins are internally fused, the cage can still form crystals but it is likely that no 

electron density would be observed for the protein. Furthermore, if the linkage between the crystal 

target and cage is too flexible, the internal proteins would be free to move and not be in one fixed 

position. This would again obscure the electron density of the crystallization target. 
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6.3.2 Linker Optimization 

 One aspect of these cage fusion constructs that has not yet been optimized in the linker 

sequences between the cage and POI. In each construct a flexible ‘GSGTGSG’ sequence was used to 

link the two proteins. The flexibility of this sequence was to prevent possible steric hindrance of the 

external fusions allowing each protein to adopt different orientations, and allowing the cage to fully 

form and pack POIs around the cage. Although this may aid in fusion cage assembly, it is detrimental 

to crystallization due to the flexibility. Several studies have investigated protein linkers and have found 

rigid linkers suitable to efficiently fuse two proteins or domains together.112,113,151 Several linkers 

should be screened, the T3G construct would be well suited for these variations as it is well expressed 

and has been more extensively characterized. From these linker variations a stable cage core could be 

established to serve as a universal scaffold for crystallization. 

6.5 Conclusions 

 Preliminary experiments have indicated that our protein cage still form with externally fused 

target proteins. In both instances, the resulting cages only crystallized with extensive optimization and 

only diffracted to low resolution. To fully realize this approach as a reliable and consistent 

crystallization method, further elucidation of a functional cage scaffold is required.  

6.6 Materials and Methods 

6.6.1 Cloning 

 The T3G construct was commercially synthesized and cloned into the expression vector pET-

22b via the NdeI and XhoI restriction sites with restriction enzyme cloning. To created the T3G CTD 

V206K constructs, first site-directed mutagenesis152 was used to create the mutation. Each gene was 

then amplified with PCR, excluding the C-terminal disordered residues from T3-10. T3G CTD V106K 

was assembled via Gibson assembly75 into pET22b vector cut with NdeI and EcoRI restriction 
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enzymes and transformed into XL-2 Blue Ultracompetent cells (Agilent Technologies). Plasmids 

with the correct sequences were transformed into BL21 DE3 (New England Biolabs) for protein 

expression. The terminal sequences GTTTAACTTTAAGAAGGAGATATAC and 

TAAAATTCGAGCTCCGTCGACAAGCTTG were used to clone the genes into the vector. T3-

10 StarD9 constructs were synthesized as gBlocks (Integrated DNA Technologies) and cloned 

via Gibson assembly utilizing the same method as the T3G cloning. 

6.6.2 Protein Expression 

 All constructs were expressed in LB supplemented with auto-induction57,96 sugars and 

ampicillin. The 1L LB flasks were inoculated with 10mL of overnight culture and allow to grow 

for 72 hours at 20°C before harvesting. 

6.6.3 Protein Purification 

 Both T3G constructs were purified with IMAC over Ni2+ and SEC on a 10/300 GL Superose6 

column (GE Healthcare). IMAC was performed as previously described for GFP oligomers42 (chapter 

2). SEC was performed in a buffer of 25mM Tris pH 8.0, 150mM NaCl, 1mM DTT, the protein was 

then concentrated to 10mg/mL, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until crystallization 

experiments were set. 

 StarD9 fusions were also purified through the same IMAC and SEC scheme. Optimized 

buffers were used through out the purification, IMAC used a wash buffer of 50mM Tris pH 7.4, 

400mM NaCl, 5mM MgCl2, 2mM beta-mercaptoethanol, 10% w/v glycerol, 30mM imidazole. 

The elution buffer was the same composition with the addition of 250mM imidazole. SEC was 

performed in the buffer: 25mM Tris pH 7.4, 100mM NaCl, 5mM MgCl2, 1mM DTT, 5% w/v 

glycerol. 100uM ATP, ADP or AMP-PNP was added throughout the purification depending on the 

purification, each cofactor was used in at least on purification and crystallization experiment.  Protein 
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was then concentrated to 1-10mg/mL, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until 

crystallization experiments were set. 

6.6.4 Crystallization 

 Broad screening was used for all constructs, eight screens, JSCG+, MPDs, PACT (Qiagen), 

Wizard (Emerald BioStructures), ProPlex, Structure Screen (Molecular Dimensions), Peg, 

SaltRx (Hampton Research) were set for each fusion. T3G constructs were used at proteins 

concentrations of 1-2.5mg/mL with crystals obtained at 2,5mg/mL in 0.1M Na Cacodylate pH 

6.5, 40% MPD, 5% Peg 8000 only and could not be optimized. StarD9 experiments used a 

protein concentration of 1mg/mL. Diffraction quality crystals grew in multiple conditions based 

on the screening condition Pact E9 (0.15-0.2M K/Na tartrate, 18-22% Peg 3350, 0.1M hepes pH 

7.2-7.6) in a protein to well solution ratio of 2:1. To obtain larger crystals the readily diffracted, 

the T3-10 CTD StarD9 Loop Deletion constructs included a 250uL 1:1 silicone:paraffin oil 

overlay applied to the 500uL well solution. 

6.6.5 X-Ray Data Collection and Processing 

Diffraction of StarD9 was only obtained with intense synchrotron radiation exposure 

(100% transmission at Advanced Photon Source beamline 24-ID-C). All data was indexed with 

XDS/XSCALE,97 attempts to determine phases were performed with Phaser,88 MrBump and 

MRage142,143 Solution from these programs had refinement attempted with PDB_Redo,90 

Refmac89 or Phenix91 and models were manually evaluated in Coot.98 In no instances was a real 

solution or partial solution determined as no solution refined in a reasonable manner. Partial 

solutions had significant steric clashes or physically impossible. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Oligomeric Enzyme Based Materials 

7.1 Introduction – Sol-Gels for Protein Encapsulation 

 It has been established that encapsulation of immobilized enzymes in various material such as 

Sol-Gels,20–22 hydrogels23,153,154 or alternative inorganic scaffolds, results in favorable conditions for 

large-scale biocatalysts when compared to the same proteins in solution.155–158 When compared to the 

identical proteins in solution, encapsulated proteins tend to have increased activity due to substrate 

channeling,159 longer enzyme life21,22,38 and phase separation between the catalytic material and 

products allowing facile remove of said products. 

 These observations have spurred research into large proteinaceous self-assembling materials. 

These would recapitulate properties of encapsulated enzymes without the need for an added matrix to 

support the proteins. Recent studies have reported such self-assembling two-dimensional materials 

from protein interface design.160–162 Here, self-assembling interface must be of a specific geometry for 

the material to form, and thus is limiting to the subunits that can be used. We sought to create materials 

using flexible linkages, to form three-dimensional amorphous gels instead of materials with fixed 

geometries (figure 7.1). To form these gels, oligomeric enzymes would be selected then linked through 

either GFP dimers (chapter 2) or the heterodimeric coiled-coils previously discussed (chapter 5).111,121 

7.2 Results – Candidates for Enzymatic Gels 

 The first candidate protein that was selected was the trimeric bromoperoxidase A2 (Bro) from 

Streptomyces aureofaciens (figure 7.1). This protein was selected as the structure is known (PDB 

1BRO)163 and had previously been expressed as a fusion protein in the Yeates’ group.80 

Bromperoxidases have published activity assays163,164 and some indications that gel encapsulation 

improves enzyme activity rates.155,156 This version of Bro lacked native cysteines and had a loop 

(Asp133-Pro136) amendable to insertion of the split GFP complementation strand 10/11 hairpin 
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(chapter 2 and 3). To create the Bro gels, split GFP dimers presented in chapter 2 would be used with 

in vivo complementation utilized to form the complexes. In vitro oxidation of the disulfide bonds 

would form the amorphous materials. This simple one enzyme system would be used to validate the 

hypothesis that proteinaceous gels increase enzymatic activity when compared to the proteins in 

solution when the disulfide bonds are reduced. 

 In order to test a more complex enzymatic pathway, the Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCB) 

Degradation Pathway of BphABCD would be tested. Bioremediation of PCB contaminated soil has 

been extensively studied.165–169 Through these approaches, PCB degrading organisms are added to the 

contaminated soil to degrade the toxic PCBs into non-toxic molecules. We sought to create materials of 

the PCB degrading enzymes only. These materials could be made and stored long term and then 

applied to contaminated materials, without the need to store and transport live microorganisms to 

contaminated soil. Coiled-coils can be used to created the Bph materials since the presences of 

essential cysteine residues for iron-sulfur clusters makes cysteine cross-linking problematic BphA.170  

7.2.1 Bromperoxidase – GFP Dimer Materials 

 Bromperoxidase containing an insertion of the 10/11 hairpin (Bro-10/11) sequence was 

coexpressed with the five split GFP disulfide mutants (K26C, D102C, D117C, Q157C and D190C) 

(chapter 2). Out of the five, only three, D117C, Q157C and D190C, was efficiently complemented by 

the Bro-10/11 construct. Only the Bro-10/11 gene contained a histidine to allow for IMAC purification 

of the complex. IMAC followed by SEC was performed. The SEC elution profile consisted of a broad 

peaks, an indication of multiple states of the complex (i.e. complexed to one, two or three GFP beta 

barrels). The green fractions were pooled and concentrated for oligomerization. Disulfide bonds were 

oxidized with Cu2+ in alkaline conditions. No visible phase separation was visible due to low protein 

concentration. Oligomer formation was confirmed with non-reducing SDS-PAGE and native gels 

analysis (figure 7.2). 
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Figure 7.1. Amorphous Proteins Gels Formed Through Oligomer Linkages.  (A) 

Connections of an oligomeric enzyme (grey) through a flexible protein linker (green) would 

create an amorphous gel-like material. In this example the linkage would be through GFP 

disulfide dimers. Flexibility comes from both a flexible sequence connecting the two proteins 

and the rotation of the disulfide bond allowing multiple conformations. (B) The crystal 

structure of the trimeric bromperoxidase 2A  (PDB 1BRO). This protein lacks native 

cysteines and contains a permissive loop for insertion of GFP strands 10 & 11, making this an 

ideal candidate for material formation via split GFP dimers. 

A	 B	
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Figure 7.2. Formation of Large Bromperoxidase – GFP Oligomers. (A) Non-reducing 

SDS-PAGE gels of purified bromperoxidase-GFP complexes that have been reduced and 

oxidized. When oxidized the ~25 kDa monomeric GFP band is converted to the higher 

molecular weight (~45 – 50 kDa) band indicating dimer formation. The major band in each 

lane at 30 kDa corresponds to the bromperoxidase. For each complex there was incomplete 

complementation as seen by the drastic difference in band intensity between the two 

proteins. (B) Native-PAGE gel of the bromperoxidase-GFP complexes that have been 

reduced and oxidized. The three bands in the reduced (+DTT) lanes correspond to 

bromperoxidase trimers with differing numbers of complexed GFP. When the disulfide 

bonds are oxidized, large complexes are formed that fail to enter the resolving layer of the 

pre-cast gel.   

	

A	 B	
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Figure 7.3. Monochlorodimedone Bromperoxidase Assay and pH Optimization.  (A) 

Bromperoxidase activity can be assayed by monitoring the conversion of 

monochlorodimedone to the brominated form with a corresponding loss of absorbance at 

290nm. (B) Screening of pH variations indicated that the bromperoxidase-GFP fusions were 

most active at pH 4.75 or 5.75. At pH 4.75 protein precipitation was observed leading to pH 

5.75 to be used for all future assays. 

	

A	

B	
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Figure 7.4. Bromperoxidase-GFP Activity Assays. Assays for each complex was 

performed at pH 5.75 in triplicate and compared to a control with no enzyme present as 

monochlorodimedone can be brominated when bromine ion are present. Each assay was 

performed with protein from SEC purified protein was reduced during the purification. 

Additional DTT was added to fully reduce any disulfides that may have inadvertently 

formed; Cu2+ was added to oxidize the disulfides. For each complex the oxidized versions 

had reduced activity after four hours. After a full 24 hours every protein sample fully 

brominated the monochlorodimedone. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the 

three experiments. 
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7.2.2 Bromperoxidase Activity Assays 

 Bromperoxidases are a class of enzymes with a validated activity assay when the substrate 

monochlorodimedone (MCD) is brominated (MCDBr). Activity can be monitored by loss of 

absorbance at 290nm (figure 7.3).171–175 Each bromperoxidase has a pH preference for optimal 

activity. The Bro-GFP complexes were screened at three pHs, 4.75, 5.75 and 6.4. Similar activity 

was observed for both pH 4.75 and 5.75 which was increased over pH 6.4 (figure 7.3). When 

protein was added to the reaction at pH 4.75, minor protein precipitation was observed. Thus all 

future assays were performed at pH 5.75. Activity for the Bro-GFP complexes in oxidized and 

reduced forms for all three GFP dimers was assayed (figure 74.). In all instances the oxidized 

form of the protein showed reduced activity after four hours. All proteins assays showed 

complete bromination of MCD after 24 hours. Further efforts were not undertaken to optimize 

this assay. 

7.3 Polychlorinated Biphenyl Degradation Pathway BphABCD 

 Crystal structures for all four enzymes from the BphABCD PCB degradation pathway have 

been solved170,176–178 (figure 7.5). To form these materials the coiled-coils discussed in detail in chapter 

5 were fused to the either the N- or C-terminus of one of the Bph proteins (table 7.1). In addition to the 

crystal structures, activity assays have been published for all four enzymes in the pathway.170,177–180 

Unfortunately, only the substrate for the enzymes BphA and BphC are commercially available, 

necessitating pairs of proteins to be used and two enzymes to be assayed together to fully validate the 

pathways. The required pairs would be BphA&B and BphC&D, for each pair one protein would have 

the N-terminal and the other the C-terminal coiled-coil helix genetically fused. Crystal structures were 

evaluated to choose the most favorable termini to prevent clashes (figures 7.6 and 7.7). It would also be 

possible to assay the entire pathway at once if all four proteins were mixed in vitro and the substrate for 

BphA added.  
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Figure 7.5.  Crystal Structures of the Four Bph Enzymes. (A) Structure of BphA from 

Burkholderia (PDB 2XSH) a hexamer with C3 symmetry. (B) Structure of BphB from 

Pseudomonas (PDB IBDB) a tetramer with D2 symmetry. (C) Structure of BphC from 

Burkholderia (PDB 1LGT) an octamers with D4 symmetry. (D) Structure of BphD from 

Burkholderia (PDB 2OG1) a tetramer with D2 symmetry. 

A	 B	

C	 D	
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Figure 7.6. Model of the BphA-BphB Coiled-Coil Pair. Model of the coiled-coil linkage 

between monomers of BphA (green) and BphB (purple). The N-terminal coiled-coil helix is 

indicated in red and the corresponding C-terminal helix is modeled in blue.  
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Figure 7.7. Model of the BphC-BphD Coiled-Coil Pair. Model of the coiled-coil linkage 

between monomers of BphC (orange) and BphD (green). The N-terminal coiled-coil helix is 

indicated in red and the corresponding C-terminal helix is modeled in blue.  
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Figure 7.8. SDS-PAGE Gel from Bph Coiled-Coil Fusion Expression Testing. Coiled-coil 

fusions of BphA, BphB and BphC were overexpressed in high levels (red box) in the total cell 

lysate (T lanes) but totally absent from the soluble fraction (S lanes). Lack of an 

overexpression band for BphD suggests that the construct failed to express.	
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7.3.1 Bph Enzyme Constructs 

 To design the Bph constructs, crystal structures were examined and one terminus was chosen 

for each enzyme for the coiled-coil helical fusion (table 7.1). Residues that were flexible strands in the 

structures or missing from the structures were removed if they were on the terminus of the fusion. 

BhpA contains iron sulfur clusters and therefore it is not possible to form linkages to BphB via GFP 

dimers, as was the case with the bromperoxidase. BphC and BphD contained cysteines that were not 

essential for enzyme activity; these cysteines were removed from the genes to allow for future 

experiments with GFP disulfide dimer mediated materials. After the genes were designed, the 

sequences were codon optimized for expression in E. coli and synthesized. 

7.3.2 Bph Expression Testing 

 All four Bph constructs were expressed at low temperature (15°C) and lysed in conditions 

optimized for the coiled-coil constructs (chapter 5). BphA, BphB and BphC were all well expressed but 

totally insoluble, BphD overexpression could not be differentiate from endogenous E. coli proteins 

bands (figure 7.8). Due to the difficulty in optimizing the coiled-coil constructs for solubility 

(unpublished work) no further efforts were undertaken for the coiled coil constructs. 

7.4 Discussion 

7.4.1 Structure Hypothesis for Lack of Bromperoxidase Activity 

 The reduction in enzyme activity was surprising, and the opposite of what was intended. One 

possible explanation is due to structural changes in the bromperoxidase when the large oligomers are 

formed. The location of the 10/11 hairpin insertion is immediately after a helix that adjacent to the 

substrate channel (figure 7.9). Movement of this helix could partially block substrate access to the 

active site, in turn slowing diffusion of substrate into the active site. This would be prevented by 

changing the location of the hairpin strands to the C-terminus of the bromperoxidase.  
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Figure 7.9. Structure of Bromoperoxidase Active Site and Substrate Channel. The crystal 

structure of one subunit from the bromperoxidase trimer used in the protein gel experiments 

(PDB 1BRO). The active site is highlighted in red; the substrate channel is indicated with the 

black arrow. The loop where the 10/11 GFP strands were inserted to mediate the linkage to 

split GFP is highlighted in blue. This loop is connected to a helix (green arrow) perturbation 

of this helix could partially occlude the substrate channel, reducing the apparent activity of the 

enzyme. Insertion of the GFP strands into the bromperoxidase sequence may have moved the 

helix but the effect was most apparent when the GFP cysteines were oxidized to form dimers, 

changing the oligomeric state of the complex in solution and potentially perturbing the helix.	
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7.4.2 Optimization of Bromperoxidase Materials With Multivalent Thiol Cross-linkers 

 An alternative means of linking the Bro-GFP complexes besides disulfide bonds would be 

through cysteine specific cross-linkers. This approach has been shown to work for the formation of 

encapsulating gels via maleimide cross-linking reagents.154 Variations in the valency and cross-linker 

length would modify the physical properties of the gel. These could be rapidly screened with existing 

protein complexes to determine a gel composition that is most efficient as a bioactive gel. The 

decreased activity of the oxidized samples could originate from slowed diffusion of the substrates 

through the gel-like material and not from structure changes, leading to occlusion of the substrate 

channel. Material formation though longer cross-linking agents would create a more porous material 

allowing more efficient diffusion of the substrate into the material and products out. 

 Decreased activity in the oxidized, gel-like forms of enzymes is not necessarily detrimental to 

this approach. Increased enzyme stability, longevity and ease of product separation afforded by the gel 

formation can overcome reduced activity rates. These factors need to be evaluated in future 

experiments before concluded if this entirely protein-based gel formation is viable for in vitro 

enzymatic catalysis. 

7.4.3 Modifications of Bph Enzymes for Soluble Expression 

 While the bromperoxidase-GFP gels would serve as a proof-of-concept, the practicality of the 

system is limited. However, bioremediation remains an import area of research for the removal of PCB 

contamination. Thus, further efforts need to be undertaken to modify the Bph enzymatic gel formation. 

Insoluble protein expression and protein precipitation have remained prevalent roadblocks with the 

fusion of the coiled-coil sequences. Fusion of alternate coiled-coils117–120 would be a simple rescue 

approach. These sequences have not been extensively tested as protein fusion and may result in similar 

solubility issues, given the nature of these helices. 

 The essential cysteine residues of BphA prevent facile fusion to disulfide dimer mutants suites 
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of GFP42 or T4L.6 Metal-mediated oligomer formation is tempting but is highly dependent of buffer 

conditions and protein identity. Direct fusion of Bph enzyme subunits to each other  (i.e. BphA to 

BphB) through helix fusions81 is one rescue approach. However, this would results in in vivo material 

formation. Being that these materials are not in a specific closed geometry (like a cage) very large 

complexes would be formed that would necessitate significant optimization of the purification 

methods.  

In vitro material formation remains the desired approach to make these protein gels as it 

eliminate the need to isolate and purify the large pre-formed gels from E. coli. Site specific cross-

linking has been extensively evaluated.181–185 Here, non-native amino acids specific for the cross-

linking reagents can be incorporated during recombinant translation, or specific amino acid sequences 

can be genetically introduced to the Bph genes. The X-ray structured of the enzymes can guide the 

location of these sites. This approach is applicable for the formation of gels of oligomeric enzymes, but 

also could allow the in vitro attachment of monomeric proteins to pre-formed scaffolds.  

 The bulk of the effort in creating these proteinaceous materials has been focused on reliable 

means of creating the material out of new proteins instead of exploiting existing materials. Instead of 

creating materials out of each enzymatic pathway that is being studied, pre-formed scaffolds should be 

exploited. These scaffolds could be two-dimensional sheets or porous three-dimensional gels. Once, 

stable and reliable materials are formed any enzyme could then be attached to it, eliminating the need 

for oligomeric proteins to be used. Enzymes could be attached though the site specific cross-linking or 

the use of split protein complementation. With split-protein complementation one portion of the system 

would be attached to the scaffold and the complement to the enzyme. Many of these systems have been 

developed including split-GFP12 and the more robust Spy-Tag/Spy-Catcher186 and split venus187 

systems. 
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7.5 Conclusions 

 The initial success of the Bro-GFP large oligomer formation was offset by unexpectedly low 

activity of the enzyme. Although, the decrease in activity was not was surprising it is a clear indication 

that the entirely proteinaceous, amorphous material made does in fact have an affect on incorporated 

enzymes. Before a definite conclusion can be made for the viability of this approach, the stability and 

ease of product extraction must be characterized. However, these initial results suggest that this is 

indeed a means of making bioactive materials. This potential will only be improved as universal 

scaffolds are for designed to create these materials. 

676 Materials and Methods 

7.6.1 Cloning 

 All genes were synthesized as gBlocks and cloned via Gibson assembly per the methods 

described in chapter 5. The bromperoxidase gene from PDB deposition 1BRO had the loop Asp133-

Pro136 replaced with the split-GFP 10/11-strand sequence to allow complementation to GFP cores. 

The GFP cores used are identical to those discussed in chapter 3. Sequences of the modified Bph 

enzymes for coiled-coil fusions are presented in table 7.1. In all cases the genes were codon 

optimized95 for expression in E. coli. Appropriate plasmids were transformed into BL21 DE3 

expression cells. 

7.6.2 Protein Expression 

 All constructs were expressed in LB supplemented ampicillin for the Bph contructs, or 

ampicillin and chloramphenicol for the Bro-GFP coexpressions. The 1L LB flasks were 

inoculated with 10mL of overnight culture and allow to grow for at 37°C until the A600nm optical 

density reached 0.6-0.8, the temperature was then reduced to 15°C and protein expression was 

induced with 1mM IPTG and grown for 16 hours.  
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7.6.3 Protein Purification 

 Bro-GFP expression that resulted in a green pellet (indication of expression and 

complementation) we used for purifications. Protein was purified per previously published methods79 

with the exception of 1mM DTT used as the reducing agent in the SEC purifications. The protein 

eluted in a broad peak indicating several forms present, therefore all fractions that were green were 

pooled for activity assays, protein was concentrated to >10mg/mL and used immediately for activity 

assays. Bph coiled-coil proteins were lysed for expression testing in a buffer composed of 50mM 

Hepes pH 7.0, 500mL NaCl, 1mM MgCl2, 10% w/v glycerol, 0.5 w/v triton X-100, with additions of 

lyophilized lysozyme and DNase1. Cells were then lysed via sonication, insoluble material was 

removed by centrifugation at 5000 xg for 15 minutes. Samples from the total and soluble cell lysates 

were analyzed via SDS-PAGE. 

7.6.4 Bromperoxidase Material Formation 

 Aliquots of SEC purified Bro-GFP complexes were used for material formation. Protein was 

buffer exchanged into the oxidation buffer 100mM Tris pH 9.0, 100mM NaCl, 5mM CuSO, and 

incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes. The reaction was quenched by addition of 50mM 

EDTA, the protein was then buffer exchanged into 20mM Tris pH 8.0, 100mM NaCl. 

7.6.5 Bromperoxidase Activity Assays 

 Conditions for the bromperoxidase assay were based upon the Sigma-Aldrich assay library 

conditions188 (http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/life-science/metabolomics/enzyme-explorer/learning-

center/assay-library.html) with the exception of 50mM acetate pH 5.75 serving as the assay buffer and 

performed at room temperature, these conditions were consistent with many of the published methods. 

Absorbance was measured at 0, 2, 4 and 24 hours.   
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Table 7.1. Bph Enzyme Coiled-Coil Expression Constructs. 

BphA (PDB 2XSH)  
Full-length Protein 
MSSAIKEVQGAPVKWVTNWTPEAIRGLVDQEKGLLDPRIYADQSLYELELERVFGRSWLLLGHE
SHVPETGDFLATYMGEDPVVMVRQKDKSIKVFLNQCRHRGMRICRSDAGNAKAFTCSYHGWAYD
IAGKLVNVPFEKEAFCDKKEGDCGFDKAEWGPLQARVATYKGLVFANWDVQAPDLETYLGDARP
YMDVMLDRTPAGTVAIGGMQKWVIPCNWKFAAEQFCSDMYHAGTTTHLSGILAGIPPEMDLSQA
QIPTKGNQFRAAWGGHGSGWYVDEPGSLLAVMGPKVTQYWTEGPAAELAEQRLGHTGMPVRRMV 
GQHMTIFPTCSFLPAMNNIRIWHPRGPNEIEVWAFTLVDADAPAEIKEEYRRHNIRNFSAGGVF
EQDDGENWVEIQKGLRGYKAKSQPLNAQMGLGRSQTGHPDFPGNVGYVYAEEAARGMYHHWMRM
MSEPSWATLKP 
 
Coiled-coil Helical Fusion Construct 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGAQLKKKLQALKKKNAQLKWKLQALKKKLAQPEAIRGLVDQEKGLLD
PRIYADQSLYELELERVFGRSWLLLGHESHVPETGDFLATYMGEDPVVMVRQKDKSIKVFLNQCR
HRGMRICRSDAGNAKAFTCSYHGWAYDIAGKLVNVPFEKEAFCDKKEGDCGFDKAEWGPLQARVA
TYKGLVFANWDVQAPDLETYLGDARPYMDVMLDRTPAGTVAIGGMQKWVIPCNWKFAAEQFCSDM
YHAGTTTHLSGILAGIPPEMDLSQAQIPTKGNQFRAAWGGHGSGWYVDEPGSLLAVMGPKVTQYW
TEGPAAELAEQRLGHTGMPVRRMVGQHMTIFPTCSFLPAMNNIRIWHPRGPNEIEVWAFTLVDAD
APAEIKEEYRRHNIRNFSAGGVFEQDDGENWVEIQKGLRGYKAKSQPLNAQMGLGRSQTGHPDFP
GNVGYVYAEEAARGMYHH 
 
BphB (PDB 1BDB)  
Full-length Protein 
MKLKGEAVLITGGASGLGRALVDRFVAEGAKVAVLDKSAERLAELETDHGDNVLGIVGDVRSLE
DQKQAASRCVARFGKIDTLIPNAGIWDYSTALVDLPEESLDAAFDEVFHINVKGYIHAVKACLP
ALVASRGNVIFTISNAGFYPNGGGPLYTAAKHAIVGLVRELAFELAPYVRVNGVGSGGINSDLR
GPSSLGMGSKAISTVPLADMLKSVLPIGRMPEVEEYTGAYVFFATRGDAAPATGALLNYDGGLG
VRGFFSGAGGNDLLEQLNIHP 
 
Coiled-coil Helical Fusion Construct 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGMKLKGEAVLITGGASGLGRALVDRFVAEGAKVAVLDKSAERLAELE
TDHGDNVLGIVGDVRSLEDQKQAASRCVARFGKIDTLIPNAGIWDYSTALVDLPEESLDAAFDEV
FHINVKGYIHAVKACLPALVASRGNVIFTISNAGFYPNGGGPLYTAAKHAIVGLVRELAFELAPY
VRVNGVGSGGINSDLRGPSSLGMGSKAISTVPLADMLKSVLPIGRMPEVEEYTGAYVFFATRGDA
APATGALLNYDGGLGVRGFFSGAGGNDLLEQQLEKELQALEKENAQLEWELQALEKELAQ 
 
BphC (PDB 1LGT) 
Full-length Protein 
SIRSLGYMGFAVSDVAAWRSFLTQKLGLMEAGTTDNGDLFRIDSRAWRIAVQQGEVDDLAFAGY
EVADAAGLAQMADKLKQAGIAVTTGDASLARRRGVTGLITFADPFGLPLEIYYGASEVFEKPFL
PGAAVSGFLTGEQGLGHFVRSVPDSDKALAFYTDVLGFQLSDVIDMKMGPDVTVPAYFLHSNER
HHTLAIAAFPLPKRIHHFMLEVASLDDVGFAFDRVDADGLITSTLGRHTNDHMVSFYASTPSGV
EVEYGWSARTVDRSWVVVRHDSPSMWGHKSVRDKAAARNKA 
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Coiled-coil Helical Fusion Construct 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGSIRSLGYMGFAVSDVAAWRSFLTQKLGLMEAGTTDNGDLFRIDSR
AWRIAVQQGEVDDLAFAGYEVADAAGLAQMADKLKQAGIAVTTGDASLARRRGVTGLITFADPF
GLPLEIYYGASEVFEKPFLPGAAVSGFLTGEQGLGHFVRSVPDSDKALAFYTDVLGFQLSDVID
MKMGPDVTVPAYFLHSNERHHTLAIAAFPLPKRIHHFMLEVASLDDVGFAFDRVDADGLITSTL
GRHTNDHMVSFYASTPSGVEVEYGWSARTVDRSWVVVRHDSPSMWGHKSVRDKAAARNKAQLEK
ELQALEKENAQLEWELQALEKELAQ 
 
BphD (PDB 2OG1) 
Full-length Protein 
MTALTESSTSKFVKINEKGFSDFNIHYNEAGNGETVIMLHGGGPGAGGWSNYYRNVGPFVDAGY
RVILKDSPGFNKSDAVVMDEQRGLVNARAVKGLMDALDIDRAHLVGNSMGGATALNFALEYPDR
IGKLILMGPGGLGPSMFAPMPMEGIKLLFKLYAEPSYETLKQMLQVFLYDQSLITEELLQGRWE
AIQRQPEHLKNFLISAQKAPLSTWDVTARLGEIKAKTFITWGRDDRFVPLDHGLKLLWNIDDAR
LHVFSKSGHWAQWEHADEFNRLVIDFLRHA  
 
Coiled-coil Helical Fusion Construct 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGAQLKKKLQALKKKNAQLKWKLQALKKKLAQESSTSKFVKINEKGF
SDFNIHYNEAGNGETVIMLHGGGPGAGGWSNYYRNVGPFVDAGYRVILKDSPGFNKSDAVVMDE
QRGLVNARAVKGLMDALDIDRAHLVGNSMGGATALNFALEYPDRIGKLILMGPGGLGPSMFAPM
PMEGIKLLFKLYAEPSYETLKQMLQVFLYDQSLITEELLQGRWEAIQRQPEHLKNFLISAQKAP
LSTWDVTARLGEIKAKTFITWGRDDRFVPLDHGLKLLWNIDDARLHVFSKSGHWAQWEHADEFN
RLVIDFLRHA 
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Chapter 8 

Circular Permutations of PduA 

 

8.1 Structure of a novel 13 nm dodecahedral nanocage assembled from a redesigned bacterial 

microcompartment shell protein 
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Structure of a novel 13 nm dodecahedral
nanocage assembled from a redesigned bacterial
microcompartment shell protein†

J. Jorda,a D. J. Leibly,ab M. C. Thompsonb and T. O. Yeates*ab

We report the crystal structure of a novel 60-subunit dodecahedral

cage that results from self-assembly of a re-engineered version of a

natural protein (PduA) from the Pdu microcompartment shell.

Biophysical data illustrate the dependence of assembly on solution

conditions, opening up new applications in microcompartment

studies and nanotechnology.

Nature has evolved exquisite symmetrical structures across a
range of length scales. Examples of such structures based on
self-assembling proteins include virus capsids, clathrin, ferritin
and bacterial microcompartments (MCPs).1–6 These assemblies
encapsulate nucleic acids, endocytic cargo, iron and metabolic
enzymes, respectively. Two common features of such structures
are (1) their assembly from many copies of one or a small
number of distinct protein subunit types, and (2) highly sym-
metric arrangements of the subunits, typically having cubic or
icosahedral (or related dodecahedral) forms.

Inspired by nature, an emerging emphasis within the field of
bionanotechnology is the design and production of novel three
dimensional protein assemblies that might serve as molecular
containers. Hollow, nanoscale structures have attracted consider-
able interest because they have the potential to be engineered for
the targeted biological delivery of cargo, including drug molecules
and imaging reagents such as dyes and nanoparticles.7,8 Molecular
cages or shells built from protein subunits are privileged platforms
for bionanotechnology applications because their properties can
be modulated easily by changes to their amino acid sequences,
and they can be produced using recombinant overexpression
technologies. Efforts aiming at engineering proteins to self-
assemble into complex polyhedral cages have led to a series of
recent successes.9–15 Strategies aimed at engineering proteins
to form geometrically regular architectures have focused on

targets obeying the symmetries of the Platonic solids: tetrahedral,
cubic/octahedral and icosahedral/dodecahedral.16 A series of
designed cages based on tetrahedral symmetry (12 copies of one
or two distinct subunit types) and cubic/octahedral symmetry
(24 copies of one or two distinct subunit types) have been validated in
detail with crystallographic studies.10–12,17,18 This leaves icosahedral/
dodecahedral architectures with 60 equivalent subunits – the highest
possible cubic point symmetry in three-dimensions – as the ultimate
target for designing novel protein cages.

Here we report a dodecahedral cage that self-assembles from
60 copies of a redesigned protein building block from the
bacterial microcompartment shell (or BMC) family. The protein
PduA is a major component of the shell of the propanediol
utilization (Pdu) microcompartment in Salmonella typhimurium.
As part of its natural function, PduA forms a 6-fold symmetric
cyclic hexamer.19 This hexamer exhibits a shape and chemical
self-complementarity at its perimeter that promotes further side-
by-side assembly of hexamers to form a tightly packed molecular
layer about 2 nm thick, which comprises (along with other related
proteins) the outer shell of the bacterial microcompartment.20,21

In total, roughly five to 15 thousand protein subunits make up
the entire shell structure, whose diameter can range from about
100 to 200 nm. We were motivated to radically redesign the PduA
protein based on the observation that certain unusual members
of the BMC protein family have undergone cyclic permutations
during evolution, giving three-dimensional structures that are
built from the same arrangement of secondary structure elements,
but in a different linear order in the protein sequence.22 An inter-
esting aspect of the permuted type of BMC protein is that one such
protein (EutS) was revealed earlier to be unusually flexible, assem-
bling into a bent rather than a flat hexamer.23 We therefore began
with the PduA protein sequence and converted its topology to
match that of the most closely related BMC protein known to have
a permuted topology, PduU.22

The circular permutation of a protein is a topological reorga-
nization of its sequence whereby the initial termini are linked
(sometimes requiring a short intervening polypeptide), while new
termini are created by a disconnection elsewhere in the sequence.
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Our designed circular permutation of PduA borrowed from the
PduU topology, but kept the native PduA sequence wherever
possible. The PduA termini were connected with the same linker
sequence as seen in PduU, while new chain termini were intro-
duced in the location where they occur in PduU (Fig. 1). The
feasibility of creating a circularly-permuted PduA construct was
first evaluated computationally. We created a permuted version
of the protein coordinates by removing a C-terminal segment of
PduA, and appending it to the N-terminus, grafting a peptide
linker taken from PduU. The structure of this chimeric protein
was subsequently refined with the program Modeller.24 Out of
100 independent computer runs, the model with the best energy
(DOPE) score25 was defined as the starting model (named P1).
Three additional variations on the design were considered and
evaluated computationally. Design variations P2 and P3 contained
amino acid sequence changes suggested by the Rosetta Matdes
program.11 A final design variation, P4, featured a short linker
sequence, GGSGGS, chosen for high flexibility. Full protein
sequences are given in ESI,† Table S1. To assess the quality of
these models, the Rosetta energy scores of the designed hexamers
were calculated after relaxing the strict symmetry constraints in a
custom protocol11 followed by a geometry validation step by the
ramalyze and rotalyze routines in the program PHENIX.26 Final
Rosetta scores for each model were !1225, !1636, !1658 and
!1850 Rosetta Energy Units for P1, P2, P3 and P4, respectively.
Unexpectedly, the P4 design with the empirically chosen glycine
and serine linker was predicted to be the most stable design.

The P1–P4 protein constructs were created via gene synthesis
and the amplicons were cloned into the pET-22b expression

vector via Gibson assembly.27 Protein expression was carried
out in Escherichia coli BL21 cells, and recombinant proteins
were purified using metal affinity chromatography, facilitated
by inclusion of a hexahistidine tag in the protein sequence,
which was subsequently removed by treatment with TEV protease.
A final gel filtration step resulted in pure protein samples (ESI,†
Fig. S1). A major peak with an estimated molecular weight of
45 kDa was collected and concentrated to B10 mg ml!1 in 50 mM
tris pH 9, 50 mM NaCl for each protein.

Crystallization trials were conducted by hanging drop vapor
diffusion on the four variations on the designed protein. In each
instance initial screening was performed at a protein concen-
tration of 5 mg ml!1 with up to five commercially available sparse
matrix screens. Design variation P4 was the only case that gave
crystals readily. Conditions for crystal growth were subsequently
optimized, and high-quality crystals were obtained by diluting the
protein to 2.5 mg ml!1 and crystallizing by vapor diffusion
against a well solution of 0.1 M tris pH 8.5, 1.8 M ammonium
sulphate, and 1.25% w/v PEG-10 000. Crystals grew in 1 week,
after which they were soaked in 25% 1,2-propanediol as a cryo-
protectant, and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. X-ray diffraction
data were collected at the Advanced Photon Source (NE-CAT
beamline 24-ID-C). X-ray diffraction extended to a resolution of
2.5 Å, and the data were reduced in space group P4232 using the
program XDS/XSCALE.28 The program PHASER29 was used to
obtain phases by molecular replacement with a PduA monomer
(PDB 4PPD20) serving as the search model. The molecular replace-
ment solution revealed five monomers in the asymmetric unit,
and a high solvent content of 56%. Structural refinement was
performed by iterative rounds of model adjustment and refine-
ment using Coot30 and PHENIX26 respectively. Structure validation
was performed with PHENIX. The refined atomic coordinates and
structure factors were deposited in the PDB under accession
code 5HPN.

Surprisingly, the crystal structure of the redesigned, circularly-
permuted PduA revealed a dodecahedral cage made of 60 copies
of the protein subunit (Fig. 2A). The asymmetric unit of the
crystal contains a single pentamer. The crystallographic symme-
try operators then produce a protein assembly with icosahedral
point group symmetry. Each pentameric unit constitutes one of
the 12 faces of a dodecahedron (Fig. 2A). This polyhedral
assembly is 13 nm in diameter and encloses an inner space
with a diameter of about 7 nm and a volume of approximately
180 nm3. This 60 subunit cage is the first reported structure of
a novel synthetic protein complex with icosahedral symmetry,
though a number of new icosahedral protein architectures created
by design have been obtained in recent work (Jacob Bale, Neil
King, and David Baker, unpublished data).

The formation of this dodecahedral protein cage results from
two structural changes introduced by the circular permutation.
First, there is a decisive alteration in the primary oligomerization
state of the protein. A switch from the typical cyclic 6-fold
hexameric arrangement observed for native BMC-family proteins
to a 5-fold pentameric arrangement is critical to the architecture
observed; icosahedral point group symmetry requires pentagonal
units with 5-fold symmetry. Interestingly, this switch occurs in

Fig. 1 A redesign of the PduA sequence by circular permutation. The
C-terminal segment of the BMC domain (pink) was appended to the
N-terminus (blue) with a linking loop extracted from the corresponding PduU
sequence, depicted in green (A). A rotation by 901 of the PduA hexameric
crystal structure, illustrating in green dots where the new linker was intro-
duced to join the termini of native PduA, and with a scissor symbol where the
new termini were created (B).
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the absence of mutations in the protein–protein interface that
is responsible for the cyclic oligomerization; mutations near the
subunit interface were avoided during the design stage. With the
pentagonal shape forbidding a flat tessellation, but with the altered
oligomeric unit still evidently exhibiting a tendency to self-associate
further, the result is a novel dodecahedrally shaped structure with
icosahedral symmetry.

Despite the dramatic architectural alterations evident in the
dodecahedral cage, many of the features believed to be charac-
teristic of bacterial microcompartment shells are recapitulated.
The self-assembled pentamers form a tight, almost seamless
interface. Likewise, the pore at the center of the pentamer is still
present, although its diameter is reduced from roughly 6 Å in
wild-type PduA to about 3.5 Å as a result of forming a smaller
cyclic oligomer. Finally, a structural alignment of the monomer
observed in the crystal structure with the computationally
designed model reveals an overall difference of only 1.1 Å
(rmsd). The agreement in the core of the protein domain is
even closer; the glycine and serine loop region and a short
alpha-helical segment account for most of the deviation
(Fig. 2B).

The unexpected observation of the dodecahedral cage in the
crystal led us to investigate whether or not that assembled
form of the protein was well-populated in solution, a requisite
property if the cage is to find utility in various applications
in solution. The potentially reversible solution-dependence for

such an assembly is also a useful property for cargo delivery
and other nanotechnology applications.

In order to analyze the solution behavior of the designed
protein, we carried out dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments
at varying pH and salt concentrations to assess a dependence of
cage formation on these two factors (Fig. 3). All samples were
prepared from the same protein stock solution used for crystal-
lization after exchanging buffers into a 10 mM CHES pH 9, 50 mM
NaCl solution. Protein samples were subsequently diluted into
DLS buffers to a final concentration of 3.5 mg ml!1. By combining
incremental pH values from 6 to 9 and three NaCl concentrations
between 50 mM and 500 mM, we obtained 12 different buffer
conditions for testing. Results from the DLS experiments (Fig. 3)
indicate that self-assembly of pentamers into a dodecahedral
species occurs at high yield in solution under specific conditions.
The cage dominates (about 95% by mass) around pH 8 and
50 mM NaCl. Conversion appears to occur between the pentameric
and dodecahedral states under other conditions, suggesting rever-
sibility of the oligomerization. This is consistent with our earlier
observation that the protein elutes at low concentration from a
gel filtration column as a pentamer, but assembles into the
dodecahedron under specific conditions evaluated by DLS and
by crystallization.

Although this study involved a deliberate and dramatic rede-
sign of a protein molecule, the discovery of its highly unusual
assembly state was serendipitous. Despite the unexpected route by
which this novel protein architecture was obtained, we expect that

Fig. 2 Crystal structure of the circularly permuted PduA protein (design
variant P4). (A) The unit cell of the crystal contains a cage of 12 self-
assembling pentamers in the approximate shape of a dodecahedron
with icosahedral symmetry, similar to those found in simple viral capsids.
(B) A detailed look at the structure of a single protein subunit shows that
the computational design (pale green) is in close agreement with the
crystal structure (blue), but with notable differences in a loop region and
the position of a short alpha helical segment.

Fig. 3 Distribution of oligomeric forms of the designed protein according
to dynamic light scattering experiments at varying pH and NaCl concen-
trations. Twelve different combinations of pH and salt concentrations are
shown. For each condition, the mass percentages of the different oligomeric
states are reported. An oligomeric state was defined based on the estimated
mass of a detected particle. Mass peaks within the 5–30 kDa range were
taken to be either monomers or pentamers, whereas mass peaks between
500 kDa and 700 kDa along with reported radii consistent with the
dodecahedral cage structure were taken to be the dodecahedral cage,
whose calculated mass and radius are 528 kDa and B7 nm. Peaks of
40 MDa and above were considered as aggregates.
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it could have applications in the field of bionanotechnology as
platform for encapsulation and targeting of various cargos.
We note that a particularly distinct property of the cage obtained
is the overall tightness of the protein packing and the narrowness
of the pores that run between the interior and exterior regions,
which would be relevant for delivery applications. This very tight
packing evidently derives from the natural shape properties of
bacterial microcompartment shell proteins, which in their natu-
rally assembled states form flat, tightly packed layers.

Future experiments aimed at modifying and advancing the
utility of this protein cage include structure-based redesigns of
the pentamer–pentamer interface to enhance the stability of
the dodecahedron. Assessing the stability of these designs over
a wider array of buffer conditions would provide finer control of
the assembly process. Mutations to the interior and exterior
surfaces of the cage could be explored for the purposes of
encapsulation and targeting, respectively. Additionally, this
protein assembly offers insight into the evolution of symmetric
proteins in general, demonstrating that new symmetries can
arise unexpectedly. In the present case, the changes in assembly
state resulted from sequence permutation rather than from the
more familiar scenario of mutations to interfacial regions of the
protein subunit.
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Structure of a novel 13 nm dodecahedral nanocage assembled from a redesigned bacterial 

microcompartment shell protein 
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Figure S1.  SDS-PAGE gels of the four PduAp purifications. Lanes are marked to indicate the protein 
standard ladder (L), soluble fractions (S), IMAC purified protein (P), TEV protease cleaved protein (C) and 
size exclusion chromatography fractions. Fractions pooled for crystallization trials are marked (*). 
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Table S1.  Protein sequences of the four PduAp variants. 

>P1 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILPKGIDAVSAEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAADAMVKSANVMLVGYEKIGSGLVTVI
VRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNVG 
>P2 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGLQDAVEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAADAMVKSANVMLVGYEKIGSGLVTVIVRG
DVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNVG 
>P3 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILPLTGPPEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAADAMVKSANVMLVGYEKIGSGLVTVIVRG
DVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNVG 
>P4 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAADAMVKSANVMLVGYEKIGSGLVTVIVRG
DVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNVG 
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8.2 Introduction – Design of a More Stable Permuted PduA Cage 

 The serendipitous cage that was from the permuted PduA sequence, PduAp4 spurred an effort 

to further strengthen this assembly. The signification geometry change from the tessellated hexagons of 

native PduA35 to the closed cage of the permuted PduA (PduAp) pentagons was the result of a minor 

structural change (figure 8.1). While the PduAp cage is scientifically fascinating, it is impractical for 

proposed protein cage applications such as cargo delivery, due to the instability of the cage, as it 

dissociates in low protein concentrations (figure 8.2) and only forms in limited buffer conditions 

(figure 8.2).  

8.3 Results- Attempts to Optimize the Permuted PduA Cage  

 Computationally redesigned versions of the PduAp mutant (PduAp4) that formed the cage 

were designed and expressed in order to form more stable cages. It was intended that redesigned caged 

would form stable cages in a wider variety of pH and salt conditions, and at lower protein 

concentrations, and be that the cage would more resistant to dissociation. Dr. Julien Jorda took the lead 

in the computational redesign of PduAp.  

8.3.1 IEX Purification of Untagged PduAp 

PduAp4 forms the icosahedral cage with both termini on the luminal face, the original 

construct was purified fortuitously as the cage dissociated into pentamers during the purification 

allowing the N-terminal histidine tag to be exposed. If the designed cages were stabilized 

sufficiently, the cage would exist throughout the purification, preventing accessible affinity tags 

fused to either termini. To accommodate this, ion exchange purification method was utilized. 

The soluble cell lysate was passed over a cation exchange column to remove non-specific 

proteins. The flow-though of this column was immediately applied to an anion exchange column. 

PduAp mutants could then be eluted from this column in high purity, similar to that of Ni2+ 

IMAC purifications. 
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Figure 8.1. Slight Deviation of The PduA Terminal Helix Drastically Alters Geometry. 

(A) PduAp4 forms a pentamer instead of the intended hexamer. (B) A slight deviation in the 

designed loop to allow the circular permutation resulted in a shift (blue) of the PduA wild 

type terminal helix (green). This shift results in a more compact monomer that can pack as a 

pentamer. 

A	 B	
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Figure 8.2. Size Exclusion Chromatography Elution Profile of PduAp4. The SEC elution 

profile of IMAC purified PduAp4 resulted in to peaks. The first peak corresponded to the void 

volume of the s200 superdex column. It was first thought this peak contained only protein 

aggregates. After the cage structure was solved it was determined that this peak contains the 

icosahedral cage. The main peak corresponded to the pentamer subunits of the cage. Dilution of 

the protein during SEC run caused disruption of the cage.  
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Figure 8.3. Dynamic Light Scattering Data of PduAp4 Buffer Screening. DLS was 

utilized to rapidly screen for conditions that readily formed the cage. In this experiment, it 

was determined that the cage was most abundant at pH 9.0 and 250mM NaCl (particles 

with a radius of ~10nm). The cage was also present as a minor species in a buffer of pH 

8.0 and 50mM NaCl. It was later determined that the presence of aggregates in samples 

obscured the true distribution of particles in solution. Subsequent experiments concluded 

the cage was the predominant species at pH 8.0 and 50mM NaCl (chapter 8.1). All other 

buffer conditions resulted in dissociation of the cage into smaller subunits (pentamers or 

monomers). 
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8.3.2 Rosetta Designed Constructs 

 Initial attempts to optimize the cage used Rosetta Design16,17 to redesign the pentamer-

pentamer interface. Three separate rounds of design were performed and the top sequences from each 

round were selected for experimental characterization. In total, 12 Rosetta Designed cages based off of 

the PduAp cage structure were screened for protein solubility. None of these proteins had soluble 

protein expression. Although these low success rates are consistent with the results of the other Rosetta 

Design17,18 studies (chapter 4), the effects were likely exacerbated by the large number of mutations 

introduced on PduAp structure (up to 1/3 of the residues). 

8.3.3 BeAtMuSiC Hotspot Mutants 

 After the failure of the Rosetta redesigned constructs to express as soluble protein, a more 

conservative mutation approach was undertaken. It was reasoned that the expression problems 

with the Rosetta Designs was a direct result of the large percentage of the protein that was 

mutated. In order to determine key location of the pentamer-pentamer interface that could be 

mutated to increase stability, the program BeAtMuSiC189 was used. From this analysis, 

mutations to two key interface residues, Asp43 and Lys76, were found to improve the energy 

scores the most. Mutation pairs were analyzed, and pairs that provided the most favorable 

interface and global energies (figure 8.4) were then cloned and expressed. The proteins were 

purified via ion exchange (figure 8.5). IEX purified protein was then further purified with SEC to 

determine if the cage was formed. In all cases cthe mutant proteins ran as monomers (figure 8.6). 

The proteins with the highest yield were analyzed by DLS to determine the size of concentrated 

particles in solution and to screen buffers for cage formation. In all instances the proteins 

remained monomeric. 
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Figure 8.4. Energy Scores From Asp43/Lys76 PduAp4 Mutants. The global (blue) and 

interface (red) energy scores of each mutant were compared to the scores from the PduAp4 

cage (dashed lines). Mutants that had lower energies then the PduAp4 sequence were thought 

to form a more stable assembly. 
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Figure 8.5. Ion Exchange Chromatography Purification of Two PduAp4 Mutants. IEX 

was employed for the purification of the PduAp constructs with no affinity tag. Cells were lysed 

in a buffer at pH 9.0 with only 50mM NaCl. After the cells were lysed and clarified the soluble 

fraction was diluted 2x in a buffer lacking NaCl. This was then applied to a Q Sepharose cation 

exchange to remove contaminating E. coli proteins (Q Elute). Flow through from this column 

was then immediately applied to S Sepharose anion-column and washed to remove unbound 

protein. PduAp mutants were eluted off with NaCl (S Elute 1, 0.5M NaCl; S Elute 2 1.0M 

NaCl). 
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Figure 8.6. PduAp4 Mutants Are Purified as Monomers. IEX purified PduAp4 mutants 

were further purified on a Superos6 SEC column intended for the purification of large 

complexes. All PduAp4 mutants (red trace) eluted as a significantly smaller protein then the 

known cage T3G (blue trace). Subsequent analysis of the mutants on an s200 SEC column 

indicated the protein was monomeric, eluting at the volume expected of a 10 kDa protein. 

	

Elution	Volume	

A2
80
nm
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8.3.3 Cysteine Mutants of PduAp 

 A series of cysteine mutants of PduAp4 were created (table 8.2). Cysteine mutants were 

placed at the pentamer-pentamer interface at locations where polar residues were in close 

proximity (Cα distance of <5Å). After purification, the cysteines could be oxidized to form 

disulfides to strengthen the cage. As with the Asp43/Lys76 mutation, all cysteine mutants were 

soluble but sized as monomers that could not be reassembled into cages by changing the buffer 

conditions. 

8.4 Results - Reconstructing the PduA Hexamer 

 Circular permutation of PduA was performed in order to make its topology resemble that of its 

naturally permuted homolog PduU.190 After the permutation was performed, the N-terminus of the 

PduA would be moved from the luminal surface to the external surface of the microcompartment. Once 

this was achieved fusions could be added to the N-terminus of PduAp, such as the occluding beta barrel 

native to PduU. This would create a version of PduA with a fully occluded pore, which has remained 

elusive,36 allowing study of the roles of the other shell proteins with pores. Pore occlusion and external 

fusions to the shell would allow further engineering of the shell for non-native functions. 

 Once the structure of the pentamer of PduAp4 was solved, it was used to redesign sequences 

new permuted PduA hexamers. Rosetta was used redesign PduAp4 and enforce six-fold symmetry. 

From this, four new permutations were designed (table 8.3). One of these, PduAp7, had the X-ray 

structure solved and refined (table 8.4). PduAp7 formed the intended hexameric structure with a 

backbone RMSD of only 0.9Å (figure 8.7) (unpublished). This permuted PduA can serve as the basis 

for future modifications, including N-terminal fusion of the PduU beta barrel.  
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Figure 8.7. Crystal Structure of PduAp7. (A) The experimental crystal structure of PduAp7 

(blue) formed the designed structure (green), with a backbone RMSD of only 0.9Å. (B) The 

PduAp7 structure is nearly identical to wild type PduA (magenta) when two structures are 

aligned. This suggests PduAp7 can be used to replace PduA in the Pdu shell. Once this is 

achieved the pore may be fully occluded to study the role of the other pores in the shell or allow 

external fusion of proteins to the external surface of the shell via the external N-terminus of 

PduAp7.	

A	 B	
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Figure 8.8. Soluble Expression Testing of PduAp7 – PduU Barrel Fusions. Soluble fractions 

from the first 18 of 19 PduAp7 – PduU Barrel Fusions, construct 19 was screened at a later date 

and was insoluble. Only one design, P7U-7 (red arrow) was soluble. The 14.5 kDa band present 

in all lanes is chicken egg white lysozyme added during cell lysis.	
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Figure 8.9. Purification of P7U-7. (A) S200 SEC elution of IMAC purified and TEV cleaved 

P7U-7. The major peak of the purification corresponded to a predicted molecular weight of 65 

kDa. The leading fractions of the peak were pooled for crystallization experiments. (B) SDS-

PAGE gel of the P7U-7 purification. A double band was apparent in the IMAC purified 

protein, the lower band increased and the upper band decreased upon TEV cleavage. The 

IMAC column used for this purification was previously used for another attempted 

purification and it is likely the TEV protease from that purification was not fully eluted from 

the resin prior to this experiment. Incomplete TEV cleave and removal of the affinity tag 

suggests a buried tag or TEV site for a fraction of the hexamer subunits.	

	

A	 B	

Elution	Volume	

A2
80
nm
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8.5 Redesigned PduA-PduU Permutations   

 Once the hexameric PduAp7 was confirmed, efforts were undertaken to attach the PduU beta 

barrel to the N-terminus of PduAp7. Rosetta was used to design and refine 19 designs of the PduAp7-

PduU fusion (table 8.5). Of these only one design expressed as soluble protein (figure 8.8). This 

construct was purified (figure 8.9) and is currently undergoing crystallization experiment optimization 

after small crystals were observed in one condition (figure 8.10).  

8.6 Discussion 

8.6.1 Experimental Characterization of Computational Designed Permuted PduA Constructs 

 The Rosetta redesigned PduAp4 constructs were complexly insoluble. Although solubility and 

expression issues plague computational interface design, the effects have been exacerbated by the size 

of the PduAp monomers. Shell proteins such as PduA are typically small proteins of approximately 90 

amino acid residues. By forming a cyclic hexamer, interfaces are present on two distinct faces of the 

subunits. Rosetta specifically redesigns these interfaces to form structures with designed symmetry. For 

a protein like PduA, this may lead to up to 1/3 of the residues being altered. At this point the expression 

and solubility of the proteins are altered by changes in the folding and aggregation propensity of the 

subunits. 

 When the more conservative double mutations were characterized, in all instances they were 

found to be purely monomers after SEC purification. Since the double mutations involved the same 

two residues in each case, and given the mutation of charged residues to primarily hydrophobic resides, 

a common problem may be affecting these constructs. If the mutated residues are essential for the 

native folding of the protein, these mutations may have drastically slowed or abolished proper folding 

of the monomers. This does not explain the results for the cysteine point mutations. Here, mutations of 

polar residues to cysteines in various locations of the proteins resulted in monomers from SEC as well. 

This suggests an alternate cause of the monomer formation.  
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Figure 8.10. Crystals of P7U-7. Crystals were obtained after one round of streak seeding 

(original drop: seeds crushed and diluted 4x with reservoir solution).  Reservoir solution 

contains 0.15M Ca(OAc)2, 18% PEG-1000 and 0.1M Immidazole, pH 8.0.  Drops set up with 

10mg/mL PduA-P7, 2.25µL total volume drops, 2:1 (sample:crystallant).  Well conditions 

were the same as those from the original well/drop used to seed this 24-well plate.  These 

crystals will be screened for diffraction in August 2016. 
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8.6.2 Salt Induced Disruption of Permuted PduA 

 The decision to utilize ion exchange chromatography for the purification of the PduAp4 

redesigns was predicted by the absence of exposed termini in the assembled cage. Given that the new 

constructs were predicated to form stable cages, it was assumed that the termini would remain luminal 

in for all of the constructs. Since PduA and PduAp tend to favor alkaline buffer conditions, the protein 

could be highly purified with tandem IEX purifications. A pH of 9.0 was required to ensure that only 

PduAp4 mutants predominantly bound the final IEX cation-column. Tightly bound protein resulted, 

which was not eluted until the NaCl concentration was >0.5M. At no time during the purification of 

PduAp4 was the protein ever exposed to salt concentrations this high. Additionally, DLS indicated that 

the cage dissociated into pentamers or monomers when exposed to high NaCl concentrations (chapter 

8.1, figure 8.3), a phenomenon common in protein complexes.132,191,192  

It is possible that once the PduAp4 mutants are in their monomeric form, they cannot 

reassemble in vitro. DLS experiments (chapter 8.1) have suggested that there is interconversion 

between the cage and pentamer forms depending on the buffer conditions. However, reversible 

conversion to monomers has not been observed. This could be a result of not yet determining the 

correct buffer conditions for this, or be a reflection of structural changes in the monomeric subunits. 

Slight changes to the structure are responsible for the dramatic shift from hexameric tiles to enclosed 

cages.  Similar changes could result in an unforeseen structural conformation that is not capable of 

forming oligomers. 

8.6.3 TEV Coexpression for In Vivo Affinity Tag Removal 

 Traditionally the Pdu shell proteins have been purified with a C-terminal histidine affinity 

tag.35,190 This was attempted with the original permutations of PduA, however after initial failures the 

tag was changed to an N-terminal TEV-cleavable affinity tag. It was thought that the C-terminal tags 

might interfere with crystallization or assembly of the oligomers due to the close proximity to the 
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oligomer interface. The TEV cleavage site was used in the many of the constructs as it typically results 

in fewer contaminating E. coli proteins, and there is some evidence that removal of histidine tags 

improves crystallization outcome.96 However, the presence of the N-terminal affinity tag and TEV site 

may have significant impact on the protein folding, solubility, structure and crystallization 

efficieny.193–197 Additionally, anecdotal evidence suggests that the presence of an N-terminal histidine 

tag and TEV cleavage site hinders that ability of split GFP to fold (chapter 3). These factors could 

contribute to the solubility issues found with the P7U constructs. The inability to fully cleave the 

affinity tag of the P7U-7 suggests that the tag is not fully exposed and may be partially buried in the 

oligomer, likely affecting the assembly of the oligomer and impacting the potential for crystallization 

success. 

 It is a common practice to create multiple expression constructs with affinity tags on either 

terminus to alleviate the deleterious effects that may occur for one approach. While this is effective 

when working in large scale, it is not practical for the large numbers of proteins required for protein 

design efforts.  Therefore, a facile approach for screening alternate affinity tag conditions needs to be 

developed. One way to achieve this would be coexpression with TEV protease. TEV protease has been 

used for the in vitro cleavage of recombinant proteins in numerous studies.198–203 In the case of 

designed proteins, one construct would be synthesized and cloned. This would feature a N-terminal 

histidine tag and TEV cleavage site, or if desired an alternate protease site.204,205 This construct would 

be used for initial solubility screening; if the protein were soluble then purification would be 

performed. If the protein fails to express or is insoluble, the construct could be expressed in a cell line 

harboring TEV protease on a compatible plasmid.206 If the in vivo removal of the tag results in soluble 

expression it can be concluded that the affinity tag was responsible for insolubility. The protein could 

then be purified without an affinity tag, or a C-terminal affinity tag could be attempted. 
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8.6.4 Structure of Redesigned Permuted PduA Hexamer 

 The six-fold symmetry of wild type PduA was recapitulated with the permuted PduAp7, 

designed with Rosetta using the PduAp4 structure. This successfully created a structure that matched 

the designed model and is nearly identical in structure to wild type PduA. There are no structural 

variations of consequence with this structure. PduAp7 can now be used for the basis of new fusions, 

including the PduU beta barrel fusion discussed here. Biological validation of PduAp7’s ability to 

incorporate into Pdu shells and function as a replacement for wild type PduA needs to be determined. 

These are the next experiments planned for this designed protein. 

8.6.5 Interconversion Between Pentamers and Hexamers Has Evolutionary Implications 

 Ambiguity of the oligomeric state of shell proteins has been observed prior to the PduA 

permutation work. The ethanolamine utilization microcompartment shell protein EutN was suggested 

to be a hexamer by the crystal structure (PDB 2X9H). Recently, it was determined to be a pentamer in 

solution.207 PduAp4 was the first definitive case of a nearly identical shell protein that folds into the 

canonical BMC fold31 existing in two different oligomeric states. In order for a closed shell to form, it 

needs two components hexamers for the facets and pentamers for the vertices. All known 

microcompartments, are thoughT to contain proteins in these two symmetries.24  

 The ability for one protein to adopt these two conformations would allow simple 

microcompartments to form with only one protein required to form the shell. Additional shell proteins 

could then evolve through gene duplication events. It has been suggested that EutS, a curved shell 

protein, might assemble into closed structures by itself.208 It is thought that the curved structure of this 

protein allows the shell to form, resulting in polymorphic structures of varying sizes. Interconversion 

between hexamers and pentamers could result in more regular shells, similar to the Pdu MCPs formed 

with all shell proteins present. This would be especially true if the pentamer form occurs at a low level 

compared to the hexamer form. If this were the case in early shell proteins and primitive MCPs, then 
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that ability may be restored with alterations to the shell proteins. Permutation of PduA may have 

resulted in this ability. 

 It has been difficult to assess the exact oligomeric state of PduAp4 in solution. DLS cannot 

reliably detect the difference in radii between the two forms. SEC-MALS was performed on a sample 

of PduAp4, but provided inconclusive results from dilution during the run. Standard SEC purification 

of PduA permutations resulted in elution volumes consistent with hexamers. However, the physical 

size differences between the two cyclic oligomers (figure 8.1) may be too small to accurately resolve 

on an SEC column. Additional experiments should be undertaken to determine the oligomeric state of 

PduA permutations in differing buffer, similar to what was done with EutN.207 

8.7 Conclusions 

 Circular permutation of PduA and subsequent computational redesign of the PduAp4 cage has 

proven difficult to achieve. Inherent issues computationally designed proteins have been contributing 

factor in the cage optimizations. Although a stabilized cage has eluded design to date, redesign of the 

intended PduAp hexamer was successful. Now, we have a new version that can serve as a building 

block for future designs or used in biological assays of Pdu MCP function. Through iterative rounds of 

protein design, like what was done to form PduAp7, new versions of MCP shell proteins can now be 

formed. These can be significantly different from native proteins and offer chances to create highly 

modified pores compared to simple pore point mutations.36 Modified pores are applicable to and 

essential for future efforts to bioengineer MCPs for the encapsulation of non-native enzyme pathways. 

8.8 Materials and Methods 

8.8.1 Cloning 

  For all designed sequences, the genes were codon opitmized95 for expression in E. coli. 

Optimized genes were synthesized as gBlocks (Integrated DNA Technologies) with the terminal 

sequences GTTTAACTTTAAGAAGGAGATATAC and 
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TAAAATTCGAGCTCCGTCGACAAGCTTG added to the 5’ and 3’ ends respectively. The 

genes were then cloned via Gibson assembly75 into pET22b vector cut with NdeI and EcoRI 

restriction enzymes and transformed into XL-2 Blue Ultracompetent cells (Agilent 

Technologies). Once the plasmids were sequence validated, plasmids were transformed in BL21 

DE3 expression cells (New England Biolabs) 

8.8.2 Protein Expression 

All constructs were expressed in LB supplemented ampicillin. 1L LB flasks were 

inoculated with 10mL of overnight culture and allow to grow for at 37°C until the A600nm optical 

density reached 0.6-0.8, the temperature was then reduced to 30°C and protein expression was 

induced with 1mM IPTG and grown for 16 hours. 

8.8.3 Ion Exchange Purification of Untagged Constructs 

 Cells were lysed in a buffer at pH 9.0 with only 50mM NaCl. After the cells were lysed 

and clarified at 5000 xg for 20 mins, the soluble fraction was diluted 2x in a buffer lacking NaCl. 

This was then applied to a Q Sepharose cation exchange to remove contaminating E. coli 

proteins (Q Elute). Flow through from this column was then immediately applied to S Sepharose 

anion-column and washed to remove unbound protein. PduAp mutants were eluted off with 1m 

NaCl, the protein was immediately diluted to a final NaCl of 100mM. Protein was then 

concentrated to a volume suitable for further purification by SEC. SEC was performed with a 

Superpose6 GL 10/300 column to determine is a cage was present, SEC was performed on a 

s200 GL 10/300 analytical column to determine the oligomeric state of the proteins when it was 

found cages were not formed. 

8.8.4 Purification of Affinity Tagged Proteins 

 Purification was performed per previously reported methods.209,210 TEV cleavage performed 

overnight dialysis in a buffer by dialysis of mixed IMAC purified PduAp constructs was mixed 
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with TEV protease in a 1:50 ratio in a buffer of 10mM Tris pH 8.0, 150mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 

10% glycerol at 4°C, the TEV protease was removed but a second IMAC purification step prior 

to SEC.129 SEC fractions corresponding to hexamers was pooled, concentrated to 10mg/mL, 

flash frozen and stored for crystallization experiments.  

8.8.5 PduAp7 Crystallization 

 PduAp7 was screened for crystals only in the AmSO4 screen (Qiagen) at both 10mg/mL and 

5mg/mL. Small rod crystals were found after 1 week in 2.0M AmSO4, 2.0M NaCl. The Crystals were 

optimized with the ADDit additive screen (Emerald BioStructures). Diffraction quality crsytals were 

grown at 5mg/mL in a final condition of 2.0M AmSO4, 2.0M NaCl, 0.6% w/v Xylitol. Crystals were 

cryo-protected with 25% glycerol prior to flash freezing the crystals in liquid nitrogen.  

8.8.6 PduAp7 X-Ray Data Processing and Structure Solution 

All data was collected at the Advance Photon Source beam line 24-ID-C. Data was indexed in 

space group P1 to a resolution of 2.5Å with XDS/XSCALE,97 phases were determined with 

Phaser88 with the computational model serving as the search model. Solution from these 

programs had refinement attempted with PDB_Redo,90 Refmac89 and Phenix,91 only Buster211 

was able to sufficiently refine the model. Models were manually evaluated in Coot98 and 

analyzed with PyMOL.99 
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Table 8.1. Sequences of Rosetta Designed Permuted PduA Icosahedral Constructs   
 
P4_I11 
MTVAVIPDPHDDVAAALGGSGGSKALGVVLTVGMTAALAAAAAMVAAANVEMVGIYLIGNGLAA
VVVRGAAGQVIIATAAGAAAAAAR 
 
P4_I12 
MTVAVIPNPHDDVAAALGGSGGSKALGAVMTVGLTAALAAAAAMAAAANVEVVGFYVIGNGLVV
VVVRGAAGQVMIATAAGAAAADNR 
 
P4_I13 
MTVAVIPNPHDDVAAALGGSGGSKALGVVTTVGLTAALAAAAAMAAAANVEVVGFYVIGNGLVS
VVVRGSIGAVIKATEAGAEAAKNR 
 
P4_I14 
MTVAVIPNPHDDVAANLGGSGGSKALGAVTTVGLTAALAAAAAMVAAANVEAVGFYVIGNGLVV
VVVRGSIGAVIKATEAGAEAAKNR 
 
P4_I21 
MATHVTPNPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAAAMVAAANVMLVGYEKIGSGLVT
VIVRGSTGAVKAATLAGSLAAATA 
 
P4_I22 
MATHVLPNPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIAAAAAMVAAANVMLVGYEKIGSGLVT
VIVRGSIGAVIKATLAGSLAAANA 
 
P4_I23 
MAVHVIPNPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAAAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLVT
VIVRGSTGAVIAATLAGSLAAATV 
 
P4_I31  
MAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAADAMVQAANVMLVGYEKIGSGLVT
VIVRGDVGAVKAATAAGAAAADSA 
 
P4_I32 
MAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAADAMVEAANVMLVGYEKIGSGLVT
VIVRGDVGAVKAATWAGAAAADNA   
 
P4_I33 
MAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAADAMVEAANVMLVGYEKIGSGLVT
VIVRGDVGAVKAATWAGALAAITA 
 
P4_I34 
MAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLAAAIEAAAAMVAAANVMLVGYEKIGSGLVT
VIVRGDVGAVKAATAAGAAAAAST 
 
P4_I35 
MAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAAAMVEAANVMLVGYEKIGSGLVT
VIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAAANA 
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Table 8.2. Sequences of PduAp4 Icosahedral Constructs From BeAtMuSiC Predictions 
 
PduAp4 – Original Structure 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAADAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM1 - D43F-K76F 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAFAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVFAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM2 - D43Y-K76F 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAYAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVFAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM3 - D43I-K76W 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAIAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVWAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM4 - D43W-K76Y 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAWAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVYAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM5 - D43I-K76F 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAIAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVFAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM6 - D43R-K76F 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAARAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVFAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM7 - D43W-K76F 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAWAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVFAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM8 - D43F-K76L 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAFAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVLAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM9 - D43I-K76L 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAIAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVLAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM10 - D43R-K76L 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAARAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVLAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM11 - D43W-K76L 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAWAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVLAATDAGAAAARNVG 
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DM12 - D43Y-K76L 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAYAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVLAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM13 - D43F-K76W 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAFAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVWAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM14 - D43R-K76W 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAARAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVWAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM15 - D43W-K76W 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAWAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVWAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM16 - D43Y-K76W 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAYAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVWAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM17 - D43F-K76Y 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAFAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVYAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM18 - D43I-K76Y 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAIAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVYAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM19 - D43R-K76Y 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAARAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVYAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM20 - D43Y-K76Y 
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAAYAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVYAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
Cysteine Disulfide Mutants 
DM21 - D43C-K76C   
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAACAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVCAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
DM22 - D80C-A84C –  
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAADAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVKAATCAGACAARNVG 
 
DM23 - R87C –  
MKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAADAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAACNVG 
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DM24 - R9C-V72C –  
MKAVHVIPCPHTDVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAADAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLV
TVIVRGDCGAVKAATDAGAAAARNVG 
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Table 8.3. Sequences of Rosetta Designed PduAp4 Derived Hexamers 
 
 
PduAp6  
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGAMVYVIPDPHDLVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIAAAHAMV
VSANVVLVGYEKIGDGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
PduAp7   
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGAMVYVIPDPHDAVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETKGLTAAIAAAHAMV
VSANVVLVGYEKIGDGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNVG 
CGTGGGTTAACGCGACTTAATTAACTCGTT 
 
PduAp8   
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGKTVYVIPDPHDAVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETQGLTAAIAAAHAMV
KSANVVLVGYEKIGMGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNVG 
 
PduAp9  
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGKTVYVIPDPHDAVEKILGGSGGSEALGMVETEGLTAAIAAAHAMV
VSANVVLVGYEKIGMGLVVVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNVG 
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Table 8.4. Data Collection and Refinement Statistics for the PduAp7 Structure 
 
Resolution range (Å)           56.57 - 2.8 (2.564 - 2.476) 
Space group                            P 1 
Unit cell      39.71 50.27 58.39 102.93 94.68 96.25 
Total reflections                50083 (3441) 
Unique reflections           14348 (1204) 
Multiplicity                            3.5 (2.9) 
Completeness (%)                92.68 (79.37) 
Mean I/sigma(I)                    6.91 (1.16) 
Wilson B-factor                      63.10 
R-merge                         0.08601 (0.7818) 
R-meas                                  0.1014 
CC1/2                            0.996 (0.855) 
CC*                            0.999 (0.96) 
R-work                          0.3212 (0.4877) 
R-free                          0.3988 (0.4555) 
Number of non-hydrogen atoms       3636 
macromolecules                                  3636 
Protein residues                                   534 
RMS(bonds)                                  0.007 
RMS(angles)                                   1.24 
Ramachandran favored (%)            95 
Ramachandran outliers (%)           0.57 
Clashscore                                  17.05 
Average B-factor                                212.40 
macromolecules                                212.40 
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Table 8.5. Sequences of PduAp7-PduU Barrel Fusions 
	
P7U-1  
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGQPTTDRMIQEYVPGKQAMVYVIPDPHDAVEKILGGSGGSEALGMV
ETKGLTAAIAAAHAMVVSANVVLVGYEKIGDGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAARN 
 
P7U-2 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGQPTTDRMIQEYVPGKQVTMVYVIPDPHDAVEKILGGSGGSEALGM
VETKGLTAAIAAAHAMVVSANVVLVGYEKIGDGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNV 
 
P7U-3 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGQPTTDRMIQEYVPGKQVTLVYVIPDPHDAVEKILGGSGGSEALGM
VETKGLTAAIAAAHAMVVSANVVLVGYEKIGDGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNV 
 
P7U-4 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGTPAQAVTTVWVAPGIANATLVIPDPSYAVLATTGGSGGSEALGEV
MTAGMVAANAAAWAMYLSANVVVVGAIIIGAGAVIVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAAKKV 
 
P7U-5 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGFPAQAVAVVFVAPGVANLTMVIPDPTDAALAMLGGSGGSEALGMV
TTAGLEAAAAAAEAMAISANVVVVGAVLIGAGVVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAAKKV 
 
P7U-6 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGTPDQESATHDIAPGVANATWVIPDPVDAVLATTGGSGGSEALGQV
ETSGMAAADAAAWAMALSANVVTVGAVITGSGAVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAAKKV 
 
P7U-7 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGTPAQTATAVLLSPGVANATWVIPDPSDAALAATGGSGGSEALGMV
TTSGMAAAAAAAAAMAAAANVVNVGYVITGSGAVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAAKKT 
 
P7U-8 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGTPAQAVTTVWVAPGNAVAAALVIPDPSYATLATTGGSGGSEALGE
VTTAGMSAANAAAEAMYNSANVVVVGAIIIGAGAVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAAKKV 
 
P7U-9 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGFPAQAVAVVFVAPGQQVAAAMVIPDPSDAVLAMTGGSGGSEALGM
VTTAGLAAAAAAALAMALSANVVVVGAVLIGAGVVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAAKKA 
 
P7U-10 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGTPDQTSTAVDAAPGNQVSAAWVIPDPSDAALATTGGSGGSEALGQ
VETSGAAAANAAAWAMALSANVVTVGAVITGSGAVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAAKKA 
 
P7U-11 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGTPAQKAQTHSLAPGAAVASAWVIPDPSDAALAANGGSGGSEALGL
VETSGHSAAAAAAWAMRLAANVVNVGAVITGSGAVAVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAAKKA 
 
P7U-12 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGTPAQAVTTVWVAPGIAAMVYVIPDPHDAVEKILGGSGGSEALGMV
ETKGLTAAIAAAHAMVVSANVVLVGYEKIGDGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNV 
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P7U-13 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGFPAQAVAVVFVAPGVAAMVYVIPDPHDAVEKILGGSGGSEALGMV
ETKGLTAAIAAAHAMVVSANVVLVGYEKIGDGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNV 
 
P7U-14 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGTPDQESATHDIAPGVAAMVYVIPDPHDAVEKILGGSGGSEALGMV
ETKGLTAAIAAAHAMVVSANVVLVGYEKIGDGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNV 
 
P7U-15 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGTPAQTATAVLLSPGVAAMVYVIPDPHDAVEKILGGSGGSEALGMV
ETKGLTAAIAAAHAMVVSANVVLVGYEKIGDGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNV 
 
P7U-16 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGTPAQAVTTVWVAPGNAVAAVYVIPDPHDAVEKILGGSGGSEALGM
VETKGLTAAIAAAHAMVVSANVVLVGYEKIGDGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNV 
 
P7U-17 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGFPAQAVAVVFVAPGQQVAAVYVIPDPHDAVEKILGGSGGSEALGM
VETKGLTAAIAAAHAMVVSANVVLVGYEKIGDGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAARN 
 
P7U-18 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGTPDQTSTAVDAAPGNQVSAVYVIPDPHDAVEKILGGSGGSEALGM
VETKGLTAAIAAAHAMVVSANVVLVGYEKIGDGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNV 
 
P7U-19 
MGSDKIHHHHHHENLYFQGTPAQKAQTHSLAPGAAVASVYVIPDPHDAVEKILGGSGGSEALGM
VETKGLTAAIAAAHAMVVSANVVLVGYEKIGDGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAATDAGAAAARNV 
AAAATTCGAGCTCCGTCGACAAGCTTGCGGCCGCACTCGAG 
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CHAPTER  9 

Structural Studies of the PduA – PduD Helix Interaction 

9.1 Introduction 

 Bacterial microcompartments encapsulate diverse and complex metabolic pathways.24,25,29 

Although the pathways found in these can be quite divergent, they are thought to have evolved to 

seclude volatile or toxic intermediates away from the cytoplasm of the bacterium. There is a growing 

desire to utilize these shells for the creation of bioreactors.28 In order to achieve this, non-native 

enzymes must be encapsulated by the shells. This mechanism of this encapsulation remains ambiguous 

for many of these shells.  

9.1.1 Microcompartment Enzyme Encapsulation 

 Carboxysomes were the first MCP discovered and are the simplest, containing only he 

enzymes RuBisCO and carbonic anhydrase for CO2 fixation.26,27,212,213 Enzyme encapsulation in the 

carboxysome is facilitated by a preformed enzyme core recruiting the shell proteins to the core through 

auxiliary proteins.37,214 Enzyme encapsulation in the more complex MCPs, including the Pdu MCP, is 

not well understood. It has been well established that the N-terminus of many of the encapsulated 

enzymes contains an amino acid sequence, thought to be helical in character,  that targets the enzymes 

to the MCPs through interactions with the luminal face of shell proteins.39,40,208,215–217 These terminal 

sequences, or tails, target both native and heterologous proteins to the lumen of the shells. The global 

arrangements of the enzymes, in the shells remain a mystery. Emerging evidence suggests there are in 

fact interactions between the tail segments of the enzymes forming larger assemblies in the lumen of 

the MCP, but there has yet to be evidence of fully preformed enzyme cores as the case with the 

carboxysome.218–220 

 In order to better understand the protein-protein interaction between the targeting tails and the 

shell proteins, efforts were undertaken to solve the x-ray crystal structure of the interaction. The PduA-
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PduD tail interaction was selected for study. The PduD tail has been found to target both PduD and 

heterologous enzymes to the lumen of the Pdu MCP.215 The PduA C-terminus and PduD tail 

interaction was also predicted through computational docking studies24 but not experimentally 

validated. Only the interaction between the PduA C-terminus and PduP tail has been conclusively 

shown.40 Interestingly, the PduD and PduP tails are thought to bind the same cleft formed by the C-

terminal helix of PduA except in the exact opposite orientation. The PduD tail is predicted to have the 

N-terminus pointing towards the edge of the PduA hexamer and the C-terminus towards the pore. 

Fortuitously, this orientation allows fusion of the C-terminus of PduA to the N-terminus of the PduD 

tail (PduAD). Similar fusions are not possible with the PduP tail due to its predicted orientation.24 

9.1.2 Summary of Previous Crystallographic Efforts 

 Dr. Dan McNamara performed preliminary crystallographic studies. For these experiments he 

attempted to determine the structure of the interaction between PduA and synthesized tails of both 

PduD and PduP. An edge mutant of PduA K26A was used for these studies as it crystallizes in a form 

(PDB 4P2S, space group C2) with large solvent channels providing access to the C-terminus of PduA. 

Apo PduA crystals in this form were soaked with the peptides and co-crystallization experiments with 

PduA and the peptides were also attempted. In several instances the resolution of the diffracting 

crystals was poor compared to the apo PduA crystals. In all instances no peptides could be seen in the 

electron density. 

 Fusions of PduA K26A residues 1-89 and PduD residues 2-16 or 2-18 were made with a short 

‘GSG’ linker between the two segments. These constructs readily crystallized in conditions contained 

AmSO4 as the precipitant, and formed hexagonal crystals just as PduA typically crystallizes. These 

fusions crystallized in space group P6 2 2, structures were solved and refined. In all instances, only the 

electron density of PduA was visible, the PduD fusion was completely disordered.  We hypothesized 

that the fusions may have failed as a result of the short linker used. 
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Figure 9.1. Rosetta Opimized Fusion Model of a PduA-PduD N-terminal Fusion. (A) The 

monomer of the PduAD model has the PduD tail located above the PduA C-terminal tail 

(green box). The structure of the PduA BMC domain is not altered. (B) When the PduA 

hexamer forms the PduD tail is predicted to sit on the interface of two monomers (red arrow). 	

A	 B	
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 Figure 9.2. Hexametric Model of the PduAD Rosetta Design. (A) In the computational 

model sixe PduAD fusions could pack as a hexamer with the PduD tails pack tightly against the 

PduA C-terminal helices (green box). (B) Viewed down the six-fold axis the PduAD fusions do 

not disrupt the hexamer or central pore of PduA.	

	

A	 B	
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Figure 9.3. PduAD Construct Designs. (A) PduAD featured the first 90 residues, a variable 

linker and PduD residues 2-16. (B) A turn (green box) is required to set the correct geometry to 

allow the tail fold on to the PduA putative binding site. (C) Four versions of the loop were 

attempted, PduAD1 is the Rosetta optimized sequence, PduAD2 is a long flexible linker, 

PduAD3 and PduAD4 are sequences with a high propensity to form beta turns. 	

	

A	

B	 C	
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9.2 Results 

9.2.1 PduAD Fusion Constructs 

 A model of the PduAD fusion was generated with Rosetta16 (figure 9.1). This model indicated 

that the PduA could accommodate the six PduD tail fusions and still form the native hexamer (figure 

9.2). Key to this model is a turn that forms the linker (figure 9.3), from Rosetta this turn was designed 

as ‘KGIE’ (‘GSG’ was used in preliminary studies). This designed constructs as well as three others 

with differing linkers were synthesized and expressed. It was hypothesized that the previous ‘GSG’ 

linker was either too short or too flexible. To test this a longer flexible ‘GSGTGSG’ linker replaced the 

designed ‘KGIE’. This designed loop was also replaced with one of two sequences (‘RSSG’ and 

‘NHIT’) with a high propensity to form a β-turn.221 In total four constructs were expressed, purified 

and crystallized (table 9.1, figure 9.3). 

 Purification of all four constructs was performed and each construct ran as a predicted hexamer 

by SEC purification. Hexagonal crystals rapidly grew in conditions containing AmSO4 as a precipitant 

for all four proteins. PduAD2  (‘GSGTGS’ linker) and PduAD4 (‘NHIT’ linker) crystals were 

extremely fragile with rounded corners. These crystals could not be harvested for diffraction 

experiments and could not be optimized. The crystals of PduAD1 (‘KGIE’ linker) and PduAD3 

(‘RSSG’ linker) were more regular hexagons with well-defined edges and corners. Crystals from both 

constructs diffracted. The diffraction of PduAD1 was extremely anisotropic with poorly resolved 

reflections, resulting in difficulty processing the data and solving the structure. PduAD3 was the only 

construct where a crystal structure could be solved. 

9.2.2 PduAD3 Crystal Structures 

 The first crystal form of PduAD3 grew as hexagonal crystals that diffracted to 2.5Å and were 

indexed in space group P1. Phases were determined by molecular replacement, which was only 

successful with the PduA hexamer serving as the search model and contained two full hexamers in the  
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Figure 9.4. Crystal Structure of the PduAD3 P1 Crystal Form. (A) Crystals in the P1 

crystal form grew as well-defined hexagons. (B) The crystal structure was found to have 

layers of the PduA hexamers with a large space between the layers. Although the PpduAD 

model would full this space, no density was observed besides that of the PduA BMC core.	

	

A	 B	
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 B	

Figure 9.5. Crystal Structure of the PduAD3  Crystal Form. (A) Crystals in the 

	

	

A	 B	

C	
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asymmetric unit.  The two hexamers packed with the convex surfaces forming a crystal contact with 

near two-fold symmetry relating the two hexamers. The hexamers tessellated into layers, with a large 

empty space between the layers (figure 9.4). The PduAD was modeled into the structure and the empty 

space could be accommodated by the PduD helices. Significant refinement was attempted but electron 

density for the PduD tails could not been seen and the R-factors for the structure remained high 

(>40%). The broken six-fold symmetry of this crystal form suggested there might be interactions 

between the PduA and the PduD tails. Since the density for the tails was completely absent, new crystal 

forms were sought. 

 In order obtain a new crystal forms of PduAD3 the original crystallization condition was 

subject to additive screening.222–224 Additive screening resulted in large rod crystals in one condition. 

These crystals diffracted well (2.0Å) and were found to be in space group P43 2 2. Again only the PduA 

hexamer could serve as the molecular replacement search model for successful phase determination.  In 

this crystal form, one hexamer comprised the asymmetric unit (figure 9.5). The electron density for the 

PduA portion of fusion was complete and well defined. Again the electron density ended at the C-

terminus of PduA and with no density for the PduD tail. Refinement was performed with Phenix,91 

PDB_Redo,90 or Buster211  and did not reveal density for the PduD tail. Finally feature enhanced 

maps225 and non crystallographic symmetry226 maps were generated, but these too failed to reveal 

density for the tails.  

9.3 Discussion 

 A crystal structure of the PduA-PduD interaction has remained elusive. Multiple factors may 

contribute to this, including the symmetry of PduA and shell proteins in general. Flaws in the current 

model of the PduA and its tail may also be factors in the difficulties thus far. 

9.3.1 Obscured Electron Density From Six-Fold Symmetry  

 The six-fold symmetry could be detrimental for crystal structures with bound tails if there is 
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not a 1:1 stoichiometry of PduA and bound tail. It is possible that only one of the tails may bind to 

PduA with the fusion constructs and the previous peptide soaking and co-crystallization experiments. If 

this were the case the density of the bound peptide would be obscured by the six-fold symmetry. In the 

case where one tail is bound, it can bind into any of the six equivalent position of PduA. Further, the 

PduA hexamer can pack in any orientation since each monomer can form equivalent crystals contacts. 

If this occurs, electron density of a single bound tail would be reduced to one-sixth from the averaging 

of the six monomers. This would fully obscure the density of the tail, which would further be affected 

if not all hexamers had a bound tail. The changes in crystal morphologies, resolution and space groups 

of the fusion proteins and peptide soaks suggest binding events are occurring to some extent, even 

though they can not be visualized.  

9.3.2 PduAD Crystals 

 Broken symmetry in the hexagonal crystal form of PduAD3 suggests structural changes are 

occurring in the crystal. Previous experiments crystallized in similar morphologies but retained 

crystallographic six-fold symmetry. Breaking this symmetry is an indication that the PduA hexamers 

are being distorted in some manner. The poorly formed crystals of the other three PduAD constructs 

are another indication of structural changes possibly induced by tail binding. These structural changes 

are likely a cause for the poorly ordered crystals and other defects (fragile crystals, high anisotropy and 

poorly defined reflections).  

PduA is highly tolerant to C-terminal extensions. In one study, the researchers neglected to 

includes a stop codon for their construct. This resulted in fusion of twenty amino acids from the vector 

to the PduA construct.227 The resulting structure showed no density for the vector residues, similar to 

the PduAD3 structure, but no crystal defects were observed.  Taken as a whole, these new crystals with 

defects and the previous structures with terminal fusion and no structural alterations, the targeting tails 

may be binding to some extent. 
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9.3.3 Fusion Protein Creates Incorrect Stoichiometry 

The Rosetta model suggests that the PduA hexamer can accommodate up to six bound tails. 

However, this model does not account for any structural changes in the hexamer upon tail binding. 

Encapsulated Pdu enzymes are quite large (PduP molecular weight is 50 kDa) and it is very unlikely 

that six enzymes will bind to the PduA hexamer. If this were the case there would be severe clashes 

between the enzymes bound to each hexamer and adjacent hexamers. It is simply not possible for this 

to occur in vivo. Emerging evidences suggests this is the case. It has been proposed that the tails can 

self associate in addition to binding to the shells. It is though that enzyme complexes of unknown size 

assemble, and one component of this complex can then bind the shell.38 Assembly in this manner could 

accommodate structural changes in the PduA hexamer when a tail binds, something that can not be 

accommodated with the PduAD fusion since all six PduA monomers are fused to a PduD tail. Again, if 

only one tail was bound the electron density would likely be obscured in the crystal structure.  

9.3.4 Crystallization May Select For Unbound Structures 

 Significant structural changes induced by tail binding may perturb the PduA to the point where 

is cannot readily crystallize. Therefore, crystallization may select for PduA hexamers without bound 

tails. Additionally the crystallization conditions may interfere with the PduA – tail interactions. PduA 

readily crystallizes in conditions composed of 1.6-2.0M AmSO4 and high NaCl concentrations (up to 

2.0M) and alkaline pHs (pH 8.0 -9.0). These conditions may disrupt the protein interaction between 

PduA and the tail, especially if the interaction is weak and only occurs transiently during initial MCP 

formation.192,228–231 Limited screening of crystallization conditions was performed for the PduAD 

fusions because of the ease in which PduA derivatives crystalize in AmSO4 conditions. Additional 

broad condition screening should be performed to determine if other crystallization conditions are 

available. It is possible that new conditions could favor the PduA-tail interaction if the high salt, 

alkaline conditions are interfering with the tail binding. 
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9.3.5 Ambiguity in the Binding Partners and Orientations of Targeting Tails  

 The only published direct PduA-tail interaction is that of PduA C-terminus to the N-terminal 

tail of PduP. Computational models suggest that other tails bind PduA but so far there is limited data to 

confirm this. The PduAD fusion was pursued because the computational modeling suggested the PduD 

tail bound in a favorable orientation for terminal fusions. If this model were wrong then it would be 

impossible for the fusions to work. This is a very real possibility given the prediction that the PduP tail 

binds in the opposite orientation. It remains a possibility that the binding model is drastically wrong as 

well and the predicted binding cleft along the C-terminal helix of PduA is not the location of binding. 

The true binding site may be on another location of the PduA hexamer or may occur between multiple 

shell hexamers. The latter example has yet to be explored experimentally or computationally. 

9.3.5.1 Preferential Binding of Tails to Specific Shells 

 Preliminary binding assays involving Pdu shell proteins and tail peptides have been performed. 

From these assays, graduate student Sunny Chun has observed a 10-fold weaker affinity of the PduD 

tail to PduA than the PduP tail (unpublished work). Conversely, PduD has a better affinity for the 

PduA paralog PduJ over the PduP tail, suggesting that future crystallographic experiments should 

explore the PduJ interaction with the PduD tail, either through peptide soaks, co-crystallization or 

PduJ-PduD tail fusions.  

 PduJ has recently had its crystal structure solved (unpublished). The sequences of PduA and 

PduJ are remarkably similar (17 amino acids are different) and both form the same predicted binding 

cleft for the tail helices. The only differences between the putative binding sites are three amino acids 

under the C-terminal helix. To reconcile the tail binding affinity differences with the similar binding 

sites, the terminal helix would have to be displaced upon tail binding. If this is true, then major 

structural changes are likely occurring during the tail binding. These changes would affect the crystal 

lattice stability and render the PduAD fusion impractical for determining the structure of the 
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interaction. 

9.3.6 Crystallographic Rescue Through Broken Symmetry Scaffolds 

 The discussed issues with crystallization of the shell-tail interaction require new approaches to 

determine the crystal structure of this interaction. An approach that would remedy all of the issues 

would be to utilize a large scaffolding protein. With this approach a large protein, whether monomer or 

oligomer, would serve to form a crystal lattice instead of PduA. To this the tail sequences could be 

terminally fused on earthier end of the protein. PduA, or another shell protein could then be soaked into 

crystals if suitable solvent channels are present or added during crystallization at varying 

concentrations. Under this scenario, PduA could bind to the tails in any orientation at the true binding 

site and accommodate structural changes in PduA, as PduA structural changes would not perturb the 

crystal lattice. With this approach, a single binding to the shell could be resolved since there is no six-

fold symmetry to average out and obscure the density of a single bound tail. 

9.4 Conclusions 

 A structure revealing the PduA interaction with the targeting tails has remained elusive. 

Numerous factors may contribute to this. Changes to the crystal forms with the new PduAD fusions 

suggest binding events may be occurring. However, the exact binding partners to PduA have not been 

fully validated experimentally and new evidence suggest the PduD tail is the preferred partner for 

PduA. With the uncertainty in binding partners and binding sites, novel approaches must be attempted 

to solve the bound structure. 

9.5 Materials and Methods 

9.5.1 Cloning 

 For all designed sequences, the gnes were codon opitmized95 for expression in E. coli. 

Optimized genes were synthesized as gBlocks (Integrated DNA Technologies) with the terminal 

sequences GTTTAACTTTAAGAAGGAGATATAC and 
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TAAAATTCGAGCTCCGTCGACAAGCTTG added to the 5’ and 3’ ends respectively. The 

genes were then cloned via Gibson assembly75 into pET22b vector cut with NdeI and EcoRI 

restriction enzymes and transformed into XL-2 Blue Ultracompetent cells (Agilent 

Technologies). Once the plasmids were sequence validated, plasmids were transformed in BL21 

DE3 expression cells (New England Biolabs) 

9.5.2 Protein Expression 

All constructs were expressed in LB supplemented ampicillin. 1L LB flasks were 

inoculated with 10mL of overnight culture and allow to grow for at 37°C until the A600nm optical 

density reached 0.6-0.8, the temperature was then reduced to 30°C and protein expression was 

induced with 1mM IPTG and grown for 16 hours. 

9.5.3 Protein Purification 

Purification was performed per previously reported methods.209,210 SEC was performed in a 

buffer composed of 30mM Tris pH 9.0, 50mM NaCl fractions corresponding to hexamers was 

pooled, concentrated to 10mg/mL, flash frozen and stored for crystallization experiments.  

9.5.4 PduAD Crystallization 

PduAD constructs were screened for crystals only in the AmSO4 screen (Qiagen) at both 

10mg/mL and 5mg/mL. Hexagonal rystals grew with in 48 hours for all four constructs in various 

conditions. Diffraction quality crystals from PduAD3 were grown in a condition of 0.1M Bicine pH 

9.0, 1.6M AmSO4. Crystals were cryo-protected with 25% glycerol prior to flash freezing the crystals 

in liquid nitrogen. 

9.5.4.1 PduAD3 Optimization 

 Additive screening was performed with protein at both 10mg/mL and 5mg/mL concentrations. 

The well solution was composed of 0.1M Bicine pH 9.0, 1.6M AmSO4. The final condition in which 

rod crystals were grown was composed of 0.1M Bicine pH 9.0, 1.6M AmSO4, 0.033% w/v 2,7-
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naphthalenedisulfonic acid disodium saltm 0.033% w/v azelaic acid, 0.033% trans-Cinnamic acid, 

0.002M Hepes pH 6.8. Crystals were cryo-protected with 25% glycerol prior to flash freezing the 

crystals in liquid nitrogen. 

9.5.5 X-ray Data Processing and Structure Solution 

 All data was collected at the Advance Photon Source beam line 24-ID-C. Data was 

indexed with XDS/XSCALE,97 phases were determined with Phaser88 with the a performed with 

Phenix91, Models were manually evaluated in Coot98 and analyzed with PyMOL.99 

 
9.5.5.1 PduAD3 P1 Crystal Form 

 Data was indexed in space group P1 at a resolution of 2.5Å with a unit cell of a=67.920 

b=67.920 c=75.250 α=99.39 β=105.99 γ=120.27. Refinement was attempted with the PduAD Rosetta 

model and no density could be found for the PduD tail helices. 

9.5.5.2 PduAD3 P4322 Crystal Form 

 Data was indexed in space group P4322 at a resolution of 2.0Å, with a unit cell of a=b=96.640 

c=175.18 α=β=γ=90. AgLike with the P1 form refinement was carried out with both PduA hexamer 

and PduAD Rosetta model and no density could be found for the PduD tail helices. FEM maps were 

generated with Phenix91 and NCS maps generates with Coot.98 
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Table 9.1. Sequences of PduAD Fusion Constructs 
 
PduAD1  
MHHHHHHQQEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAADAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAAT
DAGAAAARNVGEVKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGKGIEINEKLLRQIIEDVL 
 
PduAD2 
MHHHHHHQQEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAADAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAAT
DAGAAAARNVGEVKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGKGSGTGSGEINEKLLRQIIEDVL 
 
PduAD3 
MHHHHHHQQEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAADAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAAT
DAGAAAARNVGEVKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGSRSSGSINEKLLRQIIEDVL 
 
PduAD4  
MHHHHHHQQEALGMVETKGLTAAIEAADAMVASANVMLVGYEKIGSGLVTVIVRGDVGAVKAAT
DAGAAAARNVGEVKAVHVIPRPHTDVEKILGSNHITGINEKLLRQIIEDVL 
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